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The Contemporary Myth of Women Artists
in Erica Jong’s Novel Any Woman's Blues(1990)
Iliyana Nedkova

This research project examines the professional, social, personal and sexual
identity of women artists in the late 1980s through a fictional character - Leila Sand
- the protagonist in one of Erica Jong’s latest novels Any Woman's Blues. The research
employs the powerful ‘tools’ of textual analysis, deconstruction and interpretation
in its attempt to dismantle the contemporary myths of womanhood. The text argues
that creativity is available to women in the fin-de-siecle but yet there is still an
outrageous price to be paid in the 'obstacle race' of the art world. Erica Jong's woman
artist is caught in a transitional period of American culture when the myth of the
eternal woman is no longer valid but the new patterns of the contemporary myth are
gaining momentum.
Initially this web-text was my MA Thesis in English, American and Cultural
Studies, Sofia University, Bulgaria.
I would like to believe that this web-of-words will stir up an on-line discussion
and perhaps explore various new issues
* Introduction
* Thesis
* The Popular Myth of the Eternal Woman
* On Women Artists in General Other Major Sections:* Women Artists' Personal Identity
* Women Artists' Sexual Identity
* Women Artists' Social Identity
* Women Artists' Professional Identity
* Conclusions
* Bibliography
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Introduction
One of the reinforced prejudices of our contemporary culture is the tendency to
stereotype the sexes, to see male and female as separate opposed beings instead of
in terms of the human qualities we all possess. From our current vantage point the
eternal balance of the world is represented in a display of the patriarchal hierarchy
and the dominance of a rational model of the world. In this model, men are presumed
superior to women and thus are automatically entitled to spiritual creation. Male
creativity is taken for granted and further more supported. And within this same
picture of the world women are presumed inferior. Spiritual creation is denied to
them and any woman has to pay dearly if she dares to aspire dauntingly to creation.
There are social and historical reasons for the patriarchy to rank first the man
rather than the woman. The Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution empowered
Man as master and creator of the world. An ideal of the self-sufficient man was
initiated - the male came to represent the rule (the norm), rather than the woman.
Today, Feminism tries to establish the place of the woman as a master of the
world as well. These practical and theoretical efforts are analogous to the
revolutionary endeavour of the Renaissance. But Feminism confronts the huge
backlash of the years of patriarchal and sexist thinking, prejudices and female
inertia. Yet there are reasons of social and psychological nature that are quite
unsolvable by Feminism - neither society nor men who are good fathers are able to
take up the role of the mother in childbirth and the raising of children.
In this project, I will try to hypothesize further about seeing the world in the new
perspective which feminism has created and find out whether it is fruitful to debase
the basic social pillar of this hierarchy. Perhaps these speculations will lead us to
the apocalyptic vision of all women as lesbians and all men as gays which will virtually
end reproduction and drive the world to a dead end. Feminists, who claim to be
different from lesbians, also enter into acute clash with men as patriarchs yet it
often seems as if they tend to imitate men in their lifestyle as if struggling to become
surrogate men. Thus women try to ban and erase all the ideas of an eternal
womanhood.
But is there an eternal man and an eternal woman? Is the Renaissance man or
the Feminist woman able to embody the craving of humankind for harmony? Perhaps
the answer is in compromise between the two general characteristics male/female.
The masculine and the feminine, the Yin and Yang qualities are discernible in every
person, regardless of his/her sex. This compromise could be perceived as the chaos
in its positive revelation, the complexity, dynamics or ambivalence of human nature,
or cooperation as a break in the spiral of power.
This compromise also makes use of this duality whenever the social environment
is friendly and allows for the woman to have both her motherhood and the life of her
mind, to be a passionate scholar and a passionate mother at once. Perhaps with the
close of the twentieth century we will be able to see the birth of a new myth of
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contemporary woman. Perhaps the specific rendering of Erica Jong’s woman of the
late 1980s will be able to give us an insight into the developing myth of women caught
in the process of emancipation.
However I will argue that to create life is not woman’s sole creative occupation.
I am challenging the assumption that a woman by nature and biological
determination is an artist only in her daily life, that she is permitted no further
yearnings to create. The woman of the late 1980s, that is the major concern of this
paper and of Erica Jong’s in her recent novel Any Woman’s Blues (1990)[Jong 1991]
could hardly enjoy the traditional opposition nature-women versus culture-men.
Creativity is available to women in the 1980-1990s but that there is still an
outrageous price to be paid. We can see the metaphoric image of this price in Bessie
Smiths’ song Any Woman’s Blues which Erica Jong deliberately highlights as a title
of her book about a fictional woman artist, Leila Sand. We could adopt the image of
Germaine Greer's Obstacle Race [Greer 1979], as this was the name she chose for
this price in her book about women painters. I am concerned here with this racing
against all odds, and the damage, and the blues of the discouraging mythologies
and paradigms for so many would-be women artists and poets. I argue that the
experience of the blues and the outcome of this obstacle race bring us to a new myth
of the contemporary woman. I am be interested to find out how this new myth is
related to the woman artist in particular.
I therefore try to compare the popular myth of the eternal woman with the specific
identity of the woman in Erica Jong’s novel. Thus we will venture into the historically
variable and site specific myth of the woman artist. I am concerned with this myth
as one which is valid for America from the 1970s up until early nineties and which
Erica Jong is re-creating through her protagonist Leila Sand.
It will be useful to start from the assumption that the American woman as
discussed by Jong is distinct. She is much too much of a pioneer, working on her
own, carrying many responsibilities on her shoulders since the rise of the American
nation. The American woman also experiences the immediate impact of Feminism
from the early sixties onwards in her native country. One of the possible
consequences of this is the acute self-awareness in the American woman of her
creative energy, of her artistic self. This local breakthrough gains universal meaning
in the concept of women artists which Jong develops and accounts for the emergence
of a new myth.
My approach will be to find out the components, the attributes i.e. the
mythologemas of the women artists myth as depicted in the story of Leila Sand. In
this thesis I collect the motifs and images in the book that are support the myth. To
make it more comprehensible I offer an approach to Leila Sand through her identity
- personal, sexual, social and professional. Then I draw together all the motifs that
build up the mythological framework of women artists. Through the textual analysis,
interpretation and deconstruction we eventually find out that women artists’ identity
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is unstable, ambivalent and definitely creative. I argue we could all probably share
the narrator’s perception of the woman artist as an inconsistent, split self set on a
‘roller-coaster ride’ and question the ongoing social claims about women’s
unambivalent nature and the popular myth of the eternal woman. Thus I try to make
a final statement in the search of women artists’ selfhood and argue or rather agree
with Caryl Fleishman-Stanger that Any Woman’s Blues ‘has as its theme a woman’s
search for a way out of addictive love and toward real self-love, which is not to be
confused with narcissism.’ [Stanger 1991] We must be clear that Erica Jong oeuvre
as a whole hasn’t been thoroughly studied yet. Neither has her latest novel been
scrutinised from the mythological perspective of the women artists. Though Caryl
Fleishmann-Stanger, PhD claims to be the ‘editor, the official biographer, and literary
executor to so feminal a writer of our time’. There is however just a brief foreword by
her to Any Woman’s Blues. Since there are hardly any books that deal concretely
with Erica Jong’s novel, this survey will be based mainly on the text itself [Jong
1991] and on her autobiography Fear of Fifty [Jong 1994/a]- as the most relevant
comprehensive self-study. Some effective references will be made back to her earlier
novels Fear of Flying [Jong 1973] and How to Save Your Own Life [Jong 1977] and to
her book on Henry Miller The Devil at Large [Jong 1992].
The popular myth of the eternal woman
Conventional femininity is a complex of culturally designated passive qualities
that reinforce and do not disturb man’s concept of what woman is: namely, that she
should be modest, gentle, delicate, docile. The essentials of female femininity are
beauty and sexuality but desirable femininity rests on the idea that a woman is also
young and innocent as well as sensual, lustful, voluptuous, passionate in order that
she is always desired. In this model, she is also the mother running the family and
raising the children. Within the family she is a homebound housewife, a cook and a
maid, doing the chores, a person with no public exposure. As a wife she is loving,
caring, faithful, devoted to flattering and approving of her husband’s doings. Her
love and her husband are central into her life. Woman’s social role is that of the nondemanding passive consumer, someone who does not question the patriarchal statusquo. She is characterised as the weak being that comes second as the second sex
[Beauvoir 1949]. In these terms, the eternal woman is neither business-like nor a
money-maker. She is represented as an apolitical and marginal figure, someone
underpaid, unemployed and deprived of power.
The eternal woman also fits into the ancient categories of good/bad girl. This
opposition has hoary literary history. One part of this stereotype is reflected in
the dichotomy between blonde and brunette: the blonde is presumed to be 'good as
gold' - i.e. self-confident ; by contrast, the dark sultry siren is doomed everlastingly
as a bad girl. The bad girl is also associated with the woman as a witch, mad or
hysterical or a prostitute.
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From a mythological perspective, this myth of an eternal woman has also been
associated with nature, earth, darkness, negative, moon, water, fertility, mother
goddess, life and death. Woman’s power to create life was not considered relevant
for the mythological thinking needed to create art. In this text, I consider, however,
the promotion of the woman’s abilities to create books, paintings, art objects,
performances as well as babies as the main feature of our contemporary myth.
On women artists in general
Women artists are rarely exploited as key characters in literature. The last 20
years have seen an enormous amount of revelatory work in art criticism, rather than
in fiction on women artists between the 18th and 20th centuries. Despite the art
world’s pride in progressive thinking art history moves slowly: it took a long time
before a major revaluation of entrenched attitudes towards women artists gained
momentum. The galvanising event for many was the publication of the distinguished
art historian Linda Nochlin’s seminal essay ‘Why Have There Been No Great Woman
Artists?’(1971). Although opposed to the ways in which the lone male genius has been
mythologised, Nochlin is in favour of developing research upon the women artists
who have been consigned to the shadow of history, as long as they are put in the
context of their time: ‘And we are certainly finding there are many more important
women painters than we once thought.’ [Nochlin 1971] But despite the increased
scholarly, curatorial, market and popular interest the fictional, narrative world of
women artists is barely nascent. We can only speculate that women artists are going
to be much written about and acknowledged in current literature with the ever
growing interest in their historical visibility. This does not mean canonical studies
are not important but the present rise in women’s stories and autobiographies
indicates that there is a terrible potential for women artists to ‘impose’ their own
subjectivity in the narratives[Slapsak 1995], often without due attention to research.
Women artists today are still discriminated against as are women in virtually
every area of contemporary American society. Women still earn less than two-thirds
as much as men do, they own less than one percent of the property in this country,
and they constitute the smallest minority in the government at large. Yet, even in
the arts, women have not achieved as much as has been claimed. The larger statistics
still tell the same story: in terms of museum and gallery representation, sales, major
articles, important grants , commissions, and tenured teaching positions, and in
many areas women artists do not seem comparably better off today than in 1970.
Part of the reason that so little substantive change has taken place is that once
again we are living in a politically conservative climate. In the 1970s many American
women ’cleaned house’, reordering priorities and relationships in a struggle to
achieve power and autonomy in the home, the workplace, and the political sphere.
Early feminists felt victimized by the authority and power of an entrenched
patriarchy and reacted against the enemy with a moral fervour comparable with
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that of the civil rights and antiwar activities of the 1960s. This is why the early
women’s movement is now viewed as all practice and no theory. [Tucker 1989]
Today, with the exception of a few individuals and an occasional group effort
(like that of the Guerrilla Girls), most feminist efforts now appear to take place in
criticism and theory. No wonder that Erica Jong seems to follow consistently this
critical and theorizing mode of expression in her narrative, which allows her to be
very perceptive about the situation of contemporry women artists.
Perhaps it is also an effect of postmodernism today, with its emphasis on the
problems of marginalisation in general, that has helped us to think not in simple
dichotomies of right and wrong, male and female, dominant and dominated, but in
terms of how discourse operates in a way which precludes such polarization and
instead raises issues of hegemony and difference - cultural, racial, and sexual, among
others. Although more women are visible now than in 1970, and while the rare woman
artist (without exception white) may even be highly visible, practice and theory - in
the arts as elsewhere - have to meet more closely in our century to provide the equity
that might lead to real social change. Contemporary women’s culture still needs to
be a consistent fight for redefining, rethinking and destroying stereotypes and myths about
women. Unfortunately the wheel metaphor which Erica Jong applies to this issue is still
valid:
A woman writer must not only invent the wheel, she must grow the tree
and chop it down, whittle it round, and learn to make it roll. Then she must
clear a path for herself.[Jong 1994/a]
This is not an exaggeration in respect of the price of the female creativity. In a patriarchal
society, that rushes, with astonishing rapidity, into conservatism and into the resurrection
of traditional roles, feminism keeps getting buried. It then has to be rediscovered as if for
the first time. The whole history of English poetry, for example, stressed man as creator
and woman as nature. From Shakespeare to Wordsworth to Yeats and Graves, male poets
ploughed female Nature into a seemingly androgynous fruition. The female was the muse
and muses were supposed to be silent. While a man who writes is not automatically
considered a usurper. A male writer surely has to find his voice, but does he also have to
first convince the world that he should have a right to find his voice?
A creative woman could be compared to a hunted Jew, eternally positioned as the
outsider. She is asked first to disguise her sex, change her name, blend into the approved
art of male supremacy. People who suffer discrimination make up new names (so does
Leila Sand), bleach their skin, bob their noses, deny who they are in order to survive. As a
consequence many women still make literature in the mode that men consider important.
Hence the literary focus on ‘love’, because in any love relationship men are at the centre
and they do not like to be reminded that there is any other part of a woman’s life in which
they are not central. I was therefore interested to find out how her personal and sexual life
affects Leila Sand and her creative aspirations in order to compile the profile of the
contemporary women artists myth.
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Women Artists' Personal Identity
We can now touch upon something that has always concerned Erica Jong - the
issue of the protagonist’s ‘I’ as this is perhaps not the ‘I’ that narrates the story in
the first person singular. Every character of the book, as in every book, is part of
that mysterious mosaic we call the protagonist’s ‘self’. The problem of women artists’
personal identity in Erica Jong’s narrative reflects a complex weaving of specific
and general issues. Here we will try to dismantle one of the most central ones - the
woman artist as a wunderkind; as a self-made person and someone who is outside
social mores, and a drug/drink addict. Below I consider this idea in relation to her
age and name, as well as her sane mind. My aim is to find out how they are integrated
in the contemporary myth of women artists.
The wunderkind background of Leila Sand
Erica Jong’s latest novel is definitely preoccupied with ‘Her Mythological
Highness the Artist’. By shifting the setting of the story from the usual world of
books to the fine arts world, Erica Jong creates her central character as an established
artist, Leila Sand. However the emphasis is not on the growing up of the character
as is common in a bildung-roman or as James Joyce did in Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man, 1916 [Joyce 1992] focus on the adolescence and youth of Stephen
Daedalus. Instead she looks back at her past. In Any Woman’s Blues there are just a
few occasional remarks on the ‘mythic old days’- the family and educational
background - but these are all conveyed from the perspective of the ‘swollen ego’ of
the celebrated artist. Leila’s brief account of her youth brings to the front her early
recognized ‘prodigious talent’:
I was treated like the Wunderkind of the Western world...By the time I took the
test for Music and Art, when I was twelve, I was a better artist than most of my
teachers and they knew it. The oohing and aahing over my portfolio was
fierce. (p.50,1/III)
The semantic ramifications over her prodigious talents highlight Leila’s
extraordinary and enormous gift of a wunderkind. Moreover Leila proves to excel
not only above the children of her own age but also the abilities of her tutors. The
exaggerated celebration of her phenomenal talent results in a cluster of words of
praise. The stormy applause of her early works is referred to as fierce, which later in
the text will denote her fierce self as a woman artist. The air of something brutal
and barbarous in her fierce will further stresses the tremendous and astonishing
gifts of Leila. One is likely to think that Leila’s inborn gifts are worthy of a genius
but throughout the text this is a taboo-word for a woman artist. The irony of it, picked
up by Erica Jong, is that in spite of being treated like a genius, Leila is not allowed to
consider herself like one. The bitter undertone of 'oohing and aahing' is somehow
exposing the cunning nature of those who approve of her art yet work to deprive her
of any further success.
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In terms of her inherited self Leila believes that her art is something entirely
inborn: artists are not taught but merely grow into their real selves if their real selves
are not blocked. In search of her real self Leila will controversially credit her success
both to her heritage and her self-made nature. Her immense skills in making things
Leila attributes to her father - for her craftsman’s hands and for her eye that ‘could
immediately see the right juxtaposition of shapes and colors’. Yet she seems to take
on the ‘crazed bravado’ – this notion that she can do anything - from her mother.
Although the account of her life with her parents is restricted to half a chapter we
are strongly convinced that Leila is as much her father’s and mother’s daughter as
her own creation. Her inherited bravado is of huge value to Leila and it is a feature
that very much relates her to the rest of Jong’s heroines. It is no longer perceived as
a pretentious, swaggering display of courage but as the gift that a woman artist
needs most so as to fulfill her dreams. Equipped with her bravado and her humour
she can face and fight the hostility of the world. Her bravado may border on madness
but in a strange way it can fire her ambition for creativity.
The exemptness of Leila Sand
We can also detect some of the evergreen claims of Romanticism in this artist as
Leila Sand is depicted as a deviant or extraordinary person, someone privileged and
excluded from the ordinary people. In her self-definition, she as a woman artist is
not like other women. She has ‘always thought herself exempt to the fate of most
women’ (p.64/III). However there are moments when she begins to feel like a victim,
and then like most other women. Yet her identity as an artist is enough for her to
distinguish herself from the rest of the world. Her prevailing style in speaking of
her self is 'always' and 'never' like other people:
Is this where my life will take me - to a church basement, listening to platitudes.
I am an artist. My life has never been like the other people’s. 96/VI
The 12 cliches, or rules, of the Anonymous Alcoholics Meetings become platitudes
which seem to apply to everybody else but Leila. We are made to hear even her
mother’s voice saying: ‘Louise, you always think the rules that apply to other people
don’t apply to you’ (p. 84/V). However Leila’s sane mind is nowhere in sight to argue
her case for this statement and hence we are led to believe that the woman artist is
a rare character, immune to the ordinary buzz and bustle of life. Moreover this lady
artist is convinced that God is also involved in her elected, elevated being, and that
God had put her there for a purpose. She had merely to honour the praising breath
within her and to carry it forward into the universe. To destroy it or to deny her
unique status, would be ‘great a heresy as destroying her paintings or strangling
her twins’ (135,6/VIII). In a strange way through this blasphemous simile of heresy
we are to deal with the positive notion of woman artist that life is a supreme gift,
and that her life has been given to her. She had only to say yes to the gift. This is a
great life in which paintings, children and breath are equally cherished. Yet it takes
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more courage to lead a great life. It’s not easy to do what Leila Sand has undertaken.
Sybille, Leila’s shrink, appropriates Leila’s sane mind, once again foregrounding
the enormous creative merits of women artists and their chances to survive and
achieve in our contemporary world.
Leila, you are singled out somehow to make pictures of the world. In another
age, you’d be dead in childbirth, you’d be stoned as a witch. You are given a rare
talent. All you have to do is protect it - even when you least want to. (219/XIII)
Protecting her artistic self seems to be very hard job for Leila who is aware that
she is her own guardian angel. There is no one around to protect her but her own
sane mind. Perhaps that is why her identity is so fragile and vulnerable.
Women artists as self-made persons
Leila's personal identity is that of a self-made artist. We need to go back to the
MA years of Leila to realize how it all began. It was then when she changed her name
from Louise Zandberg to Leila Sand to her father’s horror and her mother’s delight
- George Sand was one of her mother’s heroines - p.52/II. This is certainly a convincing
move in terms of the dynamics of her self-styled individuality as an artist and allies
itself to the myth of the American dream of a self-made prospering people. From
this point on Leila is ‘pissed off’ if someone gives away her original name (let alone
to a famous art dealer) as happens later - p.56/II.
What is also relevant for Leila’s search of selfhood is her deliberate choice of
George Sand’s name. The reader might be struck that Erica Jong hasn’t picked up
not the name of a lady artist for Leila but that of a writer. However the room for
parallels between George and Leila Sand are vast though they are always left
implicitly in the text. For instance, Leila’s way of managing her career like a man is
evident in the male pseudonym George Sand took for her first name. Leila also act
like a poet and writer trying to share and follow the life of such a pioneering womanof-letters. On the other hand Erica Jong seems to credit George Sand’s bravado in
being the first woman who dared to pursue both her literary and sexual aspirations.
Leila needs such a role model, to step in the tracks of a kindred being and to get a
firm sense of the tradition embodied by the myth of George Sand, in order to take it
even further in our time. [Hadgikosev 1984]
Leila Sand’s ‘self-portraits’ are also of interest as a clue to her self-assertiveness
as an artist. Leila’s face becomes a simile - a key through which to enter the fine arts
domain: ‘My face is like my palette. I know every inch of it - every enlarged pore,
every birthmark, every sag of a skin, every discoloration’. [p. 87/VI]
And the words go on mixing and painting a verbal canvas of ‘dulled to mud once
hazel-green eyes, titian curls, rosy cheeks, big pink nipples, reddish bush’. Leila’s
claim that she knows her face as her palette may probably suggest that her personal
and professional selves are of such equal value to her, that she is likely to identify
her innermost self with her exterior ‘I’ as an artist. For a complete artist titian curls
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seem to be just the proper ones but hardly enough of an individual mark. Leila cuts
her hair ‘that was Pre-Raphaelite red in a shiny helmet a la Louise Brooks’. Another
one of her early ‘idols’ is Louise Brooks who is regarded as a powerful role model
alongside George Sand, while the reference to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood is
focused solely on the luminous colour scale which predominates in Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood paintings. Yet this brief remark brings in an air of the strong and
influential group’s impact on both their contemporaries and subsequnet generations.
Leila is to grow cogent and resourceful, looking always for the ‘truth in nature’ as
the young male artists from the Pre-Raphaelites did. [Atkins 1993]
Surprisingly or not, there are no more self-portraits depicted in the book despite
the fact that Any Woman’s Blues is a book that deals with the self-portrayal of Leila
Sand. There is a single reference to the ‘usual’ self-portraits that Leila begins ‘when
no other model comes to hand’. The unfinished portrait could be found amongst the
chaos in her studio which mirrors the chaos in her mind - ‘a million things begun
and nothing finished - a wild casting about to find inspiration in the past, in my
children, in myself’ [p.73/IV]. This portrait however turns out to be very enticing for
a love-scene. Leila is making love with Dart on her own easel, taking ‘special pleasure’
from the fact that she is leaning over her own easel, on which is ‘perched’ an
unfinished portrait of hers. The special feelings this seems to be a prompting are
important in building the self-love that Leila needs so much, and which she is destined
to discover later in her life. However at this point Isadora enters and argues that
this scene is a case of abuse. Perhaps the answer is to be found in Leila's arguments
that this is also a story about the ‘fine line between love and self-annihilation’. This
is also the fine line between the fierce feminism, represented by Isadora and Erica
Jong’s own understanding of a woman artist. Where Isadora and Leila clash is on
the fine grounds of feminism claiming that such a scene is graceless and spoiling to
the image of the proper feminist; i.e. that a woman who acknowledges her true sexual
identity, allowing for a self-defeat and love at the same time is not suited for the
realm of feminism. No wonder that the few occasional positive remarks to The Story
of O[...] are potentially dangerous for the build-up of Leila Sand as an appropriate
member of the feminist sisterhood. Obviously Erica Jong’s own approach is different
from the popular Feminism of the 1970-80s. Thus her heroine - Leila Sand is happy
to differentiate herself from conventional popular feminist claims and to search for
her own place in our contemporary culture. [Jong 1994/a]
The controversial issue of women artists’ age
A polite prejudice within our culture is that a woman is never asked about her
age. This kind of myth is not valid for Erica Jong though. She is devoted to fight this
belief not only in her book Any Woman’s Blues [Jong 1991] but she carries it on still
further in her midlife memoir Fear of Fifty [Jong 1994/a]. Even the most recurrent
metaphor of Jong's epitomised by the female fear of flying evidently stands not only
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for the fear of creativity and the fear of success, but for the fear of aging. Erica Jong
strongly believes that person can get rid of his/her fears only through facing them
and taking the risk of doing so. Let us find out how Leila Sand will handle her own
fear: the fear of aging.
Within the narrative Leila is identified with a woman artist in her prime. We
should note that within the book there is a shift in this concept, as well. A woman in
her prime is no longer a woman in her thirties but rather in her fortiesand fifties.
The story of Leila Sand revolves around the right and ‘wrong’ side of her forties. It
opens with her at 39 and closes down with her turning 45. Yet Leila is always furious
at the social conventions that condemn to old women the right to grow old gracefully
by comparison to men who it seems can enjoy growing old. Such a distinction returns
us to the mythologized distinction of inferior/superior beings: ‘It is hard enough to
be a good girl and a pretty young woman - but if you try being old and female in a
culture that hates the latter even more than the former.’ [236/XIV].
The question of age is really a problem which persists in our new age, a problem
which Erica Jong puts at the forefront through the relationship between Leila and
Emily. Emily, Leila’s contemporary, is seen as the ‘working woman of the fin de siecle’
and for her the essential issue of aging seems to be dealt most efficiently. Emmie
looks the way everyone should look at fifty – serene, wise, willowy, clear-eyed, ‘just
crinkly enough to be womanly – and infinitely kind’. Emmie has a will of iron. She is
also funny. What is often said is characteristic for the jolly way the two creative
women look at this pressing issue - ‘We are laughing our way towards the apocalypse.
At seventy, we both expect to be working, giggling, and getting laid’ [p.78/IV]. This
is the philosophy of a wise age in which women cannot afford to grow sulky and get
lost because of the ruling social norms.
With wisdom comes the re-assessment of the male/female bonds. It is conveyed
in a manner which is typical for Jong, in that it is an outrageously ironic mode of
expression. It is ‘cosmically sad’ because all their lives, women are taught to look to
men for guidance and support. And then when women reach middle age they realize
how terribly frail men are. Leila is caught in the game of it, and it makes her weep.
She wants a partner, and all she finds are the ‘gigolos or terrified middle-aged babies’.
At some point even Wayne Rebound, Leila’s colleague, is a perfect example of a
terrified baby of 50-ish. He is easily seduced by a 22-year-old girl in a bar where he
has taken Leila out for a drink. It becomes evident through that tiny episode that
the difference between 44 and 22 in a woman’s life is not just a question of looks.
Leila is sure she doesn’t look worse than a 22-year-old. To some men she looks better
- but she knows too much. That is the evil tree of knowledge whose sour fruits creative
women are supposed to pick up: ‘I am less easily conned. I don’t beam at them with
those eager eyes. I don’t smell the bullshit and call it roses.’ [ 185/XI]
Right from the sarcastic imagery Erica Jong jumps into the philosophical
discourse pondering on a biological determinism, on the question of whether it is all
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is a matter of hormones. A striking question follows: ‘Is it Estrogen uber alles?’, where
Deutchland, Deutchland uber alles! is suddenly and threatening misplaced by Estrogen.
It seems that the Estrogen theory could prove as seriously incriminating as was the
idea of a Nazi homeland. Yet Jong fights further this fear and speculates on the possible
reasons for the issue of the value of aging when coupled with knowing. The sharp
contrast of bullshit/roses is still tenacious yet further developed in the blindness/power
one:
Nature gives us thirty years of blindness to male bullshit so we can make the
maximum number of babies. And then the estrogen begins to wane, and we come
back to ourselves again. We return to the bliss we know as 9-year-olds, coloring
in our coloring books. We get our lives back, our autonomy back, our power back.
[185/XI]
And is that the moment of bliss when women become witches to be stoned at the
marketplace? Not because they are ugly but because they know too much, because
they are onto men’s games, and men certainly don’t like it.
Women artists as drink and drug addicts
In this novel, one of Leila’s biggest fights is with her own self rather than with men
or society. The novel opens in the studio-silo where we are introduced to a drinking
woman rather than to a working artist. This drinking woman artist is in a tangle of
female fears: afraid to move, to paint and pick up the phone and call for help. Moreover
right from outset of the novel we are to realize that Leila began working drunk. This is
the very alarming state of Leila’s mind. One can get a clear sense of how intolerable it
gets for Leila by the implicit opposition of work/drink: ‘For all my indulgence in drugs
I have never mixed it with my work. My work was sacred.’
For Leila her artists’ world of painting is certainly a sacred domain while her
drug/drink addictions are discerned as profane and ridiculous. No wonder that
most of the novel’s brief reviewers are ill at ease with this topic of Erica Jong’s.
Some of them go as far in their dislikes as to claim that Jong is manipulating her
readership with the much-talked-about topic of battling alcoholism [Lodge 1989,
Steinberg 1989, Pritchard 1990, Stanley 1990]. What remains obscure to the critics
is the fact that Jong’s interpretation of the hot topic for contemporary American
society is much more profound. There is virtually no place where Jong is interested
merely by the sensational side of it. She is rather concerned with the inevitability
of all the ruinous addictions – drinks, drugs and wrong men – and the liability of
the artist, women artists in particular, to those modern diseases. Even the entry
in Leila’s marbled notebook speaks of Jong’s singular perspective at a time when
everybody writes about alcoholism and cocaine addiction but no one tells the truth
about it. Leila is given the rare chance to beat away this myth, stirred up by the
media. The very metaphoric use of a convert proves that any addiction borders
with strong, religious-like devotion and thus is easily to be believed in as a myth.
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It is fashionable to convert on the cover of People Magazine and make a sober
comeback. Getting sober is far more complex; it is really about getting free. [282/
XVIII]
This is what Leila Sand is after – getting back her freedom. Therefore she is made
to go through a painful period of self-reflections about her own commitment to drinks,
drugs and men. It is certainly a long and difficult period which eventually takes a book
of 20 chapters to be told. In a way this could be considered as the paramount issue for
our culture that it is obsessed with obsessions. E. Jong typically doesn’t miss an
opportunity to treat this issue through her usual humorous point of view. Here is Leila
who keeps a lovely memory of a party. She remembers ‘a blur of’ other artists, art dealers,
collectors, critics, ‘like ghosts in a Shakespearean tragedy’. The ingenious simile rouses
some mixed feelings of jolly good fun and a danger that lingers in air. The simile is a
bit further elaborated in an 'as...as' clause which uncovers the ghost-story. It seems
that it is either because they were ‘as drunk and stoned as we (Leila and Dart) were or
we were drunk and stoned enough for both’. Leila is convinced that ‘all the artists
drank and used that way’. But immediately there comes the recurrent ironic
understatement ‘Or so I thought’ which spoils her convenient belief.
Even the summoning of the Penelope myth doesn’t sound like the sole consolation
for Leila. Penelope or Leila, Ulysses or Dart - after all it is the same old story of Penelope
who knew this, loving Ulysses: years of waiting for a man to come home makes a woman
mad. Suddenly Penelope who is the paragon of all the domestic virtues in the Homeric
legend is converted by E. Jong to a mad woman, who instead of knitting her neverending web, or painting her works, keeps waiting...
I wait. I wait. And as I wait, I try to paint. Unable to paint, I drink. And having
drunk, I plunge into despair. [p.71/III]
The syncopated repetitive nature of the paragraph echoes the gloom and misery in
Leila’s mind and heart. Leila is so desperate that she tries every drug - until she could
feel nothing... nothing but the love ‘leaching through her fingertips onto the canvas’.
Even through the metaphoric use of leach we could realize how strong the drink effect
is - even Leila’s love for painting behaves like a drunk, leaching like a liquid does,
perhaps like a booze. It seems that the strong alcoholic background of Leila is not to
be blamed. There is only a single reference to the fact that she was born to an alcoholic
mother and alcoholic father. But what is important for her is that she was born to a life
of ‘living by her wits’, that she inherited her parents’ weird outlook and just happened
to be an alcoholic for a while.
We could assume that Erica Jong picks up this transitional period in Leila’s life
when she is struggling to rationalize and give up her addictions for at least two reasons.
On the one hand Leila’s clinging to her addictions is a commonplace practice nowadays.
Hence it is a nice firm setting for illuminating the contemporary myth of women artists.
On the other hand we could possibly recognize how the new Leila, free of her addictions,
appropriates the myth and re-claims new features for women artists.
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There is hardly a point in time when Leila doubts her identity as an artist. What
she doubts though is her being an alcoholic. Neither asking Emmie, nor herself could
give her an answer. Leila’s alcoholism is a real conundrum to her. This unsolved
mystery is perfectly caught by Erica Jong in the story by an incident at the wine
cellar of Danny Doland from Dallas. It is qualified by Leila’s transitional mind as a
wonder into which she wanders in like ‘Theseus in the labyrinth’. The consistent
stress on the labyrinth-like puzzle that starts earlier with the conundrum simile is
able to convince the reader how enigmatic yet alluring Leila grows once she gets
under the influence. There is an outburst of ironic poeticisms when Leila is in the
realm of the wine cellar. Photographed by Architectural Digest, as if further
mythologized by the press-media, this cellar of a wonder ‘sits as the diamond as big
as the Ritz sat beneath Scott Fitzgerald’s mythical mountain mansion.’ The crossreference to the Scott Fitzgerald as a myth-maker is coupled with the implications
of Leila as a Theseus.
I wander in, examine several bottles of rare Bordeaux and choose a Mouton’45
to get drunk on. Oh, I am not getting drunk on wine so much as on these lovely
French names that roll off my tongue even more trippingly than the wine...
One could even suspect that there is something positive indeed in the drinking
experience of Leila - it just emanates from the image of the wild, passionate and
poetic woman artist in her. Yet ironically enough this is where Leila’s hegira (flight/
departure) has taken her - to a wine cellar buried in a basement in the Berkshires,
‘drinking claret and getting murky’? Leila’s flight from her drinking self brings her
to the congenial dark cellar. Even in the visual contrast of claret/murky we can detect
some of the inner conflict of Leila’s transition - from the intensively gloomy state
after something as bright and clear as claret she goes to her maenads and crystals,
to her new series of paintings. Isn’t it quite expressive that when Leila first stopped
drinking she was ‘given a great, great gift’ - a new series of paintings [230,1/XIV].
Yet this is the time for her to realize that she still needs her intoxication - either a
claret or a man. Danny Doland from Dallas fails to be the latter for Leila but his
beautiful cellar seems to compensate. Drawing without Intoxication - that was the
risk Leila ran marrying Danny. Unsurprisingly this marriage is literally and
spiritually felt like ‘another sort of jail’ to her.
Alcoholism doesn’t stir only sweet-minded poeticisms but pictures of battered
women from the newspapers with which Leila is likely to identify. Despite her
awareness of being a ‘high-bottom’ drunk who never lost everything, but did allow
herself to be beaten, to be raped financially, Leila couldn’t help but doing almost
anything for love. It is done for love which in Leila’s terms means skinlessness and
ecstasy, even if it bordered with self-annihilation – and sometimes it did. ‘I know
that I spend money like a drunk, fuck like a drunk, seek abuse like a drunk.’
In her clearest moments, Leila would get on her knees before the easel, open her
palms, and invoke God, Goddess, her muse. But always there are days when she could
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not ...paint; and then she would try to ‘stroke the fires’ with pot, wine, coke - or with
her real drug, her main drug: men. Once again E. Jong’s narrative claims that drugabuse means much more - self-abuse. With her favourite ‘Or so I thought’ mode of
ironic expression Jong debases the fact that Leila needed a man to power her art, to
approve it, to give her permission, as if she needed that ‘flesh connection in order to
blossom’. And so we can hear the voice of the self-sabotaging woman artist who felt
she was daring the Gods by being so bold; who would rather go back to the safe old
myth of the good girl. This is the eternal contradiction Leila is trying to live with
thus going to the bottom of the well of her self-annihilation. Even the endlessly
repetitive nature of the verbal pattern ‘So I would do’ is reminding us of the powerful
mythical convention of the traditional creative woman. This is the woman artist
who ‘would cling’ to a lover as if the force came through him, and then she ‘would
come to believe’ that it was he, not she, who made the work come true. Then,
inevitably, he ‘would start’ to abuse her. Or perhaps the woman-artist ‘would start’
to abuse herself. Leila ‘would give’ herself over to him and ‘would believe’ that he
made the work possible... and finally, having given the work away, she ‘would not be
able’ to do it unless he was there.
The rite of passage for Leila Sand - the AA Meetings
In the initiation of the new myth for the creative woman, as with all myths, our
heroine needs to pass through a rite of passage. The rite of passage for Leila is the
AA, Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings. They are held at various church basements
and it is here Emmie introduces her. Leila is initiated into this new world half-way
through the book which is also very telling about the central place of this experience
for Leila. Further on the AA is viewed most appropriately as ‘only one of many roads
to self-knowledge’ rather rather than a sensational up-to-date activity. The AA follows
suit when Leila learns that the answer to her problems lies within her and she stops
blaming other people. For the woman artist however the Twelve Steps of the AA
meetings inevitably resemble the Rules of Love – a codification of the Provencial
poets of love, written centuries ago. They are both treated like parallel universes,
like ‘floating spars to a drowning person’ [p.127/VII]. It seems comforting for a person
who hit the bottom to know that others have passed that way before. Yet the drive
towards the bottom invokes the image of the drowning person which make the reader
appreciate the huge upheaval involved.
Qualifying at an AA meeting: without your knowing what transpired, your whole
life is altered – it is like childbirth, like falling in love, like the Land of Fuck. It is
hard to remember what you did there, said there, cried there... [p.101,8,2/VI]
The AA period is worthy enough as an initiation which Leila needs badly as a
means to rationalize her search for her innermost identity. She needs sobriety to set
herself free of her addictions although she feels the sobriety, which AA brings to
her, has taken everything from her that she cares about - sex, her work, Dart. Yet
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‘feelings are not facts’ and this is just another self-revelation pushed up by Emmie,
who has been through AA herself, and who knows that ‘It will be maenads and crystal
from now on’ [p.131/VII].
Evidently the AA is attributed as the important watershed for Leila and for her
new identity. Unsurprisingly the group love therapy of the AA is perceived by Erica
Jong as a search of people for a new way to be ‘communal animals’. Leila, though an
avid individualist, mingles with those people. She becomes just one of them. They
all needed new tribal identities, because the old ones do not hold for them. For Leila,
the old myth of the artist is not enough and she too is trying ‘to reinvent the human
species’ in church basements like the rest. This reinvention marks a new stage in
Leila’s life, as well as a new profile for an emerging myth of the artist. Far from
being sympathetic, Jong makes fun of the contemporary ritual of getting sober. This
is a ritual with coffee instead of sacramental wine, with Oreos instead of holy wafers.
‘The blood and the body: instant coffee and chocolate cream cookies. A caffeine-andsugar rush to lift us toward God.’
As if always looking at the bright side of life in her rush to her own self Leila is
aware that there is a border to be crossed in which fate and the gods are involved.
That she didn’t get killed is a tribute not to prudence but to providence or sheer
dumb luck that she mysteriously preserved her during her drinking, drugging and
driving days. She is pretty convinced that the gods must have spared her for some
‘awesome task’ and whatever it is, she ‘would fashion it with her own two capable
hands’ [p. 53/III]. The woman artist then goes to Yale School of Arts and there is
certainly a play with the Romantic notion of Artist as Demiurg, destined to create
with her hands.
Women artists’ inner self and Leila’s sane mind
If we assume that the search for woman artist’s inner self and happiness
constitutes the fable of Any Woman’s Blues we can once again realize why the recreation of women artists myth is so significant for E. Jong’s narrative. Leila’s sane
mind is given a priority within the text as the ultimate truth-seeker. It is neither
Emmie, nor Dart who can advise Leila but the voice within herself. This is the voice
that Sybille, Leila’s shrink, calls the voice of her sane mind.
She [Sybille] means the voice of that fierce advocate within myself, the sane
centered part of me that is on my own side, that shining nugget of self-love
surrounded by fathomless darkness. But I can hear it only intermittently, through
the static of obsession. [p.80/IV]
There is hardly any other attribute of Leila’s inner self that can most fittingly
match her but fierceness. It seems that this fierce advocate within herself can
guarantee that the tiny portion of self-love will survive. Apparently Leila’s self-love
is a brand-new all-round sensation that is very empowering - it can be heard, viewed,
felt. It seems to be all around her although the witty contrast of light and tiny /dark
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and huge in the shining nugget and fathomless darkness is to alarm us how
dangerous and haunting an obsession is. Leila knows that in his own way Dart loves
her but that isn’t any longer enough for her. She has to love herself.
The witty contrast above is further elaborated on with the metaphor of the good
ship Leila who must sail on despite this pirate Dart down in the hold who is ‘punching
a hole in the hull’. It is worth noting that E. Jong is extremely fond of water and air
imagery. All throughout Any Woman’s Blues we will continue finding various flying
and diving metaphors that are strongly associated with women artists’ creativity. E.
Jong’s particular emphasis now is on the opposition of good and bad. Yet it is
somewhat reversed - the ever bad girl Leila is no longer approving of the pirate
treatment of the nice guy. The irony of this reversal of roles is that Leila starts
behaving like a good girl. Yet this is not the notion of the traditional good girl. This
is something beyond the good girlism myth, something that will eventually prove
good and efficient for Leila and misery for Dart. Always before while trying to think
of her supreme wish Leila knew that wish has been to keep Dart. Now it is for her.
Now instead of worrying about Dart, she could be doing what’s best for Leila. Although
Emmie’s advice may be pushing Leila to the extreme, trying to cross over Dart, it is
in tune with Leila’s sane mine. Her sanity wishes for the power to keep the clarity
brought by the hardworking days of the maenads and crystals [ p.112/VI].
Make yourself your first priority - you don’t have to be at the affect of someone
else. Seize your life. Dart’s incidental - and boring. [p. 138/VII]
Apparently this is the clarity of her crystal clear still-lives, the clarity of knowing where
exactly one draws the line between forgiveness and self-protection. And Leila’s sane mind
is power-generating. Although being far off and barely audible, one can hear it whispering:
‘Leila, you are lovable, you really are. You don’t have to put up with this shit’ [p.127,5/VII]. It
is not only Leila’s sane mind that stirs up this positive pressure and need for self-love but
Emmie, too. Leila is strung by the question Emmie raises: ‘Leila, but how much do you love
Leila?’ The strong disturbing impact of strung is coupled with the short answer ‘Not much’
, which Leila is able to produce; as well as with the anxiety that springs from the view of
Emmie that there is something ‘drastically wrong’, because ‘Leila is lovable’ [p.103/VI]. Over
and over again the lovely ‘l’-alliteration in lovable Leila will be put to test because Leila is
scarcely able to believe she is that lovable. Once again we will deal with watery images
instead of flying metaphors. Doubting Leila feels like an octopus cut into bits and tossed
into – the lagoon to grow again. This is the terrifying life she/E. Jong has chosen for herself
– or the muse has chosen for her – to dive to the bottom of the lagoon again and again,
seeking skinlessness, seeking self-annihilation [p.310/XIX]. The pirate no longer is Dart
but Renzo and the Venice lagoon is interiorized by the sane mind of Leila as the image of
nonattachment. This is Leila’s ideal alternative to her life of obsessions - nonattachment,
as the key to everything in life. Because she wants to feel everything, to get lost in sensation,
and yet also wants to be able to give away all of herself and still have some piece of
herself to regenerate from - like an octopus.
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We can probably review Leila’s engagement to herself not so much as a bizarre
whim of a woman artist but as the ultimate expression of Leila’s drive towards
nonattachment. We are to witness a weird wedding when Leila Sand is engaged to
marry Louise Zandberg. And we are to celebrate not only the comeback of Leila’s true
identity (by the respect paid to her real name) but the comeback home of her sane
mind.
I belong somewhere other than the floor of my foyer, weeping. My sane mind is
back, and welcome to it! [p.145/VII]
Who is Leila/Louise/Luisa really? Erica Jong is trying to identify Leila with the
‘youness’ of the reader or the hand that grasps the pencil, i.e. with the creativity of the
talented people. Jong’s urge to re-claim that these are any woman’s blues, that Leila’s
hair, her eyes, her profession, her men, may change for they are all flesh, can only help
us build up the high profile of a mythologized heroine [280/XVIII]. At the same time
Leila is still obsessed with the ‘towering figure of I’. This is the ‘I’ without which she
can hardly be. All throughout the text Leila is trying to ‘abolish the first person’, to get
free of the ‘towering shadow of the ninth letter of the alphabet’. But she is destined to
search for it and to start loving it.
And what is ‘life’ anyway? Leila Sand’s and any woman artist’s life at its truest and
purest, seems to consist of standing before an easel, smelling the turpentine smell
and ‘arranging the hues of white on a white canvas before green hills’. This is where
Leila could stand for all eternity.
I seem in fact to have been standing here for all eternity. This is your life, Leila
Sand, the youness of you. How lucky to have found it, or to have come back to it
before it was too late. [184/XI]
All in all it seems that art reshapes life even more than life shapes art, that Leila’s
personal identity is of a self-empowering woman artist who is a devotee to life’s
abundance. Leila’s sexual escapades will shortly prove that to flourish art needs life
and love as much as life needs art.
Women Artists' Sexual Identity
Both Leila Sand’s sexual and professional life are essentially scored by the men
she falls in love with. She is definitely aware that this lifestyle is an ‘odd’ break through
the conventions of many years on end. The way women measure their lives nowadays
in love affairs, as women of another time used to measure theirs in children, is really
odd from the perspective of the popular myth. Leila’s lifestyle is presented by Jong as
typical to the women of her time and can be grasped as an initiation of another aspect
of the contemporary women artist's myth: the unique blend of art and love, of art and
sex. In order to explore this aspect thoroughly we need to gain a close insight of Leila’s
five love affairs, as well as of her experience of motherhood. Perhaps only then we will
realize how vital and important all of them: Thom, Elmore, Dart, Danny and Renzo, as
well as the twins, are for the fulfillment of Leila’s emotional identity.
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Seducing the muse
Throughout the novel, Leila is presented as a woman artist who is not afraid to
speak her mind and as a woman who cannot do without love making in her art
making. This is delivered consistently through the prism of ‘always’. Leila was ‘always
transfixed’ by sex because she ‘always’ knew it was the primary way to seduce the
muse. We could possibly argue that in the meaning of the verb transfix there is a
room for a Cupid imagery. It is Cupid’s job to pierce through the heart of a woman
artist and thus to propel her art. ‘I’ve never lived without a man. I need sex to power
my creativity. I need skinlessness to get in touch with the muse.’
The metaphoric use of power suggests that the strength, skills and the authority
of Leila’s work are largely due to her devotion to love and sex. However Leila’s need
for sex is very intricately constructed. It is part of her need to be loved and to be
loving that aspires to something beyond sex, to 'skinlessness'. This neologism, used
recurrently in the narrative, is coined by Erica Jong and it seems to drive her heroine
beyond the realm of the visible and the touchable. Actually whenever Jong refers to
sex and love she means the realm of myth, fairy-tale, mystery and dream.
Unsurprisingly her need to set this realm apart from reality very often invokes in
her oeuvre the topos of H. Miller - ‘The Land of Fuck’ [Miller 1992]. This paradoxical
rendering of Leila’s aspirations, i.e. as something out of reach and out of touch as
skinlessness that is able to put her in touch with the muse, could be conceived as a
hint of self-irony, anticipating the period when sex and creativity are no longer one:
I went back to meetings, my work, my twins. No more dating. No more searching
for the holy grail of cock. Enough already. Nevermind that for years I had thought
it the life force. Nevermind that I thought sex and creativity were one. 220/XIII
It takes a lot of time and efforts in search of selfhood for Leila to realize that
both her best friend, Emily Quinn and her sane mind prove right. A woman artist
needs herself to power her creativity. Dart takes Leila away from herself, from the
twins, from her work. (p.104,5/VI)
Despite this revelations Leila insists that her creative self desperately needs love
and affection. Only a powerful and self-confident ‘knight’ as she is, could eventually
give up her quest for the holy grail...of cock. The hilarious zeugmatic image acquires
a demythologizing effect on our well-established concepts of pre-/Christian times.
The holy grail or the chalice, traditionally used by Christ at the Last Supper is also a
subject of a great amount of mediaeval legend, romance and allegory. It apparently
used to be the test for perfect purity of any adventurous and daring person. It also
fires the ambition of any traveller set on a quest to the reality of the unseen
(Tennyson’s Holy Grail/ Idylls of the King).
Although Leila Sand fails at some point in her search to keep her notion of the
life force of cock as sacred as the holy grail, she pertains to her ardent selfmythologized belief in art and love: ‘And if artists love so often and so hard, it is
because they have a rage to live’ [p. 82/IV]
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And so often and so hard Leila loves. Out of her rage to live we come to another
point in the contemporary myth quite crucial for the sexual/emotional identity of
women artists.
The myth of the perfect man
We could closely follow Leila’s search of the ideal man step by step, man by man,
just to realize probably that none of them holds the holy grail of creativity. All the
five of them – Thom, Elmore, Dart, Danny and Renzo - bring to the fore a highly
suggestive number of de/mythologemas and thus contribute to Leila’s artistic
personality. The readers of Leila’s love stories will enter a world of ex-lovers and exhusbands such as Thom and Elmore; would-be ones such as Danny and Renzo, and
the omnipresent, most-talked-about lover - Dart. Within the love/art narrative of
Erica Jong they are not equals. Thom and Elmore share the novelistic space of the III
Chapter only; Danny and Renzo are also limited to a single chapter each, while Dart
is darting everywhere within the book. Not surprisingly all of them will be ‘invading’
Leila’s professional world, cutting it into art periods.
Thom & Leila
Thom is Leila’s first husband who is an English Lit. graduate and a WASP.
Although Thom ‘aided and abetted her in all these ventures: buying the art, financing
all her brash, hare-brained schemes’, he proved too weak for her strong, craving for
recognition and her artistic ego. Despite all his encouraging efforts he appears
inevitably attached to his swollen WASPdom, being too much in love with himself.
We will later resort to the social aspects of the myth of WASPdom versus Jewishness
when approaching the relationship Dart/Leila.
Even at this early point of Leila’s career she is characterized with everything
that evokes strength: her brash, i.e. bold and impudent projects; her ventures, rather
than simply art activities. No wonder that Thom treats her as ‘the great achievement
of his life at that point’, taking a considerable pride in marrying her (p.56/II). Isn’t
this attitude of Thom enough to boost Leila Sand as a myth herself? Read on to find
out what happens a bit later with this myth-making process:
Enter Elmore Dworkin
Elmore is Leila’s second husband and the father of the girl-twins Mike and Ed.
But besides that, he is an artist proper. The CV of Elmore Dworkin reads that he is
‘an abstract expressionist' far more established and older’ than Leila (p.56,7,8/II).
His looks also fit the strong romantic myth of the hirsute artist: hairy and rough.
Elmore seems to be the perfect match for Leila, the woman artist who is soon to be
mythologized by the public as a celebrity.
I fell in love with his paintings and his tongue; I equally admired his cock and
his paintings; In one evening I was introduced to the New York School’s most
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promising younger artist, multiple orgasms, and Humbold County sinsemilla. p.57/III
The sudden shift from the realm of the high art to the low body pleasures could
be reminiscent of Henry Miller’s stylistic approach in the Tropic of Cancer [Miller
1992] and even to be seen as a celebration of the artist’s rage to live and work, of the
inseparability of art and love. It is so appealing that it easily recurs whenever love
strikes a chord with art. In this same vein, we will be given the essence of Leila/
Thom relationship in a nutshell. The year they spent in Italy is made distinct through
another zeugma device. They lived that year ‘in a tangle of thighs, art history and
extra-virgin olive oil’. We are not far from assuming this was the happiest time for
them both, when their work prospered, their babies grew, their love grew because
they ‘lived for love, for art, for bed, for babies’. p.59/III
One could easily guess that this idyll, this ‘blessed, blissed’ life is unlikely to
happen in one’s homeland. It too much resembles a paradise and by definition
paradise is not here. It is always there. Indeed it proves that the happy couple has
moved to the mythical land of art. One is tempted to say Paris. However, in Erica
Jong’s reading of the myth, Paris is in Italy. We will discover what are the reasons
for such a peculiar shift of places soon in the last chapter that covers women artists’
professional ID. By now it seems sufficient to note that Jong tends to refer to this
period in positive, yet exaggerated terms. Leila is more than happily married to
another artist and this is considered as ‘the greatest ecstasy of all’. What could be
‘more joyful’ than two artists living together, doing their work, nurturing their babies,
cooking, loving, walking through the churches and art galleries of Italy. (p.59, 60,5/III)
The New Myth of Pregnancy and Motherhood
Immediately after the out-pouring of exclamations about bliss, we are shown
how this paradise could be as easily lost as gained. This new period is initiated by a
new myth of pregnancy and motherhood. It is extremely vital for Erica Jong’s woman
artist to communicate and rationalize how her motherhood affects her works.
This begins with ‘the challenge of raising twins, managing twin careers, and
battling the New York art world’ (p.62) but what is preceding is the hyper-period of
pregnancy. Once pregnant, Leila becomes ‘hyperJewish, hyperartistic,
hypersensitive’. (p.60/III) The hyper-ness of Leila is thus juxtapositioned against
her ‘true nature’. As a mother-to-be this could be related both to her self-sustained
identity of a powerful woman and a capable artist that is made explicit in this clearcut statement of hers:
I could no more have brought WASP babies [Thom’s] into the world than I could
have stopped drawing and painting p.59; I might live and paint in Italy but I
would, like Sophia Loren, have my babies born in Switzerland [p.61/III]
The tinge of social irony here brims with another artistic life turned into a
mythological role model for Leila. What is more, pregnancy is considered by Jong as
the ‘most glorious time’ in Leila’s life. She ‘lay in bed like a queen’, waiting to bear
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her ‘princesses’. What is quite sparkling is that both Elmore and Leila kept pregnancy
notebooks with sketches of each other. Both queen and sketches will further be
‘embraced’ as key words for Leila’s professional and social identity. What is worth
noting here is that those sketchbooks are immediately viewed, although in brackets,
in the manner of Dart period anticipated. Both of the notebooks are kept ‘back to
back - or belly to belly’ on a shelf in Leila’s studio in Connecticut and even through
her commitment to Dart at this point in the novel, Leila is still infatuated with their
precious symbolism. Hence she still cannot look at them ‘without a twinge’.
How could such bliss have ended? How, indeed? In Leila’s mind as an artist it
happens gradually. The hyperglorious time comes abruptly to a close firstly when
she goes into the Operating Room as an artist and a lover and goes out an artist and
a mother and secondly when Elmore’s age, cock and career begin to fail him, while
Leila’s twin career of a mother of twins and a painter seems ever more rising and
ascending. Then ‘the universe of love began to shift - irrevocably’ and the loving and
caring husband turns into a ‘wimp and dominator.’ Leila is also struggling with her
new identity of a mother: Motherhood seems to have ‘radicalized’ Leila in a strange
way. All her life she had despised women who whined, ‘women who cursed woman’s
lot, women who claimed to be through with love’ but once a mother she is ready to
convert to Feminism. Jong is eager to convince the reader that Leila’s motherhood
brings her a brand-new frame of mind for women artists. We face a woman, a mother
that had ‘never’ called herself a feminist before, who had ‘abhorred’ that label, who
had to cope with her life without a man. (p.64/III)
However Leila keeps her hyperartisticity even through her life of a single mother.
It even calls forth the Greek triple goddess of the lower world Demeter/Persephone/
Hecate as the embodiment of her fate to have her daughter split between her and
Elmore, between her and the black, unknown, infernal lower world of Elmore.
I seem always to have been obsessed with the myth of Persephone, as if somehow
I knew that I would live a life in which I needed her wisdom to cope with the
chthonic departures of my daughters. They come and go – to Hades and back
again – and when they return, it is always spring.
But the subconscious identification of Leila with the three deities, who were
invoked to maintain life and assure fertility is not incidental. Their function is
quintessentially creative. These were gods of prosperity and plenty. Creation could
not be possible if fertility was not ensured. In the human world it is the fertility of
women that is the basis of reproduction; in the realm of the vegetable life it is the
fertility of the soil that ensures growth. Woman was likened to the earth and the
birth of man was thus assimilated to the birth of the plant life.
Thus motherhood could be also be interpreted as ‘the most acceptable form of
female creativity; as women have done throughout the ages and filled her daughters
with feminist rage'[Jong 1994/a, p.50]. Our search for the myth of women artists and
mothers have drawn us aside from the story of Leila and made us confront with the
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myths of the previous generation. This is how we meet Erica Jong’s mother, an artist
herself, caught in a range of lifelong rage, frustration and self-resentment while
facing the unfairness of the world and having being forced by it to stop painting.
Erica Jong argues in depth about the social/political issues that make this world so
difficult for women, and conspire against having both motherhood and the life of
the mind. The daughter, Leila Sand, makes a clear statement that hers is the first
generation in which being a writer and a mother is not utterly impossible though it
is still hard. Jong further underlines this by a survey of the brief biographies of
famous women in which she discovers that they had no children or only one. Thus
Jong concentrates on this recent transitional time when the status-quo is beginning
to change slowly and thus sets the historical time limits of the women artists myth.
Whether it is a writer or an artist who seeks the luxurious life of the mind, it is
now that the blend of art and motherhood needs to be embodied in the new
extraordinary character of women artists who could be called Ms Have-it-all:
We wanted to have it all - work and love, paintings and babies - and we have had
it, but we have paid a price: the price of loneliness and isolation. Nobody prepared
us for all this, because nobody knew how to prepare us. We were caught in a
strange historical moment.
However, with Thom and Elmore gone we can now approach Leila’s relationship
with her greatest love, Dart.
Dart
Dart is the foremost of Leila’s lovers. He ranks first in her love pantheon. On the
one hand Dart is the perfect unhavable God-like and Don Juan figure to whom Leila
aspires ; and on the other his importance is much too much her own creation, her
own self. It is in this love affair that Leila's myth of 'skinlessness' closes. Probably
one of the reasons for his power over her is that Dart stands for life and to Leila’s
mind life and art are irresistible. Leila and Dart's relationship is perceived as an
even exchange - Leila gave him the gifts, made him a star, but he also gave her gifts
– chief among them bringing her back from the dead. This is how life and love are
closely intertwined as love and art in Jong’s narrative as these lovers give each other
life. That is what makes love so irresistible - no matter what killjoys say. Who can
resist the one who makes you feel alive? Who can resist salt and sperm and sea and
shakti? For love is nothing less than the gift of life. (Though sometimes you have to
pay for it with your own death). [p.82/IV]
Leila who, even in her marriages always maintained her obsessive separateness
- now feels ‘relaxed’ into the sweetness of coupling, the sweetness of partnership,
the two who are united against a world of hostile strangers.(p.31/I) It seems that
Leila’s sexual identity is very keen on handling ancient mythological images and
couples. Here is an example of the mythological reunion of male and female. Erica
Jong’s style conjures up various arche-symbols and patterns and makes this love
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scene sound both real and unreal. The setting moon and the rising sun can provide
the classic ambiance for a love scene, but it is scarcely enough. We can feel the touch
of the devil who aids the two sorcerers, who are practicing the magic art of love. The
witch and warlock match each other even in the way they sound alike - the bad girl
needs the bad boy. Further more the Greek and Egyptian superior mother-goddesses
can evoke their supreme counterparts and sons as if to initiate the modern couple
into the mythological domain of love and war. But the earth that obviously stands
for Leila proves unbeatable no matter how much it hurts when Dart is gone.
Under the mocking moon we couple like witch and warlock, powered by the blue
fullness of the moon. ...on one side of my bedroom the moon sets: on the other
side the sun rises. I lie in the middle - Isis with Horus in her arms, Astarte with
Adonis, Rhea with Zeus who is destined to dethrone her. But can we ever dethrone
the earth? The earth is there whatever we do. [p.113/VI]
Dart is not exceptionally identified with Horus, Adonis and Zeus or the devil.
Usually he is referred to as ‘a young god, whose armpits are lined with gold (p.31) or
‘lying in the sun like a young god; with the glimmering gold of his chest’. Leila is
fascinated and bound to him in the archaic sense of the word - enchantment - with
rapture, with magic, with ‘invisible ropes of allure’. Thus Dart implies both the good
and bad sides of a God/Devil stereotyped dualisms trying to achieve the balanced
status between the two. Leila is really torn apart in her need to both nurture and
annihilate her creativity at once. For Dart seems not just a great lay, Leila’s knight
on a white charger or live-in muse, i.e. everything that is positive and constructive
for a woman artist. For Dart’s dark side seems to be rather destructive. He is likened
to a great hungry primitive god and his insatiable desires to a gluttonous primitive
ritual. Dart is ‘ravenous’ for virgins, wreaths of flowers, plucked hearts, slaughtered
oxen, chalices of blood, burnt offerings. (p.20/I).
If the notion of a sacred offering figures somewhat earnestly, there is also a fair
amount of ironic humour, bordering on ridicule. The reader is perhaps able to take the
joke when Dart trades his place with Pan or the warrior god. Very often Leila is nursing
the delusion of having found at last her Pan, her universal deity. However her Pan is a
naughty down-to-earth deity who ‘does not buy one life insurance nor come home for
dinner at the same time each night’. Obviously Jong is busy with reworking the Greek
mythology although she prefers to keep alive Pan’s goatish lustful nature and to
attribute it to Dart. In Jong’s reworking, Pan/Dart is no longer the symbol of fecundity
himself but he can only discharge abundance and productivity in the women’s art.
Dart is also the warrior god eventhough he is engaged in a rather low-profile
battle while ‘he is killing a copperhead by blasting its head off with a shotgun’(152/
IX). Dart is able to enter the locked house of Leila without leaving a trace to take
some of his things as the perfect second-story man. There are number of instances
when Jong puts to doubt Dart’s presence as if he never really existed, as if he was
entirely made up by Leila’s creative imagination. Thus Dart will often be viewed as
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someone who belongs to the underground world of human sexual desires - as if he
emerged from under an earth barrow like one of the little people, the green man ‘the
horned god of the witches and like all devils, he is our own creation’ (p.190/XI).
The longer Dart is gone the more intense becomes Leila’s need for God=Dart:
My God, my God. Dart, Dart, Dart. I convulse around the Michelangelo-BrancusiMarini marble, shouting Dart’s name and God’s name as if they were one.
The marble that clings to the grand names of the old masters of sculpture appears
to be a life-size marble cock, sent by a famous Japanese sculptor when Leila Sand’s
film stills of Dart opened in Tokyo. With her mind set on the immutable blend of art
and sexuality Erica Jong points with a hint of humour and sadness and a reference
to the great masterpieces that the marble cock is as pure as Michaelangelo’s Pieta,
that its cold white purity is half Brancusi bird and half Marini horse cock. Juxtaposed
to this earnest praise is an ironic touch - this is the same Pieta in Vatican, which was
not long ago ‘defaced by some thug’(p.191/XI)
In our search for Leila’s sexual identity we are coming to a point in which Dart is
Leila and Leila is him. He is a part of Leila - the crazy, irresponsible part maybe, the
part she couldn’t freely express. Leila is eager to identify herself with the badness
and boy-ness of Dart as if to prove how pressing is the need to break the conventional
female stereotype. She is aspiring to the bad boy ‘roaring inside’ her who wants to
run, to bolt, to drink, to drug, to be Donna Giovanna, Donna Quixota, ‘the madcap
picara with no fixed address and a million aliases’. No wonder Leila’s addiction to
Dart is so mighty. We can even attribute some positive sides to it because Dart seems
to lead Leila to her self-love. When Dart left Leila felt ‘like an orphan’ (131,2/VIII)
because she missed something really ‘precious’, she missed part of her own self.
In fact the last date of Dart and Leila is quite significant for the sexual integrity
of Leila. This is a date far enough from the sacred place of Leila’s studio in Litchfield
County. Insted, Da Silvano Restaurant, New York is ironically notorious for the one
of their last fights. Being invited out for lunch by her friend Emily in Da Silvano,
just by accident Leila bumps into Dart’s bimbo. By the time of their last rendezvous
what was once love and joy seems to be gone and can only be recalled as a ‘myth’:
We make plans for our mythical trip. I know it is mythical – does he?.. We speak
of everything: the fictitious trip, my fictitious fiancee, his million (as usual)
projects. Why I am not more angry at him? Because I have discharged my anger
in the Pandora’s Box collage? ..But in my sane mind I don’t trust him.
[286,7/XVIII]
Danny Doland from Dallas
Leila’s invented ‘fictitious fiancee’ is actually nobody else but Danny Doland from Dallas.
With the single opening line of Danny’s chapter we could compile his profile:
Danny Doland from Dallas drove a Porsche. [p. 201/XII]. Thereafter he is always
addressed most ‘intimately’ as Danny Doland from Dallas which stylistically
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produces an overwhelmingly distressing and awkward feeling towards this man –
Leila’s third husband. The fact that he collected everything from Important Art
(Monets, Modilglianis, Warhols, early Sands) to Rare Books to Major Antiques to
Fine Wines can make us believe that he was ‘willing to consider acquiring’ Leila, as
well. Everyone around Leila but her was approving of this new venturous marriage,
because at long last she has found a proper millionaire, befitting her station as a
celebrity artist. Yet Leila failed to enjoy her socially convenient relationship although
Danny Doland from Dallas loved Italy, Turner, Blake, i.e. all that Leila loved. He
collected her film-stills but yet their affair was doomed to end very abruptly. Anyway
who could tell Leila how to live and work. Not anyone who lacks the vigour and rage
to live and love passionately but appropriately fits the profane notion of love in the
1980s instead:
After all was not love in the eighties merely a prelude to the purchase of real
estate? and in the upper classes, art? [p. 212/XII]
Always standing on the fringe of the society evenmore in terms of her sexual
identity, Leila would never put up with this zeal of consumerism. What she seeks
desperately is her true self, her artist’s self, her Dart-ing self. Never before was she
closer to it. Her relationship to Renzo offers her another kind of relationship
Renzo’s period
Right from the start of their love story we will recognize that Leila is still obsessed
by Dart. The haunting parallels between the two lovers of hers follows inevitably. All
we have here is the Italian counterpart of Dart – another Don Giovanni, but an
authentic one: ‘the Mediterranean man, who does the role right’.(p. 318/XIX) Is he a
Mr. Right Man for a woman artist or has she merely fallen for Don Juan again? What
will eventually prove right as the only proper place for love and art is the setting of
Venice. Renzo is fittingly conceived as a Venetian gondolier. But like Dart, Renzo is
just another version of the impossible lover – the taboo man, the demon lover, ‘the
incestuous incubus’. He is beautiful yet unhavable which also heightens the God
imagery associated with him. Renzo belongs to another woman, to his German wife
who is mothering him all the time.
Indeed Renzo’s face is likewise Dart’s God-like. His cheekbones are slanted like
Pan’s. When Leila is looking down at his feet, she is anticipating ‘hooves’ which are
to match her great mythological expectations, ‘or at least fins’, as if to make us believe
Renzo is inherently connected with the water, the lagoon, the sea, all the images
that are boosting the woman-artist’s creativity The very next moment however Jong
is to disappoint the reader with an abrupt ironic turn: ‘But all I see are cream-colored
loafers and no socks’.
Actually Renzo is always approached through a simile and his own identity is
thus questioned. With his ‘tousled’ blackish curls looks like a young Bacchus. With
his ‘too pointed’ ears, he looks slightly like a satyr. With his ebony hair and his sean.paradoxa online issue no.6 March 1998
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green eyes, he looks ‘like a giavanotto painted by Bronzino’. It seems that all the
attendants of Bacchus are summoned - fauns, satyrs, pans to foster the lascivious
and lewdish nature of Leila’s lovers. And lewdishness is an entirely positive notion
in Leila’s and Jong’s frame of mind.(see Jong, Index Journal). No wonder that Renzo
is looking ‘even more a satyr in the morning light’. This is really a powerful
combination of Bacchus images gathered in all in one that evokes her womanliness
and all her Jewishness. And they are like Pan and Ceres, the god of the woods and the
goddess of grain, who lie together ‘smelling their own musk, their love odor.’ (345/
XX) However Renzo is more than a rough macho-man or a practiced Casanova because
there is about him ‘a courtliness, a gentilezza’, that made Leila think of the Italian
Renaissance (303,4,5,7/XVIII).
The passionate lay of Renzo and Leila evokes plenty of popular- images. This is
how we once again after Dart, the Land of Fuck is revisited. The recurrent emphasis
on the name of this special topos pays homage to this image devised initially by
Henry Miller. Miller’s rage to live and work conjures up Jong’s positive notion of the
animal sex, this need for mastery, possession. Without this animal entering, sex
doesn’t work, and only when sex works like this can you enter the Land of Fuck. This
image also brings to the front plenty of water:
Renzo and I do not practice safe sex. In the Land of Fuck nothing is safe. We are
lost in a watery Atlantis, in the middle of the lagoon, where we communicate
with cock and cunt 308/XIX
The legendary implications of Atlantis are ones of an imaginary island that once
used to be a powerful kingdom before it was overwhelmed by the sea.(see Brewers’).
But now it is powered by the mighty love of Renzo and Leila. This idea of the island
brought back to life from the ancient myth is intensified by the cliché of discovering
America. She - as America, he as Columbus: ‘He is fucking me as if he wants to enter
every part of me, discovering America.’ [315/XIX]
The mythological lay needs a reference to the primal couple of the Old Testament,
Adam and Eve. So that Renzo and Leila are just about to board Noah’s Ark and
reproduce the whole human nation. But their biblical aspirations are bluffed giving
way to a subtle irony that is on the verge of re-writing the fairy-tale of Cinderella:
‘And then the bells ring and it is noon and we must go, we two daytime Cinderellas,
turned to pumpkins by the stroke of noon’. [345/XX].
Leila’s Venetian affair is remarkably rich in female images. Next to water, the
moon is a traditional symbol associated with womanhood. The full moon setting is
too perfect, too magical, too much a cliches, and like many cliches, it is also true. The
appropriate romantic touch is delivered by a poetic metaphor: ‘The lagoon is strafed
with setting moon-sunlight’. Obviously in Jong’s mode of thinking outside, inside, sun,
moon, male, female are all united, denoting how vital it is for Leila to have them all
without tearing them apart. Here is a cluster of unifying metaphors that glorifies Leila’s
aspirations: ‘We [Leila and Renzo] are rocking in the boat of each other, in the lagoon
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of dreams, at once liquid and starry, watery yet made of shimmering light.’
Leila’s sexual identity is eager to feed on mythological personae. The amazons
are also ‘products’ of the Greek mythology, meaning women-warriors, but now as
Leila’s contemporaries we would rather project the brawny, strong woman who craves
for her centaur to carry her off.
Women Artists' Social Identity
While approaching Leila Sand’s social self we will be getting further away from
the popular myth of conventional women. Erica Jong’s woman artist will appear to
be a very extraordinary woman - strong and fierce, successful and famous, who is
nearly mythologized in her lifetime for her artistic achievements. Despite her firstratedness Jong’s woman artist is not blind to the follies and obsessions of the world
of moneymakers and winners. Leila Sand can hardly belong to this world that has
ostracized her as a lonely outcast and a mad woman artist. However without being
didactic Erica Jong’s criticism is an effective skewering of contemporary art and
society. Her apt and pointed humour employs various social metaphors – S & M,
blackness, telephones, cars - which somehow dovetail neatly with the contemporary
women artists’ myth.
The high profile of a successful strong woman artist
The very first impression of Leila Sand that welcomes the reader is of a prosperous
woman rather than of a woman artist. There is not a word, nor a hint on the artist in
her. Her profession and vocation is given even lesser prominence through the device
of the subordinate clause and still further by the brackets. The first contact is
overwhelmingly suggestive of the triumphant ego of Leila:
In my waking life I am a successful woman (does it matter for the moment what
I do), known as a tough deal-maker, an eagle-eyed reader of contracts, a good
negotiator. [p.10/I]
But it is also suggestive of the self-addressed humour that will prevail in her
approach to the reality and to her mind. The deliberate choice of epithets like tough
and eagle-eyed is setting the background for a woman who values her success but
yet is not taking it that seriously. The entertaining distinction waking life is a telltale
of Leila’s sleeping life in which she is presumably an artist. Indeed a bit later we will
face Leila Sand that will keep her high profile of a fortunate woman artist. But she
will sheepishly and ironically keep the brackets as well: ‘I once painted a picture of
lust (all right: the secret is out: you know what I do)’ [p.13/I]
The conscious strong emphasis of Erica Jong on the success story of Leila could
probably show us what is the alternative of the average humble and non-aspiring
housewife like. Or perhaps it could claim the overcoming of the female fear of power
and success. The uncovered ‘secret’ reveals to the reader a woman artist. The first
encounter in the novel with Leila Sand as an artist is quite misleading. Through her
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fully described painting ‘of lust’ Leila seems to acquire the reputation of a maker of
erotic art in people’s minds. However what is more relevant to the professional
identity of Leila is that lust stands for her passion and desire both for work and life.
Her lustful picture will prove a symbol of Leila’s craving to fulfill both her sexuality
of a woman and her excellence as an artist despite all of the social obstacles. This
symbol also implies the emergence of the full female being despite the utopia of the
good-girl myth of 1960-1980s Feminism.
Unsurprisingly besides lust the key word success will be occurring frequently
whenever Leila’s social ego is explored. There are just a few occasional remarks on
the family and educational background but they are made from the perspective of
the established artist: ‘I wasn’t always the queen of SoHo and Litchfield County.’
[p.50/III]
This is how the third chapter Strong Woman’s Blues opens trying to revise our
readers’ wrong idea of the woman artist’s steady identity of always-being-a-celebrity.
The connotations of power, matriarchy, luster and glory which spring from the word
'Queen' could possibly carry the reader from the outset of the book where Leila has
made a tremendous success of herself. SoHo and Litchfield County will turn into the
land of art for Leila as she devalues the myth of Paris which was valid for generations
of artists except hers. America’s obsession with celebrities, with money and name
recognition is reflected in Erica Jong’s focus on her Leila Sand who has attained
wealth, position and honours as a woman and an artist. This is only a person that
has scored a thorough success who could claim to be ‘on the top of the world (or so it
seemed)’ [p.65/III]. We will not fail to notice that the self-assertive mode is slightly
debased by the second thought left behind in brackets. This however pertains to the
overall playfulness of the narrative. Perhaps we should account it on this playfulness
that Leila’s success is measured up in personal terms rather than in social. Her
immediate reward is not the high profile of her public image but rather a ... love
affair. Her success appears to be the nice excuse for Leila to fall into an addiction
with a much younger man, called pertinently Dart. Dart is perceived as made by
Leila throughout the book. He is more of a piece of art and her muse but unfortunately
he fails as an artist and lover himself. One could have observed that Dart’s life story
was told as early as in the first chapters thus focusing on the woman artist’s creation,
i.e. on Dart as such, rather than on her woman artist’s life. Being a woman in a grip
of a sadomasochistic obsession with love Leila could rationalize her fortune in the
following pathetic mode: ‘What would my success be worth if I could not afford a
man as beautiful and death-defying as Dart?’ [p.20/II]
Leila Sand knows perfectly well that her howling success is due to her work,
rather than to a man but in ‘challenging the gods’ by becoming so successful she
could find reasons to somehow deserve Dart’s generosity in bed. Leila needs a treat,
a reward for all the ‘desperate climbing’, and at first Dart seemed to give it to her.
When Leila met Dart, she had spent some 39 years of ‘climbing the glass mountain
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of woman artist’s destiny’. The very use of the Sisyphus imagery implies the dark
side of the brilliant success. It is really a Sisyphean toil, an endless and heart-breaking
job to achieve a crumb of power for a woman. The difficult labour of Sisyphus is
increased through the image of the fragile glass mountain. Until about this watershed
in her life – the time Leila met Dart – she has lived her life for discipline, for art, as if
mimicking a man’s hardness despite her woman’s heart.
I had lived my life like a man, managed my career, my investments, even my
pregnancy, exactly as a man would have done, so I thought I can manage Dart as
well. [p. 20/II]
Here we face a self-empowering woman who applies both female and male
approach to her life. Merely because she cannot afford being only a mother. She
needs rather to live up to her high profile of a mother and artist at once. I want raise
at this point the issue of non-separatism - of female and male as qualities in every
person rather than as qualities in two different sexes. Our contemporary culture
tends to separate male and female as people to the extreme which brings us to the
trouble of sexism and misunderstood feminism.
Women artists’ fierceness
Thus we come eventually to the Erica Jong’s own way of undoing the popular
myth of the ever weak, passive woman by creating a strong, ‘fierce’ woman artist
who could ride out the crises but who is nevertheless caught in her own trap: the
artist in her is stronger than the woman. The dilemma to Leila is rather between the
lover and the artist in her. What remains untouched is her fierceness. A ‘fierce lover’
would have kept her beautiful man under wraps but a ‘fierce artist’ instead made a
star of him – and chaos ensued. (p.68/III)
The controversy is delineated by the debatable word ‘fierce’. In its primary
meaning of brutal, barbarous and stormy is encoded the complete antonymical
opposition of the eternal woman, who must be affectionate, civilized, domesticated,
gentle and innocent. Erica Jong’s fierce woman artist proves to be a denial of the
established myth, a woman in search of her identity at once battling the old myth
and looking for a new one which is not available at hand.
Women artists’ fame propels the mythologization of Leila Sand
The process of growing famous for Leila Sand is conceived both as a natural and
supernatural one. It is quite telling and central for the reader to realize how the
woman artist is gradually turned into a myth and a role-model in her lifetime. This
is the natural outcome of her wunderkind gifts for sketching as well as her urge to
gain control and power over her woman artist’s destiny and career. As early as the
early 1970s Leila has received ‘enough recognition’ as a painter to be earning a good
living from her work, to be written in The New Yorker and Vogue (People and
Architectural Digest would come later). At this early stage the narrator is proudly
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aware that this substantial recognition is not the household-word sort of fame but
something much more valuable:
It was classier, more discreet variety-fame in the art world before the art world
became a total media circus. [p.57/III]
What is of great concern for the woman artist as a would-be-myth is the way her
public image is launched in the art world. The attributes of classy and discreet develop
an air of unique and distinct character for Leila Sand. There are certainly classier
venues for her career to get a good start. However it seems that Leila Sand is no
longer disturbed about her poor chances of growing established as a woman artist.
She is now more of a person worried for her own ‘proper’ mythmaking. Leila proves
strong and man-like enough to approve of the mechanism for supporting male careers
for her own sake. Since there is no particular public treatment of contemporary
women’s art Leila is happy to adopt the tricks for appreciating men’s art. These are
the only available ways for mythmaking, valid for the artist of a genius who is not
necessarily a man. Actually there are also definite advantages to being a woman
artist, one of which is of course ‘not having to undergo the embarrassment of being
called a genius.’ [see Gablik 1995] Anyway the word genius is never ever used in the
book as if to verify this hilarious view of Guerrilla Girls.
Some Guerrilla Girls’ concerns
Unsurprisingly the issues raised by Guerrilla Girls are highlighted at the point
where the novel picks up the topic of artistic recognition. As a group of anonymous
women who zap the white male establishment for their sexism and racism Guerrilla
Girls consider themselves ‘the conscience of the art world’. It is worth noting that
Guerrilla Girls’ irony is intrinsic to Erica Jong’s approach in dealing with her woman
artist, as well as for her self-reflections. Back in 1980s Guerrilla Girls took Feminism
which at that point was becoming a dirty word and made it sexy and funny. There is
something very empowering and also very positive, about targeting people with a
lot of humour, and addressing issues that all women have a vested interest in - not
apologizing for it, but being very overt about it. Here is Erica Jong anxious to argue
that her woman artist Guerrilla Girls’ awareness even precedes the actual one which
is quite differentiating and positive a remark:
I was a bad girl in high school and even badder in college. At Yale, years before
the advent of the Guerrilla Girls, I railed against the male-dominated art world
(this was in early sixties, before feminism was chic, let alone tolerated, yet I was
not at all against wooing art critics with my sex appeal if it would help my career.
I felt even then that women were so discriminated against as a class that all was
fair in love and war. [p.54/III]
Obviously Leila doesn’t need to turn 80, her career will pick up but she certainly
needs to work under the pressure of success just like a man. Yet she keeps applying
her lipstick and her sex appeal to lure the (presumably) male art critics. This is what
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might get her into trouble and lead to her being called and treated as a bad girl. The
deliberate use of the grammatically improper neologism 'badder' could draw our
attention to the claim of early Feminism that women showing off their sexuality are
nothing but bad girls. Thus even through the implications of 'badder' Erica Jong keeps
on arguing that creative women should not be denied their sexuality. Pursuing this
view throughout her books and her characters, even the women of letters, who very
often go through the bad experience of being hurt and sabotaged by Feminist women
writers, Erica Jong is happy to discover that the youngest feminists of today are reclaiming the positiveness of women’s sexuality. [Jong 1994/a] Perhaps that is why
Leila Sand is always fascinated to be praised and appreciated by the men in her life
(much too much like her creator Erica Jong in her own career. What is however sad but
true should also be admitted: famous women attract con men and carpetbaggers. ‘So
one looks around and sees a world filled with Claus Von Bulows, Cheris, and Morris
Townsends, in short a world of heiress-hunters, gigolos, and grifters.’ [p.31/II]
Ironically Leila’s fatal attraction and addiction is to her Mr. Wrong Boy, who is
both suffocated and allured by her fame as if being under the spell of a myth. While
introducing Leila to his parents Dart said her name being ‘proud to be fucking a
household name’. His father’s first contact with Leila is also taking notice of her
mythologized identity: ‘Well, well, well’, said the elder Darton. ‘What an honour’. (p.33/
II)
Dart’s delight when bringing Leila home is made prominent by the mute fight over
her between father and son. Dart was ‘titillated’ by his father’s jealousy over Leila
Sand as his father knew and admired her work. This fight takes some even more
pathetic turns when the elder Darton goes as far as to try to seduce Leila up in the attic
of their family house, making her try on his wife’s wedding dress. The fact that he fails
as a seducer in the same way his son eventually fails as a lover is perhaps just another
way of saying that work, not love, keeps a woman artist alive.
Leila Sand and the myths of Jewishness and WASP-dom
However the competitiveness of Dart's father towards his son and vice versa
as both are trapped in the fame of Leila, is further propelled by Leila herself.
Through their relationship Leila becomes conscious of two other myths meeting
together in their relationship - namely her Jewishness and Dart’s WASPdom, the
two being the respective ‘aphrodisiacs’ between them. Leila admits that her New
York Jewish childhood had left her with a ‘lifelong fascination for the old WASP
ways’. It is not that striking then that the charisma of anything WASPish for Leila
acquires some sexual connotations. She was not just fucking a man when she
fucked Dart. She was fucking American history, the Mayflower myth, the colonial
past. (p.32/II) Besides being a marker for the conservative, wealthy and privileged
upper-class, that formerly dominated US society, WASPdom was a sort of code for
Leila which she deciphers like that:
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I was born rich, eccentric, and spoiled’, it said, ‘and I hope you find this charming,
for it’s my only gambit. I ate caviar as a baby, and I still eat caviar and am still a
baby. [p.36/II]
Though Leila is rather appalled by her visit to Dart's family, she is yet seduced and
enchanted in the attic in her own mind by the spellbinding WASPdom. The unattainability
of anything WASPish for Leila could be ironically juxtaposed to her own unattainability
for her mother. Louise’s mother cannot even get her famous daughter on the phone without
talking to her assistant, saying ‘Leila Sand’s residence’. Leila’s glorious glamour and fame
seem suddenly debased by her mother’s down-to-earth words: ‘Answer me, Louise - excuse
me- Leila, Ms. Sand. You’re such a big shot now. I remember when I used to wipe your ass.’
[224/XIII]
Both by friends and strangers Leila is considered worthy of her fame. It is quite evident
by now that the word 'famous' is really favoured throughout the book, coupling its
mythmaking effect with strong epithets and phrases like ‘unforgettable talent’, ‘such a
gifted painter’, ‘a noted one’. The Grand Venice Ball, which closes the novel, once used to
impress Leila because she grew up poor in Washington Heights, particularly at the start of
her career when her ‘face became a ticket to ride, her name an open sesame, her paintings
the magic combination that released the lock’ 329/XX. The metaphoric cluster of images is
quite telling about the way a myth sheds its magic for those who experience it.
The media myth-making reviews
There is still another episode that catches on Jong’s critical attitude towards the media
mythmaking reviews. The power of electronic media is absolutely overwhelming. This is
how through an irrelevant bar scene the TV myth of Leila could gain a strange life of its
own. Leila’s mass culture image of the artist who had ‘that cute boyfriend and photographed
him’ really sticks thanks to the show about her on TV. The young girl in the bar looks at
Leila ‘avidly’ and produces the perfectly predictable response to the assumed TV message:
Hey, I saw you on TV! Didn’t you do those big pictures of your boyfriend or
something? I never forget a face. Hey-that’s really neat. This chick photographed
this dude in costumes. Where is he? He was cute./ Gone the way of cute men/ I
wish I was an artist.
Isn’t it obvious how TV can create and ruin identities? How close it can draw someone
to a myth and the viewers to the supporters of this myth? Although the ridiculous wish of
the young lady to be an artist for no good reason but to get hold of cute lovers could be
laughed at, it is nonetheless true that a TV image is a powerful generator of myths and
mythological heroes today.
Contemporary women’s art - moneywise
In our contemporary culture money is the ultimate expression of power. We may find
it odd though that a novel so obsessed with power in all its positive and negative
sides ignores the big issue of money. There are just a few instances in which the
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question of moneymaking is tackled. While it is implied that Leila Sand is powerful
enough to disregard this issue and to focus on herself, on her self-love, Leila’s
main pursuit seems to be something beyond money and growing rich. Moreover
she is busy to spend rather than multiply her income on charity-like art affairs by
building a gallery for Dart and other young artists - ‘to get them started’. At this
point Leila sounds like a ‘real businesswoman’ to Mr. Donegal, Dart’s father, who
finds it ‘an admirable quality, especially in an artist’ p.42/II. The slightly mocking
attitude of Erica Jong towards Mr. Donegal, the accomplished WASP, who often
says things as if he were the final arbiter, is also a real break with the conventional
belief that women artists are not big earners. The strong clash of WASPdom versus
Jewishness is acted through attitudes to money as well as social mores:
I wanted to tell Mr. Donegal that his immediate association of Jews with bad
taste and moneygrubbing was not only anti-Semitic but a cliché unworthy of
his intellect. [p.43/II]
What prevails in Leila’s attitude towards money is her strong distaste of all
money-addicts – whether tycoons or lovers; gallery owners or Grand Venice Ball
celebrities. Whenever Leila is to mingle with them she is necessarily alarmed and
appalled and eventually far and away from them. Erica Jong’s further disagreement
with the contemporary addiction of moneymaking creates and introduces a side
character of an artist, a male one though, Wayne Riboud. Wayne is the Nevada
biker who has become the flavor of the month by meticulously reproducing dollar
bills, yen, francs, and lire, and trading them for necessities like food and clothing.
Eventually it has become quite fashionable in New York to hang money on the
walls. Thus the conceptual artist also sets not only a sensation but an artistic and
social trend, reflecting the pressing issue of our contemporary culture. Here is his
credo, which speaks for itself:
Nobody ever went broke underestimating the taste of American public. That’s
why I sell them money. I used to do sensitive nudes and still lives, Turneresque
luminescent skies, mad Pollockian abstractions. None of your arcane
symbolism here. Pass the buck: that is all ye know on earth and all ye need to
know.[ p.75/X]
The world of winners - McCrae’s Party and the Grand Venice Ball
Here we are right in the middle of the novel and the Party of Andre McCrae Leila’s and Wayne’s gallery dealer, in New York at Seventy-fourth and Fifth. We are
probably looking forward to entering in the world of the winners/millionaires once
again in the closing chapter. It is where the Grand Venice Ball begins and the novel
ends. Perhaps there is an added value of this non-accidental narrative architectonics
- the book is on an alert about this issue, the narrator is bitterly ironic and the woman
artist is struggling to differentiate herself from the glittering names and the world
of winners. Leila, who boasts of being a winner finds herself on the side of the losers
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in the world where there is no other criteria but money. And the biting sarcasm targets
the usual bunch of mock-heroes, hanging always at Andre’s parties:
There is always a smattering of royalty, a hint of Hollywood, a major media
celebrity who mounts the news, a press lord or two, a Wall Street tycoon or two, a
real estate baron or two - all appropriately wived in women who come (like certain
designer dresses) only in sizes two to eight. Double digits are out. [75/X]
A neat structural parallelism could be run in-between the two events. The Grand
Ball where ‘all the mythical figures’ are to be seen stepping down from their boats ‘Lacroix rustling Givenchy, Ungaro fluttering past Lagerfeld, Rhodes glittering near
Valentino, Ferre flitting past Saint Laurent’ (p.328/XX) is just the predictable grander
follow-up of McCrae’s party. Even the descriptive stylistics is in a way an extension
of what we know about those glittering people and places from the art dealer’s party.
What seems quite obvious to the sane mind of Leila now is the grim truth about
their harried, married, nervous faces. The big money-makers seem ‘so nail-bitingly
tense, so frantic, so fearful’. E. Jong is eager to draw another parallel: in-between
hers and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s treatment of this issue. Back in the twenties the rich
used to have fun while nowadays being rich seems like a job. Jong is all the time
conscious that her woman artist doesn’t belong to this club, that the rich are different
from ‘you and me’. Yet Jong’s concern about enjoying oneself is crucially connected
with the word ‘idle’ and then expressed in her rhetorical question ‘Where did the
adjective ‘idle’ go?’ [329/XX]
Idleness is positively gone, but idleness is whereabouts artists live in, although
idleness no longer couples with richness. Richness also means one of those ‘marriageis-a-business marriages’ so dear to the hearts of New York’s New Money Elite. Such
a couple ‘own things together rather than fuck. This is their form of sex’. Such an
ideal couple are the McCraes - Andre and Sally, who are extensively ridiculed within
their own setting as hosts to the Party.
Woman artist’s proper millionaire
Yet as if to prove it right or wrong there is another ideal marriage about to happen
for nobody else but Leila. A whole chapter is devoted to the way this ‘proper’ marriage
starts and the way it ends up. The XXII chapter opens with the most appropriate
name and motto as if to introduce Mr. Right Man, the would-be husband of Leila, as
‘The Proper Millionaire’. He is the one who could most ‘happily’ tune in the album of
Calvin Carter I Ain’t Got You, 1955. ‘I got an Eldorado Cadillac/with a spare tire on
the back-/ I got a charge account at the Goldblat’s/ but I ain’t got you’. [201/XII]
The proper millionaire is always referred to as Danny Doland from Dallas. The
persistent triple D-alliteration may ironically conjure up the most ‘affectionate’
feelings towards someone who could drive a Porshe and be ‘tall, fifty, funny, and
absolutely loaded’. Danny Doland from Dallas could as well be ‘the answer to a tenyear-olds’ prayers’, i.e. Leila’s twin daughters, who are eager enough to ask their
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Mom to marry him. Yet it is no mistake Leila has been ‘madly in love’ with Danny
Doland from Dallas, which somehow spoils our concept of a business marriage. Yet
what we experience is the cynical Jong’s account of what eventually went wrong.
Danny Doland from Dallas who collected everything was on the top of it all willing to
consider acquiring Leila, as well. And so he tried. And thus he failed. Leila proves
she could not resist either his straightforward properness nor his being a millionaire.
Being about to find her own inner-self Leila is absolutely furious to realize her life
as a part of that collection, ‘the right art collection’.
On these grounds, it is perfectly enough for the woman artist to make up her
sane mind and go home. Yet, at this final point Jong’s irony is still playing some
tricks on Leila. Leila finds herself realizing her own despair at the most proper place
- properly drunk, alone at the huge wine cellar of Danny Doland from Dallas. The
revelations are linger around and make Leila drive home. This comes at just the
right time for the famous woman artist to be picked up as a news-item, as a newsmyth by making a hot headline in the New York Post or Time Booked for drunk
driving in the Berkshires, noted artist Leila Sand pleaded guilty to charges of
operating a vehicle under the influence [216/XII]
Leila is stone cold sober enough at this point to rationalize and mock the press
media myth-making tricks. What is more her social unadaptability motivates her to
say ‘No’ to Lionel, a rich collector, money-addict and Andre’s close friend. Leila says
‘No’, although he is offering her twice her fee for a painting - and with no commission
and ‘a nice little chance to beat the IRS’. We must note that this is the only instance
where Leila’s art is literally appreciated in financial terms. The abundance of
moneywise remarks are quite subversive in terms of the popular perception of the
strong, influential woman artist. For a moment Leila is ‘tempted’ to accept it since she
is experiencing the ‘cash-flow problems all artists experience now and then’. For a
moment Leila is tempted to act like all artists do but she is also aware of her own
principles which are far from ‘morality or patriotism’. Her woman artist ‘genes’ prove
to be more stubborn. The woman artist in her appears stronger once again. She knows
that Lionel is using her to beat Andre, that once again she is caught in a ‘male power
play’ and Leila is definitely motivated to act on the side of all women artists, growing
weary of their mythological status of being passive pawns in the male battles.
...and the truth is I don’t want to give Lionel this satisfaction. I’m sick of the way
men use women as pawns in their battles with each other - and I don’t want to be
manipulated even if it puts money in my own pocket. [p.242/XV]
What is even more annoying is Lionel’s clear disregard for Leila’s works. He barely
ever looked at them. His abusing attitude finds its ridiculous explanation: ‘Paintings
that good you don’t have to look at’, says Lionel. [242/XV.]
It becomes evident that both Lionel and Andre - Leila’s dealer - are the symptoms
of ‘everything wrong with the art biz’. They know nothing about art and had no idea
what they liked, nothing but what sold and the more it sold for, the more they liked
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it. What is especially true of Andre could be easily transferred to Lionel as his double.
It seems that Erica Jong’s narrative is fond of running parallels as if to double the
trouble. For the sake of sharp contrast Jong is juxtaposing Andre and Van Gogh as
polar opposites.
Andre will never be [Van Gogh] and therefore hopes he can either buy or destroy:
‘inner fire, inner certainty, the driving force of a genius’ [251/X]. By the close of our
‘social review’ on money matters and women artists we could be pretty sure that
buying an artist is equal to destroying her/him. This is made obvious by the either...or
linkage and the first and only usage of the word genius in the text, referring to a
male genius of van Gogh, though. The powerful play of the recurrent inner semirhyme liked/died is also very explicit of the wrongdoings of art business. If it sold a
lot and the artist died, Andre liked it best of all. His idea of a perfect artist was a dead
artist - preferably one who had died at the height of his fame. Hence the abuse of
artists by art/money dealers as a pressing issue is deliberately exposed to subtle
social critique in Jong’s narrative.
Perhaps it is no longer so weird that an artist is virtually an outcast and a rebel
in such a society. We will be soon scrutinizing all the novelistic evidences that will
further advocate this outcast life-style of artists. Although it is primarily adhering
to the views and myths about artists of Romanticism but we will find out that they
are however applicable to Post-modernism as well. The novelty is certainly the
introduction of women artists who are quite eager to aspire to the realm once reserved
to Kubla Khans only.
S&M and blackness as social metaphors
Yet another big social issue is conveyed in the same bitter vein of expression.
This is the underground world of S & M dominatrix, where Leila is taken supposedly
to be shown ‘the essence of our society’. Leila is taken to Madame Ada’s Psychodrama
Institute by her fellow-artist Wayne who actually needs to share his cynicism and
pain with Leila. This is a semi-secret place with respect to anonymity and darkness,
a place ‘dedicated to the dark gods’. Its darkness could probably be interpreted as a
prelude to a world in black through which this woman artist is trying to find her
identity. The world in black is the consistent monochrome vision of Leila for the
immediate inner/outer reality which is a perfect match for her artistic and social
sensibility of a woman artist. Madame Ada opens the doors of her Institute as if
ushering the artists in hell. The hellish imagery is extended further to children
playing with power and pain, ‘in despair because their limited notion of sexual love
had failed them...’ [281/XVIII]. Even Leila is tempted by the cynical options, implied
in this S & M metaphor. She is tempted to be like Ada ‘to be a bitch who could
command men’. The twisted, negative connotation of bitch is brought to focus by
the demolition power of the summoned dark gods:
I give myself to Kali - I who formerly loved Demeter and Persephone. Whoever is
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not a cynic at forty can never have loved mankind.[ 273/XVII]
The eternal forces that are driving Leila’s creativity, that make her create and
destroy at the same time, are all to be found in Kali, as well as in the mother/daughter
mythological couple of Demeter/Persephone. Thus Leila is to face both the good and
the bad girl in herself, even at an odd place like Madame Ada’s. One certainly needs
to be a cynic to cope with the social pressure of an S & M dominatrix which is further
reflected in the euphemism that stands for such a place - a Psychodrama Institute.
Leila and Wayne certainly need to be artists to cope with it in their own artistic way.
Wayne is anxious to liken himself to a real contemporary British artist of note, known
for his apocalyptic visions - Francis Bacon. While Wayne wants to be the Francis
Bacon of S & M since ‘it’s critical that someone finds a way to make it into art’, Leila
knows that is not what she wants. Once back home, away from New York and its S &
M, she wants to learn how to love - no matter how many times she fails, no matter
how unworthy the objects, no matter what betrayals she experiences. Perhaps the
S&M episode is just the pretext for her to come back home to her sane mind. It seems
that all her adventures and mental trips tend to end up questioning her personal
identity. This is the first time Leila needs to open her diary and to put down the first
entries of stray thoughts ‘like threads snagged by a crochet hook in the little marbled
notebook’. This is the notebook bought once in Italy by which the novel is closed. It
also contains Leila’s significant drawing of the faun/fauness, the only one reproduced
in the novel. Thus the exclusive notebook could be considered as a special key image
that is likely to reveal and initiate us in the new periods of Leila’s life:
For nothing but love is worth the passage of life... Writing in this notebook is
love, feeding my twins is love, nourishing my roses is love, painting is love...
[ 281/XVIII]
This new period of Leila is most definitely associated with something as bright
as her crystal and maenads period (see later), which is the thorough contrast of the
world in black. This is the positive personal alternative of woman artist to the
inevitable negative connotations of black - dark, dim, dismal, dingy, evil. We can
perhaps once again attribute modes of mythological thinking to Erica Jong. Jong’s
social structure seems to be set in terms of binary oppositions, typical of the
mythological thinking: black/white; male/female. Although such a structure is
appealing and convenient to Erica Jong she is also busy with subverting it. For Leila
black doesn’t necessarily stand for anything bad. Back at MA, in the early 1960s,
she is ‘dressed all in black (stockings to stocking cap), squired by a black boyfriend’
(p.52/II) but she has also learned that ‘blacks had the secret key to America’s heart
of darkness’.
Bessie Smith who ‘knew all there was to know about womanhood’ was also one
of those blacks who held that key. Moreover Bessie Smith proves the most consistent
role/soul model for Leila throughout the years. Further on Bessie Smith’s lyrics are
given prominence in relation to Leila’s professional ID.
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In Leila’s early picture of the world in black the rebels and the outcasts, i.e. the
artists and blacks are of highest rank and value. The young girl is opposing and fighting
the white boys off with her ‘wicked sarcasm and prodigious talent’ (p.53/II). If her reality
turns not to be coloured in black the rebellious young artist is there to paint it black.
So she painted the windows black of a mansion, set up by her first husband Thom, and
‘turned it into a slum - all in name of art and social revolution’ (p.55/II). Elmore Dworkin
- an artist proper, Leila’s second husband, and father of the twins Mike and Ed - is
another ‘dark-eyed anarchist who wore his dark hair long’ (p.58,9/II). A dark lady needs
to fall in love with a proper dark lad. If by any chance Leila’s lovable boys and husbands
turn to be white they are as if deliberately made to wear black. This is how the much
anticipated Dart enters the story physically for the first time:
Arrives Dart, helmeted, wearing black leather jeans and black leather jacket and
black ostrich-leather boots with needle toes. ..my warm body against the windchilled smoothness of his black leather. [p.12/I]
The haunting repetitive occurrence of black is somehow both a praise and a threat
to the innermost aspirations of Leila. For Leila is at once aspiring to love Dart and to
set herself free of the addiction to Dart in order to teach herself of self-love. Perhaps
this controversial feeling could be detected in the metonymy of Dart’s black leather
which obviously stands for his body. Body against leather is the first touch of Leila
to Dart in the story. Warm Leila against wind-chilled Dart - and their love story rolls
on to the point where Dart starts to wear white and turns into a disgusting view.
This happens only once, in Leila’s dream. He is all in white silk - white silk jeans and
white silk cowboy shirt as a doll man. Leila is quite appalled by her ‘disgusting dream’
as if realizing how crucial it becomes when a colour trades its place with another. In
her dream however even Dart’s penis - another metonymy for him - trades its place
with a ‘deep gash which is crawling with earthworms, slugs, snails, as a doll man’.
Leila pushes the doll man aside and looks for the way out of ‘the Land of Fuck’. ‘There
is no door. Just this cage high above the city - New York? New Heaven - where I am
trapped for ever’. [84/V]
Suddenly the Land of Fuck is no longer worth visiting. The woman artist is
trapped like a bird in a cage. She needs to find the way out of this world in white, or
black, or of money; she needs to find her sane mind.
The twin obsessions of our age - addiction and narcissism
However Leila’s adventurous road to knowing herself turns to some more of the
obsessions of our age. As a woman artist Leila Sand is overwhelmed and haunted by
the inevitable contemporary addictions to the phone, the car, the motorcycle. All of
the addictions are extremely interiorized and given a particular significance
throughout the narrative. Although Leila is trying to learn to live in another state:
moderation, the golden mean, she experiences herself as an addict - to the phone, to
Dart, to her car. Although the golden mean feels boring to her, she knows it is the
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secret of life. She knows that in a society that worships addiction one can hardly
find a nonaddicted life. There is an army of addicts around her. Lionel is an addict
too - addicted to taking over companies. Dart is also not so different from Lionel’s
passion to take over companies or Andre’s to take over artists.
Consume, Consume, Consume. The bottomless pit of wanting. These are our
values, and that is the world we have made. Never have we needed nonattachment
more. [244/XV]
By the hasty triple repetition the reader can recognize the intensity with which
Erica Jong confronts the culture of consumerism. Her woman artist is definitely one
that both belongs and fiercely fights against it. She is also an expert in the bottomless
pit of wanting someone. She knows the narcissism of being desired, the thrill of
making someone fall in love with her.
The telephone as the household god
What seems the most assuring of her narcissism is her steady relationship of
addiction to her telephone. It is even provocative to follow the animation of the phone
within the love affair of Leila and Dart. Whenever Dart is not available, the phone is.
Thus Leila’s phone acquires the mythological status of the ‘household god’. Here are
the two God-like figures, Dart and the phone, properly featured with God-like imagery,
that are so dear and affectionate to Leila’s heart. ‘Panic grips’ Leila’s heart at the
thought of going into the city and leaving the telephone unattended. (p.138/IX). Even
the novel opens with Leila ‘in the grip of an obsession’ with the telephone. ‘I sit here
by the phone (which may in fact be out of order) and wait for his call.[p.9/I]
And thereafter runs the gripping story of Dart and Leila. Even the persistent use
of grip in the book invokes our readers’ perception of the strong woman, who takes
and keeps a firm, powerful hold of her...addictions.
Leila cherishes an intimate relation with her phone, too. There is a telephone in her silo
– a ‘secret’ one, the one only Dart and Emmie have the number of. This is her sacred silo
studio which is made even more unattainable to the ordinary world by the secret phone.
Despite our expectations that Leila will transcend her phone addictions, the end of the
novel surprisingly brings us back to the outset of the story. Even though Leila has been
trying to run away from the phone, she is alarmed and would have gone ‘crazy’ if the phone
never rang (324/XIX). Leila’s intimacy with the phone develops to some weird mystical
point. She is able to make Dart call by wishing. Erica Jong’s satire is at its full swing when
Leila is no longer able to ‘create dynamite by the sheer force of longing’, when the phone
gradually turns from a good-natured god into mischievous, destructive one.
Anyway, the first woman who perfects that technique is going to win the Nobel
Prize for Women...Waiting by the phone - that old female pastime - has got to be
of all distaff griefs the worst. It is the powerlessness, the sense of being out of
control, that annihilates. Breathe on the phone. Make it ring. Pull on the old
umbilicus and make it pulse. [234/XIV]
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This is what Leila is struggling to avoid throughout the novel - winning this Nobel
Prize. Yet she is aware that all women are just too keen to stick to that phone
addiction. The subtle alliteration in distaff griefs brings an air of ancient female
character to that addiction, conjuring the conventional imagery of weaving and
spinning, usually associated with women and housework [Smith 1994]. Those
associations are further increased by the short imperative sentences which seem to
cast some black magic on the phone. Even the special pick up of a strong anatomical
word like umbilicus to denote the utmost attachment and the heavy dependency in
a close relationship is suggestive of the twin obsession of our age.
Erica Jong’s humorous way of treating those current social issues seems the only
way out of despair and didacticism. The readers are welcome to take pleasure from a
mock-heroic episode with Lionel and his portable phone as anti-heroes. Precisely at
the moment Lionel is about to enjoy the feast in Leila’s garden there comes the loud
beep beep beep from the handmade Florentine briefcase of his. Precisely at the peak
moment, at the sacred silo studio of Leila, when he reaches down and stars to unzip
his fly, his briefcase beeps again. Yet to keep the readers laugh on, Jong ‘makes’
Lionel keep one hand on his fly and the other on the telephone, and thus his ‘proxy
fight’ continues. Lionel is plugged into his addiction again and Leila is left to reflect
on the immense destructive implement of the telephone.
More destructive than a machine gun or bullwhip. Suddenly the feast is turned
to gall. This is a world they’ve made, a world in which sex is always interrupted
by proxy fights, and they love it. [243,7/XV]
Apart from the annihilating powerlessness for a strong woman artist such an
addiction could bring painful alienation, too. The telephone numbers collected by
Leila through the years are all stored in her Filofax and Rolodex notebooks and cards.
Yet they are made obsolete by the time she takes a grip on her life. They are turned
into a testament to mutability. And thus the feeling of mutability predominates in
Leila’s relation with the phone. There is nothing but problems lurking behind each
of the Filofax names, problems and untold depths of ‘fear of intimacy, fear of
commitment, fear of falling, fear of flying, fear of fucking!’ (256/XVI) And the scissors
of the collage-making Kali/Leila go over the Filofax as if to assure us of her creative/
destructive power. We are drawn by the strength of Leila’s snipping and pasting
Filofax pieces as if under a black magic spell again. And the sense of alienation as
another obsession of our age is bursting out from the extensive list of old female
fears. We can possibly argue that all E. Jong’s creative women are trying their best
in overcoming those haunting fears, in transcending the ‘eternal’ womanhood.
The drug of travelling
Erica Jong is also consistently concerned with the overwhelming need of
travelling around in our culture. In our age travel has become a ‘drug’. There are
people who grow so used to coming and going that they find it impossible to stand
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still. If they are not boarding a plane and going somewhere, they feel somehow bereft
– ‘like a gambler deprived of his chips, or an addict of his needle, or a sexoholic of her
marble cock.’ The similes are all drawn from the ‘drug-store’ of images, which
basically recall the drug-addiction at once arousing the negative essence of any
addiction. One could perhaps realize how sensitive Erica Jong and her woman artist
are to the fear of flying even in its literal meaning once again in Any Woman’s Blues.
There is one airport scene when Leila is to collect her daughters Mike and Ed from a
holiday away with their father. Airports have always affected Leila deeply, made her
want to cry. Even though it is a jolly occasion for her to meet the twins, her fearridden heart and mind are fixated on the inevitable troubles, on the loses and
restrictions of all those arrivals and departures. The ‘ill-fitted fragments’ of people’s
lives going off to hang suspended above are likened to a puzzle, which Leila hasn’t
got the key for.
What she holds the key for are the two vehicles, featured in the novel as
extensively as a couple of human characters. These are the car and the motorcycle
that Leila have bought for Dart. The deliberate exaggeration and the animation of
the images could be traced even in the numberplate which pertinently reads DART.
It seems that E. Jong pursues some metonimical identification of Dart with those
darting machines. We can dare compare their god-like omnipresence to the household
god, the telephone, except for their outdoors function. The very opening of the novel
could run that parallel in our minds. Leila, in a grip of an obsession, listens for the
sound of Dart’s motorcycle ‘spraying pebbles on the curving driveway path’ (p.9/I),
as she is waiting for his call. In the course of the relationships Leila/Dart and Leila/
her other addictions there comes a glorious midsummer Connecticut day when Leila
takes possession of the car she bought for Dart.
With its oxblood exterior, its white leather seats, its new sound system, and its
rebuilt engine, it drives like a wet dream. But Dart has made a mess of the interior,
as he makes mess of everything. A rebuke to his woman’s money, because he
didn’t earn it. His mess infuriates me, and the fury gives me a power to drive to
New York. The gas is incidental. [p.138/IX]
The description of Dart's car is as vivid and colourful as that of Dart, the
troublemaker. The simile of the wet dream is necessary to remind us of the archaic
eroticism implied in boats, cars, trains, etc. The wet dream of Dart however fails to
achieve its erotic mess-age, it actually remains just another mess of Dart’s. Ironically
this mess and the fury, rather than the gas, can fuel and propel Leila’s road to nonattachment towards Dart and to lead her to herself. What could even speed her up on
the way to herself is the trustworthy voice of Bessie Smith – there are two sets of
complete Bessie Smith – records for home and cassettes for the car. It seems Leila’s
road to New York is also incidental. Actually she heads for New York as the place
where she can re-claim herself as an extraordinary woman artist.
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Leila Sand as an extraordinary woman - Women artists as lonely outcasts
The woman artist in E. Jong’s narrative mind will keep being alienated as an
outcast. Her creative woman will perhaps never be perfectly clear how close yet
alienated we all are. Thus unsurprisingly the word alone could be perceived as another
key through which to approach the social identity of Leila Sand. Leila is steadily
convinced that we are all alone in our houses painting or writing or composing and
phoning each other all over the world.
Each of us living alone and calling out through the cosmos to a network of living
friends we seldom see; social life is conducted digitally; lovers we touch and smell,
but friends we increasingly ‘visit with’ only electronically - even when we live
few blocks away. The human race is preparing itself for space? [187,8/XI]
The rhetorical question makes us reflect on the up and coming digital myths of
communication, on the idea that hi-tech art that will inadvertedly take its place in
the hierarchy of contemporary art values. Leila proves very much concerned about
the way art and life will flourish now that they are turned over to the 'techies' and
translated into computer language. Leila’s concern is quite critical when it comes to
the shift in values which such changes might bring. E. Jong’s criticism is very
sophisticatedly disguised in a series of amusing ‘instead of’ clauses:
Bytes instead of bites, input instead of intercourse, file instead of fuck. We’d all
change directories and become blips on a flickering screen. Which we were
anyway. In God’s computer of starry blue. Instead of mothers, we’d have
‘surrogates’; instead of fathers, we’d have ‘donors’; instead of children, we’d have
-what?
Glory and abysmal pity seem at the crux of our evolutionary dilemma. Perhaps
we could blame the computers for our isolation while at the same time realize why
the artists tend to stick to forms of art which are not aided by computers. Leila Sand
seems very likely to ban all computers from her art as she is really fighting and
ironizing all sorts of isolation. Her artist’s credo seems focused on connection and
abundance, rather than on scarcity and isolation.
The growing tendency for further isolation will result in the hilarious image of
the artists as zoo animals. Perhaps this is the humourous view by which Erica Jong
can beat away the social discontent. At Andre’s parties, the artists appear like ‘zoo
animals on their best behaviour’, always with the sense that their endeavours are
‘vaguely peripheral’ to the main event: the buying and selling of artworks. Leila is
unromantic and realistic enough to understand the rules of the social game at the
parties of the McCraes’ - an artist’s time and artist’s work is of no worth - unless it is
bartered by Andre - 170/X. The woman artist as a peripheral guest could rebel against
this show both through her sarcastic words and her awkward presence. She is one of
those zoo animals at Andre’s parties who often get quickly drunk or stoned, pass out
in the guest room or ‘discretely throw up’ in the powder room, perhaps ‘nauseated
by so much proximity to the beau monde to which their success has entitled them’.
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The sarcasm is evident in the opposition of the two worlds set apart, yet brought so
dangerously close at Andre’s show. The artists will never be the hard-core of the
social show, but will certainly always be a part of its sideshow.
Women artists’ madness
It seems that old nineteenth Century social conventions are still valid for the
late 1980s. Artists are still expected to act like maniacs and in this guise they mingle
with the beau monde. It seems that both society and literature can’t do without the
character of the maniac, the one who always tends to undermine the social
foundations by its excessive excitement and enthusiasm. The questionable, dubious
and suspicious nature of those maniacs of artists could be tracked in the attitude of
Andre: ‘‘Round up the usual suspects’, he tells his secretary. ‘See if the tsatskeleh
will drive down from Connecticut and the biker will bike up from SoHo’.’ [171/X]
However in both of the ‘flattering’ words maniacs and suspects there is a
borderline with the madman, the insane person, the lunatic. We can even argue that
if the artists are the fools of our modern society [Darendorf 1969], the women artists
are sort of crazy, mad women. There are number of references in the text that could
support the view that Leila Sand is considered a mad woman. Yet her madness is her
virtue; it is definitely perceived as something positive and valuable.
It is Theda, Leila’s mother, that is credited for passing ‘this crazed bravado’, this
positive notion that Leila can do anything. As a woman artist herself Theda’s madness
fired Leila’s ambition in a creative way. It is Cordelia, Leila’s ex-mate from her MA
years who greets her old friend at her studio in Venice like that: ‘I miss your madness,
Zandberg’ [298/XVIII]. Here madness rhymes with long-lasting friendship, with
Leila’s charm of an adventurous, self-empowering woman artist. Perhaps at this
point Leila is able to confide to herself and to Cordelia that it is Danny Doland from
Dallas who turned her into ‘Leila the wild card suddenly tamed’. Leila needs to play
her wild card, as much as her twins need their mother’s wildness and love, too: ‘She’s
cuckoo’, says Mike to Ed, ‘but lovable’ [ 227/XIII].
Isn’t it also quite appropriate a choice of E. Jong that the maenads are the leading
figures in Leila’s white still-lives. Those frenzied women are picked up as the symbols
of Leila’s new serene period. Hence the identification of the woman artist with her
personae both asserts and contributes to her respectable wildness. It is also of great
significance that Leila’s sane mind is frequently metaphorically referred to as her
maenads and crystals, although one can be upset by the oxymoronic replacement of
sane with maenads. It is either because in Jong’s mind sane no longer denotes only
the rational, normal, sound and sober or because maenads stand for something
beyond insanity, vehemence, rage and raving passion. Perhaps Leila Sand enjoys
being both sane and insane woman artist. In the perspective of Wayne Riboud Leila
is ‘really nuts’ when she tells him she is working on something else - on herself, on
her sane mind, rather than going to use the S & M material in her oeuvre - 284/XVIII.
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Leila is absolutely sure she needs to keep on painting because otherwise she’d
‘go crazy’. This is the unwanted madness; the one that is not productive and inspiring
but rather destructive to her identity of an artist. She doesn’t want it, as she doesn’t
want to paint for money, nor does she want to be ‘serviced’ on the deserted islands of
Fiji, Bali or Trobriands - the Isles of Love where Julian would like to take her [323/
XIX]. Most of all Leila needs her risk-taking madness, her own ability to follow her
talent ‘off the edge of the cliff’ and see if she can fly. It seems that the fear of flying
could be defeated and mastered only through the madness of flying. This is also a
test for her identity. It is only through such extraordinary mad passion for painting,
writing and creating that Leila could figure out whether she is as exceptional as the
ancient Greek heroes:
What’s rare is to follow your talent into the underworld and see if you can sing
your way out. What’s rare is to follow your talent into the labyrinth and see if
you can slay the Minotaur. Are you Icarus? Are you Orpheus? Are you Theseus?
Or are just Bruce, condemned always to be Bruce.
This is how Wayne tries to encourage the young waiter Bruce - a would-be actor, to
pass this mythological trial. Although Bruce fails the test it is Leila who eventually
wins. The baffling passages of Leila’s creativity labyrinth ask her to be as fearless
worrior as the chief hero of Attica, Theseus, to go through the countless exploits of
being a woman artist. She needs to slay the Minotaur of her addictions in order to set
free the scared Icarus and Orpheus in herself. The expressive reference to the Greek
mythology suggests yet again an implicit reading of Leila’s character as a heroic one
and her blues story as one of many courageous exploits and adventures. It may as well
reassure us that women artists of the late 1980s are more like ancient heroes, rather
than persons with established and respected role and place in the society. Women
artists are certainly able to be more like 'wild women' than proper creative persons as
male artists are. Even the ironic motto of Ida Cox, which closes the book is quite telling
about the final outcome of Leila’s exploits: ‘Wild women don’t have the blues because
wild women don’t worry’ [p.327/XX]. It proves that lovable wildness is the only way out
of the labyrinth of any woman’s blues. Thus to be wild and artist in E. Jong’s is the
utmost life-affirming force. This is what Leila Sand’s social myth stands for.
This issue could be related to the recently published study of Sybille Duda Mad
Women [Duda 1995] – a collection of biographies of famous women who all ended up in
mental institutions or isolation. In her preface S. Duda maintains that a hysterical
woman is a prototype of a creative mad woman. Woman’s madness is, according to
Duda, a statement of protest against the social role imposed on her. In the case of Leila
Sand it is a double protest of any contemporary woman - once through her madness
and secondly through her being an artist. Taking into account M. Foucault’s study on
madness in thoughts, these women’s destiny is a perfect implementation of a society
outcasting the disturbing ones because they refuse ‘to go by the book’ or possess the
authority and power desired by others.
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The bitterness of women artists’ success
Leila's desire to position herself as an outcast is further underlined by her selfsabotaging of her own success. She is not the ‘normal’ figure of a woman as victim.
Leila becomes victimized and abused not because of her determination to create but
because she becomes a successful artist. The social conventions of success place
extra pressures on Leila - women are not supposed to win, to achieve the heights
reserved for the male genius only. Leila is strong and modern enough to fight for her
need to create but she remains weak in so far as she is not able to enjoy her
achievements. Her first public victory brings her nothing but bitter embarrassment
and the feeling of being punished for her success. In her self-sabotaging mind, like
an archaic woman, just as she becomes an emerging artist, Elmore leaves her. ‘I had
fulfilled my destiny as an artist and a woman, and to punish me for that, Elmore had
left’. [p.64/III]
He couldn’t bear it, and neither, it seemed, could Leila. At fifty-five Elmore worried
a lot - his heart, his penis, his career, all were failing - and on the top of it all Leila
seems to be ‘on the top of the world’. Evidently the prevailing mode here is the ironic
uncertainty in the repetitive seem, which is further boosted by the subversive secondthought put in brackets.
It is much earlier, during her MA years, when Leila experiences the bitterness of
her success. One of the four things she learns at MA is the Romantic persistent myth
of the artist, as something still valid for America in the late 1980s: ‘an artist was
always an outcast and a rebel in bourgeois America – no matter what anyone said.’
Whenever Leila wants the freedom to do her work, she ends up at ‘this lonely pass’.
She left Thom to have babies with Elmore, and left Elmore because eventually he
‘sulked every time she put brush to canvas’. Leila needs to let Dart ‘peel off’ because
she wouldn’t do drugs with him anymore which leads her once again to that lonely
pass. The topos of the lonely pass seems to embody the blues and the rage of any
creative women. Yet E. Jong is definitely aware that her creative woman is caught at
a particular moment by the strangeness of this historical moment.
In this unique moment in which it is obvious that nobody prepared this
generation of women, the baby boomers, for all the changes that have overtaken
them as women, because nobody knew how to prepare them. They wanted to have
it all - work and love, paintings and babies - and they have had it, but they have
paid a price: the price of loneliness and isolation. (p.139/IX)
Leila’s generation of women were experimenting with a new life pattern, one
never tried before in all of history. No wonder they felt so lost, ‘alternatively like
pariahs or like pioneers’. These are the women artists who were breaking every female
taboo - putting their creative lives, their self-expression, ahead of the demands of
the species. No wonder Leila feels like ‘a traitor’ to Elmore, to Dart. If it were 1920 or
1945, Leila would never have left Thom Winslow and pursue ‘twins and twin careers
in Chianti’. And if it were 1930 or 1955, she would never have left Elmore and wound
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up with Dart. The negative connotation of traitor here carries the ‘self-sabotage myth’
even further. The lives of their mothers and grandmothers simply did not apply.
There are no rituals for them. They had smashed the old and not built the new
[Campbell 1995]. They had ‘unraveled the past and not woven the future’. Even
through the typical women’s imagery of fibers and entanglement there comes the
suspense of the haunting question of how to make this rite of passage: ‘How to do it?
Ah - the question of the century’. [p.140/IX]
That is exactly the issue that bothers E. Jong most while re-creating the emerging
identity of the new woman artist. It seems that Jong’s particular approach is keen
on evoking the historical background at which Leila’s artistic life is set clearly.
Besides being ‘comforting’ to see one’s life as part of a historical process it ensures
a broader perspective to the contemporary myth of women artists. No wonder the
word ‘victim’ is controversially related to both negative and positive sides. Leila is
partly a victim to her own addiction, partly a victim of her own talent and fame, but
she is partly a casualty of history: ‘too many women born and not enough men, no
life patterns for any of us to live by, the family breaking down and being replaced by
- what? Nothing.’ [p. 140/IX]
However Leila is perfectly aware that at the fin-de-siecle men are just as lost and
lonely as women. Men are vulnerable as well with all their vulnerability ‘hanging so
nakedly between their legs’. Even in the slightly degrading language one could feel
the positive touch and understand why men cannot be blamed for being disaffected
with the whole female sex. Frightened of their mommies, of shrieking women - ‘all
they ask is a little softness and tenderness from us’ -165/X. No wonder armies of
screaming women on the march terrify them. While reflecting on this issue Leila is
definitely sure she would react with terror and with rage if she were a man. In her
sane mind she knows she would. As usual Leila is not at all short of humour and joy
when she is to handle the issue of men/women struggle. From the high level
reflections on the historical process we are back to the basics:
They (Men) expected nurturance and got a kick in the balls. They expected us to
be warm bodies in bed, cups and cup bearers, baby bearers - and then they had to
listen to kvetch about our blasted creativity. They wanted what they had always
had: a warm tush in bed. How could a still life of maenads and crystal ever replace
a warm tush in bed? The Warm Tush Theory: All history could be traced to the
longing for the warm tush in bed.
The Blasted Creativity Theory: All history of the contemporary myth of women
artists could be traced in it, as well as the story of Any Woman’s Blues. Perhaps the
longing is to have it all - the warm tush in bed and the maenads and crystals together.
At some point the answer seems to be within reach - sailing to the Trobriands islands,
the Isles of Love, as they were called in the twenties. It is Julian, Leila’s spiritual
alter-ego, who believes that the formula of the deserted island myth could save them
- the artists from the hostility of the outcasting world around. Although Julian is
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conscious that the Isles of Love are ‘just another noble-savage myth’ he still dreams
of going there. Julian is so influential while persuading Leila to join him that he
makes her think of ‘the layers of myth-making - Gauguin, Robert Louis Stevenson,
Melville, Michener’. Despite the long run of their friendship Leila will eventually
disagree with Julian and his utopia. She will stick to the deserted island in her mind.
Even by thinking of the twins Leila could be reminded of her lonely place. As a mother
of two Leila often envied them - their self-sufficiency, the fact they were never lonely.
United against the world, they go to school, to Daddy’s, to Mommy’s. As their mother
she is glad for their connection but it leaves her out ‘in some deeply painful way’.
Sometimes Leila wished she had a singleton for company. Jong extends these longing
further through the mythical implications of the numbers 1 & 2. ‘One is the indivisible
number. But one is lonely. Two is divisible but unafraid.’ [221,2/XIII]
Her own oneness and loneliness is what Leila is struggling to come to terms to.
In her crystal clear period she is usually described in the silo alone, looking over the
hills of Connecticut and painting. Sometimes in bliss, sometimes in despair. This
duality of the artist’s loneliness is something you cannot communicate to another
living soul. Perhaps that is the reason why Leila decides not to fall in bed with the
Waynes and Darts of this world. Then what is there left for her but this ‘endless
solitude before the easel.’ Leila both loves and hates it. She needs to live in this dual
state of mind as she needs to thank God for giving her a livelihood out of this solitary
bliss, and to curse God for ‘the gut-wrenching loneliness of it’. At parties she misses
this blissful solitude, but at the same time she thinks she’s missing ‘Life’ by not
going to the parties. This controversial artistic identity of Leila will prove to be her
truest one, the much sought-after social identity of hers. Here is the self-portrait of
Leila that could give us another insight to the innerside of her social personae.
Me, at the easel, overlooking the hills, smelling the primal turpentine smell,
stoned on my own solitude and the woodsy aroma of the solvent, of the
hydrocarbon high of the painting alone and the low of knowing I may be alone
for the rest of my life. [183,4/XI]
The zeugma effect conveyed through the use of ‘stoned on’ with different fields
of reference could contribute a lot to the care-free and joyful perception of Leila’s
portrait. Alongside with the touch of self-irony Leila is yet earnest to build up a selfportrait of a self-empowering woman artist who is beginning to love herself. It is not
only Leila but her work that is lovable, too. People love her work because of the joy
and the life force that comes through. Her work is really abundant in life and
emotions. But anyway for Leila the essence of her life is her art.
That is why she needs to fight for her right to create and succeed. She knows
that the struggle between art and life is a never-ending one. She knows that it is
difficult enough for the man who is not ‘indentured to the species very survival’. But
for a woman, who is socially enslaved, this struggle is a ‘true dilemma and
conundrum, never to be resolved – until, perhaps, the freedom of menopause that
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Emmie talks about’ [p.122/VII]. From the hint on the much misconceived issue of the
menopause E. Jong is further enlightened to summon the chthonic deities who are
driving the course of this archaic female struggle to create [Orenstein 1994]. Her
woman artist is acutely aware that every canvas she has ‘seized from the chaos’ has
been done on the expense of the chthonic deities who ‘cry out for blood, blood, female
blood and childbirth at any price’. Then E. Jong is able to claim that any woman
producing any painting should get combat pay - ‘for the battle waged in the sky
between Rhea and Zeus’. Can we project in this summoning of Rhea and Zeus - the
supreme deities of the creativity myth in the Greek Pantheon - the need for validation
in a world in which being a woman is not in itself enough validation? Is this Jong’s
way of validating womanhood and creativity.
I would never have an abortion because I see every egg as an incipient human
life, and I could no more destroy one than I could rip apart my own canvas. [p.123/VII]
Perhaps Leila Sand is an artist who is learning to validate herself in every facet of
her creativity both as a mother and an artist, both in her social and personal aspirations.
Women Artists’ Professional Identity
Set on a quest of women artists' myth of today we will eventually confront Leila
Sand’s professional identity. Gradually we will become woven in the narrator’s web
of motifs, time and space references that allude to women’s art. We will face the five
W’s once again - who is that lady; how is a piece of art created; whereabouts is it
done; what is it like; whom is it addressed to. Unsurprisingly it will take us five
sections to provide some of the answers. We will find out why both the legacy of
sketching and the secret shrine of the studio will take an almost mystical significance
in the novel; why the cliche ; of art periods in artists’ careers is not valid for Leila;
why all her periods and works reflect her diverse emotional life; why does the narrator
need to reclaim other women artists. Then our aim will be to figure why the blur of
art and life is so essential for Leila’s creativity and thus sum up the features of the
upcoming myth of women artists.
The key motif of sketching
We tend to think that artists are not overdoing or overtiming themselves in their
professional activities; that their creative process is much more of a hedonistic idling
than working. However there are number of examples in Erica Jong’s narrative that
her woman artist breaks this mythical misconception of ours. Her Leila Sand can
hardly fit the cliché of the bohemian artist. She is basically conceived as a
hardworking artist, a ‘very disciplined worker’. Leila’s professional identity seems
to be focused on the motto that ‘No artist gets anywhere otherwise’ [ p.22/I]; that no
contemporary artist could achieve success and satisfaction without hard days’ work.
Probably it is not accidental that the piece of art is etymologically rooted in our
minds as a work of art.
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The serious efforts of an artist who aims to be at the ‘crest of the wave at the moment’
could be traced as back as the time when Leila was four. Her efforts culminate in the
recurrent use of a particular word, denoting the domain of creativity.’I was sketching,
sketching, sketching. I don’t remember a time when I didn’t draw. I could always ‘get a
likeness’.’ [p.50/III]
Moreover from the moment Leila met Dart, she was sketching him - p.66/III. Thus we
will soon realize that the key word sketching is fundamental for the build-up of Leila’s
character of a woman artist. We will soon realize how special and suggestive it is for Leila’s
personality. It seems that through sketching, through creating, the woman artist could
transcend time and reality. The metaphoric notion of a single time-frame or a mythological
timeless in which the act of sketching is set invokes the sacred nature of creativity. Sketching
is more than a lifelong occupation for Leila, it is conceived as a ritual, lifestyle and philosophy.
Perhaps we won’t be surprised that there is a blend of fiction and faction in sketching. A
brief look at the autobiography Fear of Fifty [Jong 1994/a] will reiterate E. Jong’s major
focus. It is Leila’s grandfather – a prosperous portrait painter and a commercial artist with
a ‘sprinkling’ of famous clients - who was ‘always sketching his past as he lived his present’.
That was the legacy he left for his disciple, for any creative woman.‘Just keep sketching.
Try not to ask why. There may not be an answer.’ [Jong 1994/a, p.73]
This is how sketching is handed down from one generation to the next in the manner
of a family myth maintaining itself. Thus it is no wonder that further on in E. Jong’s writing
the semantic string of sketch - sketching, sketchbook, scratching will keep being the key
opener for Leila’s professional identity.
The legacy of writing
The gift of writing is also viewed alongside the gift of drawing and the need to sketch
by Jong. We can possibly assume that E. Jong’s vision of women artists is a broad-scale one
as a vision any creative woman, who is free and gifted enough to aspire to various disciplines,
to visual arts, to music, to literature. So that next to drawing, writing activates Leila’s
alternative self, the self of the writing woman artist, the woman artist-of-letters. It is also
symptomatic of this close relationship between writing and visual art that eventually, by
the close of the novel Leila, the artist, decides to give up painting ‘(because it is so much a
product of my narcissism)’ to become a writer. She finds herself in a state of grace, with her
mask stripped off, when she eventually seems to discover her identity as a woman, ‘propelled
by an unseen muse’, with her pen ‘scratching in her sketchbook’ [p. 345,6/XX]. However
Leila Sand fails to give up painting altogether. She keeps covering ‘pages and pages with
pictures and words’ before she falls asleep that night. What is most important for her is
that she needs to accomplish her creativity by all means of expression. It is not that writing
is any easier than painting. But for Leila it is a pleasure at first, because it is a sort of
holiday from expectations, a hobby, not for sale, ‘not to be bartered by Andre’, Leila’s art
dealer [p.280/XVIII]. This radical shift is somehow anticipated and prompted by a
number of images and novel characters.
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The image of the marbled sketchbook
The marbled note/sketchbook stands alone amongst those images. Once bought
in Italy seems to be kept for a long time before it can match the easel and the canvas
as their proper equivalent. The longing to write somehow has turned this notebook
into a mythologema. What is more alongside with the first entries of words, the
‘little notebook with the marble paper cover’ is the only real drawing of Leila offered
within the text. This is her revelatory version of the faun and fauness, of the nymphand-satyr that provides the notebook with extraordinary mythological depth, as well
as an optimistic ending to the novel Any Woman’s Blue. We virtually experience a
book within a book, a marble notebook of poetry and scratchings within a book,
which recreates the women artists' myth in the format of the book.
Isadora Wing and Emily Quinn – women-of-letters
On the level of Jong's development of her characters we can interpret the
important role played by Isadora Wing, the established poetess and the 1970s
protagonist in Fear of Flying [Jong 1973] and How to Save Your Own Life [Jong 1977].
Obviously Erica Jong can’t help projecting her ex-heroine into the ongoing narrative
of Any Woman’s Blues. As a result we have Leila Sand who is punctuated passim
with the interruptions of Isadora Wing, arguing with Leila Sand (the author arguing
with her protagonist - with herself, in short) which suggests that all the prior
novelistic experiences and characters really matter; that they can even make us
believe it is the same old story, the same old myth of E. Jong. So that the interaction
of the two main characters within Erica Jong’s story can be treated as a sort of myth
into myth structure or ‘Chinese boxes within boxes, or Russian dolls within dolls, or
an onion peeling back its skin’, if we are to rely on the novel’s self-awareness of
telling a tale of no end in the very closing line of the Afterword by Isadora Wing
[Jong 1991, p.362]
Another woman-of-letters is Emily Quinn – Leila’s best friend, a writer of nonfiction books on trendy subjects, working on ‘the first no-holds-barred book on
menopause for the 1990s’. Emmie’s role throughout the story is that of another selfempowering creative woman who guides Leila towards self-love and respect,
providing her with the coziness and safety of a woman-to-woman relationship.
Contemporary Pop Lit Myths
The myths found in contemporary popular literature are also relevant to Leila's
search for selfhood. Leila Sand proves not only a self-confident writer but a
sophisticated, critical reader. Her bitter reflections on Popular Literature, another
strong addiction, create a lot of sheer humour which are like Isadora’s fierce
arguments.
So I turned to Pop Lit. Femme 101. Women Who Love Too Much; Men Who Hate
Women and the Women Who Love Them; Smart Women, Foolish Choices... all
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the books that promise relief from man addiction. The books were something.
They told you everything that was wrong with your relationship (heavily implying
that it was all your fault) but they didn’t tell you how to find a good relationship.
[p.164/X]
Erica Jong argues vigorously that those popular Do-it-yourself manuals could do
nothing else but consolidate further the popular notion of the woman as a victim,
who is always ‘hooked on a heartless bastard’. Isn’t it even more convenient and
profitable to stick to the conventional myth of the passive woman, who is supposed
always to behave. Let the man continue misbehaving. He never needs to be entirely
ready to give up his addictions, but she does. Jong’s serious concern is suddenly
complemented by a hilarious remark: ‘At times I thought these books were part of a
conspiracy of female authors to get other women’s men’. This theory of Leila crashes
into the fact that some of these books were written by men, although never for men.
In her ongoing speculations Leila keeps her humour and her personal integrity of
an artist who doesn’t match the pop lit myths, which most probably were written by
homosexuals, ‘hoping to spring loose a few more men who are now disaffected with
the whole female sex’.
Bessie Smith’s lyrics
Bessie Smith’s lyrics could also be interpreted as another key opener to Leila’s
personality. Bessie, the Empress of the Blues, Leila’s heroine is undoubtedly a
mythological figure in herself. And more so when Bessie is credited at every chapter's
opening with small quotes from her lyrics or by trading places in the main text with
Isadora Wing and arguing fiercely with Leila. Moreover Bessie Smith is given the real
prominence in the book’s title taken from her Any Woman’s Blues collection of songs.
On the other hand Bessie’s songs are the ultimate voice of female pain predicting
male unpredictability, declaring that nothing between man and women is new under
the sun, and are represented as being the ultimate embodiment of the ever-cherished
myth of the suffering woman. They are definately not the answer to Leila’s search of
womanhood, or selfhood, nor her comfort. These are songs-questions ‘reminding
you that millions of women - black, white, yellow, and brown - have cried this way
before you, have turned these griefs into rich, resonant song’ [p. 86/V].
The secret shrine of woman artist’s studio
Leila’s professional identity needs to achieve itself in those various aspects of
her sketching activities but what Leila needs as well is the secret shrine of a studio.
L. Sand’s studio is exactly where the novel opens and let us in:
I had a studio in Litchfield County - a silver silo with an observation-like skylight,
studding my country acreage - and in New York I had my loft...So I would pace
my studio-silo, trying to work, my peace of mind destroyed: listening for the
phone; listening for his/my car...[ p.23/I]
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The alliteration of silver studio-silo, skylight, studding that welcomes us in
prompts both some tension and concentration of power, as well as a full control of
the light and the background. Our initial assumptions are soon confirmed with the
witty simile of the studio/silo as Leila’s ‘obvious phallic symbol’, which once had
been her freedom, and then had become her prison.
A brief cross reference to E. Jong’s grandfather and his studio, depicted in Fear
of Fifty [Jong 1994/a] is worth mentioning. It too faced north, and was a place of
refuge and of fear. It is also likened to a palace ‘a west-side palace with north light’.
Jong’s mind seems focused on the power, exclusiveness and the higher, royal status
of the artist who is presumably the awesome king in his palace. What is ever more
striking to Jong’s mind is the obvious abuse of her mother, a highly gifted but not
prosperous painter when compared with her father. Erica’s mother wasn’t allowed
in the palace but had to ‘set up a folding easel when and where she could’ [Jong 1994/
a, p.29]. Although she ‘resented that bitterly’ Erica’s mother failed to achieve or cope
with her dreams of being a woman artist. It was at that time when it was a (male)
mythical privilege to have a studio of one’s own. Some twenty years later her daring
daughter Erica/Leila seems to break the rule and fight for her own working space.
The studio of a silo proves to be the place where Leila belongs, where her art and
love flourish. It is truly disastrous when her silo is traded for a ‘mausoleum’ of a
studio. It is absolutely overwhelming to Leila’s mind and heart of a painter when
her third husband Danny Doland from Dallas, the proper millionaire, suggests for
her ‘a climatically controlled structure to preserve the art’, with a perfect north light
controlled by skylights, with special electronically operated sunshades. Even the
proper gallery below this proper studio, meant to host of works by Leila and her
major contemporaries - Graves, Bartlett, Schnabel, Sherman, Netkin, Frankenhaler,
Twombly, Johns - could not convince her to stay. She proves an avid romantic who
can hardly breathe in this immaculate studio. The metaphoric implications of air
are to stress how vital and crucial is Leila’s need of a studio.
But I want to charge the air, decontrol it, make it eddy around the spectator’s
eyes, make the shakti leap out of the picture and change your life...’/’Oh, that’s
such a romantic idea, sugar. Look - you just paint your little heart out and let me
worry about preserving the work. [205,6/XII]
Leila’s desperate need of an airy studio is definitely incommunicable to a
‘considerate’ man as Danny. The impossibility of a talk can even affects the stylistics
of the paragraph above. Despite the framework of the dialogue, there is not a single
correspondence between their lines of talk. Leila fails to imagine herself painting in
Danny’s dead place. It is appropriately compared to ‘a mausoleum without air’,
without birdsong, without the occasional butterfly (or wasp) landing on her workin-progress. Leila is just too ‘horrified’ when facing the rhetorical question: ‘How
could I create art without life to power it?’ What proves power-generating for the
new woman artist is not the building or the studio. It is her belief that nature is
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essential for her art; that nature provides freedom, love, inspiration and plenty of
poeticisms. Among the most recurrent images are those related to the sky and the
sea. We can argue that the pivotal metaphor of creativity in Erica Jong’s oeuvre 'flying' once again couples with its opposite - the metaphor of swimming and diving.
Leila Sand seems to confront all her fears of creativity on every space level, exploring
every possible direction. Perhaps that is why she needs both the hillside and the sea,
both Connecticut and Venice.
But if I can’t look out and see the sky and the hillside, how can I create the art? I
love to work here: far enough from the Monster Gotham not to hear its mental
static, near enough to catch mammary hills - whether in Tuscany or Litchfield
County, Umbria or the Veneto. The only thing I like better is the sea. The
Mediterranean, the Pacific.. any sea will do.
Leila Sand proves positively addicted not to Danny but rather to her own studio
in Litchfield County, Connecticut in which hills she never feels horrified but ‘safe
and mothered’. She prefers working in the country where the birdsong does not
invade but rather accompanies her work.
Venice –the land of art
However Leila’s personal choice of the mythical land of art is somewhat different
from the ever cherished artistic venue of Paris. Her Paris is Venice, her France is
Italy. Why not Paris? Because for her generation Paris is no longer the ‘midwife’ to
the arts [Jong 1994/a, Jong 1992]. Henry Miller had to dream of Paris, as well as Jong’s
grandfather. The voice H. Miller discovers in Paris is full of the exuberance of escape:
...Paris is the cradle of artificial births. Everyone has lived here some time or another.
Nobody dies here...[Miller 1992]
Leila’s frequent visits to Venice are evidently motivated by the craving to touch
both the sky and the sea. If we are to pick up just a single day of Leila's in Venice, it
is never an ordinary hazy late-summer Sunday. It is rather a scene that ‘Monet might
have painted: a scrim of humidity softening the campanili, the sky, the water’. The
attraction of painters and writers who flocked to Venice lay in the way in which air
and water illuminate each other, and where air and water ‘metamorphose moment
by moment in a kaleidoscope of light’. Venice is perceived by the creative mind of
the woman artist as the only city in which ‘every view is three-quarters sky’. Thus
Venice turns into the ultimate apotheosis of Leila’s search of professional selfhood.
This is her land of art and light, the land where she will be drawn irresistibly. By no
accident in E. Jong’s narrative Venice will stand symbolically for both life and death,
for a beginning and an end. From the structural point of view Venice closes up the
woman artist’s story by virtually closing the final chapter of Any Woman’s Blues.
We could probably relate this deliberate choice of an ending to the rather bizarre
relation Venice/death in the open question of Leila: ‘Isn’t Venice where artists go to
die? To die in Venice would be, at least, artistically correct.’ [p.290/XVIII]
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Leila goes to Venice both to die and be reborn again as a phoenix from her ashes.
At this point in the book, Leila is explicitly identified with the phoenix bird in the
Afterword. In Venice and in the middle of her life Leila dies and is reborn, because at
forty-five, ’you either perish or recreate yourself like a phoenix’,p.351. Leila, the
woman artist, seems to have been chosen for the latter course. And suddenly she
sees Venice as if for the first time. Is it her search for serenity; is it sobriety, the
triumph of the sane mind; is it her ‘maenads and crystal’ that echo with her new ID
of a phoenix, with this fabulous mythological creature? [BBM 1993] Like it Leila
combines the yin-yang powers, the solar and lunar energy, the male and female
qualities. Unsurprisingly Leila is fascinated by the Venice light that drew Ruskin,
Turner, Monet - and before that all the great male Venetian painters, from Carpaccio,
Titian, Tintoretto and Veronese to Guardi and Canaletto. Perhaps thanks to these
artists Venice has gained its popular reputation of the most romanticized,
aesthetically packaged and photographed couple of square miles in the world. But
Erica Jong cuts across this pleasure. As does Sophie Calle, a visual artist in her Venice
project Follow me, 1988 in which Venice’s openings, closures, disclosures and
narratives and its construction by the tourist industry as a cultural object of desire
are all resolutely ignored by Calle’s narratives. [....] E. Jong is as determinate in her
singular approach to Venice. This can probably give another clue to the new
contemporary myth of women artists E. Jong deals with.
Leila Sand will however behave like an American artist when she pursues her
career in Venice. Europe for the American artist tends to mean the proximity of
culture, where one doesn’t have to justify being an artist or writer with bestsellerdom
or a prestigious gallery. Therefore the contrast of America/Italy is generally
intensified on the level of right and wrong priorities in Any Woman’s Blues. Italy
has its priorities ‘set right’. The pursuit of art, love and sex comes first, while in
America only the pursuit of money is in the air. On the other hand exile is necessary
to many artists who come from puritanical cultures. J. Joyce and H. Miller are the
other examples. They both had to leave their countries to see them clearly. They
both had to escape the X-ray vision of their families in order to discover and utilize
their gifts. But for the American artist it also means the escape from the ‘bourgeois
values’, from those people who assume that making a living is the same as making a
life [Jong 1992, p.84]. Leila Sand had also to escape the ghost of her own obsessed
self in order to reach her professional ID. Erica Jong seems quite aware of the needy
conflict between America/Italy which implies the mythological dualism in her
thinking - setting her notion always in contrasting pairs.
Litchfield County versus New York
Another meaningful pair for the contemporary myth of the American woman
artist is within the narrative contrast between Litchfield County/Wall Street. It
makes even more intricate the struggle of Leila who refers to her new sober,
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crystalline period in elevated, spiritual terms. Leila, the narrator, cannot help
approaching it with a great deal of irony.
From a spiritual awakening to a visit from Lionel Schaffer - how literally can you
take the phrase ‘from the sublime to the ridiculous?
Lionel Schaffer belongs to the ‘New Money Elite of New York’ and is a noted Wall
Street tycoon, but in Erica Jong’s mythological reading he is always referred to as a
‘voyager from another galaxy, the galaxy of Mammon’, who lands with his chopper
in the garden. His chopper is the profane machine that whirls, brutalizing the air
above Leila’s ‘sweet green hillside’. The incompatibility of the two world views is so
immense that it results in the cosmic clash of Earth and an UFO. As two worlds set
apart, Wall Street comes to Litchfield County [p. 239/XV]. What is more striking is
that when this ET enters the sacred world of Leila he cannot help but behave as a
proper ET. Into the silo they go and Lionel refuses to take off his jacket and tie,
perhaps ‘wanting this formality, this contrast between Litchfield and Wall Street.’
For a complete stranger, for a traveller from another galaxy it is certainly ‘idyllic’ to
visit the artist in her native habitat. As if to draw a general borderline between the
two worlds E. Jong calls forth the idyllic ambiance of other women artists’ studios:
Georgia O’Keeffe on her mesa, Romaine Brooks with Natalie Barney at Villa Gaia in
Florence, Louise Nevelson in Little Italy [p. 248/XV].
In a broader frame of mind Connecticut versus New York is also very substantial
binary opposition indeed. It consolidates the persistent romantic notion of the
verdant country studio far enough from the crazy and ugly New York, this ‘Rome-atthe-fin de siecle’, again in contrast to ‘Hogarth’s London’. Quite haunting for the
woman artist is the image of the New York garbage heap that is paradoxically
perceived as ‘beautiful and worth to be painted once’ [p 141,2,3/VIII]. Hence New
York is considered both as an exterior and interior profile and opposed to lovely,
romantic Connecticut.
Beyond the topos of the attic
However there is an obvious disregard for the pseudo/Romantic notion of the
attic as the only appropriate artist’s space in E. Jong’s interpretation of a new myth
of women artists. Throughout the book Jong’s emphasis on the particular working
environment a woman artist needs is far from the topos of the attic as the recurrent
mythologized place for the artists of the nineteenth century to live and work in. The
attic is associated with the poor standard of living, illness, famine, poverty and no
proper house. Even more so in mid-nineteenth century when there was a shift from
the huge importance of the artist to the artists’ practice and activities and his new
relation to society. By then the positive Romantic approach to the artist as a creator
was solidified in cliches, i.e. the myth flourished and boomed in the new trendy
magazines and papers. Pseudo-romantic notions preferred the artist to be young; a
genius, committed to art; with a pale forehead and burning eyes; with a dislike for
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worldly vanity and a disregard for his everyday needs; being attic-bound he suffers
and dies in a beautiful manner, mourned by pretty young girls [Kovalev 1985].
There is still another extremely important point which is characteristic for Leila
Sand’s professional self. It is important for Leila to make love in her studio, on her
own easel. She used to do it in order to ‘keep the creative vibes energized’ - 240/XV. We
have realized how vital and crucial it is for contemporary woman artist to have both
love and art in reference to Leila’s sexual identity. In the modern age artists seem to be
quite perplexed. So does Leila. Being a creature desperately in need of her own priorities,
i.e. love and art, she is definitely unhappy to realize how her priorities have ‘grown too
murky’; that her love is ‘too mutable a thing to live for’; that her art is ‘too lonely’ - p.63/
III. At this point love and art are perfectly sufficient to make her happy and to cast
away the negative, gloomy, unsteady and uncomfortable feelings brought on by the
qualitative epithets.
Beyond the cliche of the art periods in women artist’s career
Perhaps it is due to art historians that art periods within an artist’s career usually
bear stylistic labels such as abstract, modern, post-modern, blue, pink, etc., but in Erica
Jong’s book such periods are hardly applicable. Leila is deliberately ironic when she
puts in brackets her artistic life cut to ‘so called’ pieces presumably by the art critics:
I once painted a picture of lust. (That was in my so-called abstract period, which
followed my so-called figurative period and preceded my so-called postmodernist
film-still period.) [p.13/I]
Next to the handy but ridiculed labels of art history and criticism we have Leila’s
personal markers - the men in her life. Leila’s need to structure her achievements into
the nutshells of love/art periods could possibly reflect our need from the rites of
passages, once attributed only to the archaic societies. Even in our modern times we
desperately need the experience of going through different periods, different trials,
failures, exploits, exams. Thus we will literally follow the adventures of Leila Sand,
the heroine, as if set up in a framework of a contemporary myth [Campbell, 1995]
Although it will be in very crude terms we could try to put the periods distinct in
Leila’s professional identity in its different phases. Hopefully this discussion in relation
to the men in her life will make much more comprehensible her split self and the various
ups and downs, ins and outs she goes through.
We won’t fail to notice that Dart keeps returning the pivotal point both in Leila’s
art and life. Evenmore the periods before and after Dart are always referring back and
forth to him. It seems that his physical absence is also a form of mythical omniscience.
Although Dart is an implicit part of the myth of stardom, newly coined by Leila Sand,
the artist, there are a number of recycled myths of Pygmalion, Don Juan, etc. I try to
pursue these in relation to Leila’s professional identity to establish whether there is a
woman artist’s style inherent to her works and periods or is there only the essence of
femaleness in art works.
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If we are to explore Leila’s career chronologically we should start with Thom.
Thom period
Even though we begin with Thom, irrevocably the emphasis will be drawn to the
anticipated Dart period despite the humble pair of brackets: ‘(Even then I was
interested in film stills - which later figured so prominently in my relationship with
Dart) ‘[ p.55/III]
The Film Stills of Dart will be soon given proper attention but what sums up Thom’s
period is the label of an eclectic style. In strict theoretical terms eclectic is not positive
enough as a label. It is usually associated with a style drawn from various sources without
following any particular system. But despite its self-critical meaning we will face a very
avant-garde, up-to-date style that is powered by a new interactive media. These are number
of happenings and dubious performances at which the ‘bourgeois participants’ were
forced to strip naked and ‘crawl’ through canvas tubes to be photographed ‘mooning at
old-fashioned cameras’ [ p.55/III]. This is the only brief account on her works at that time
which is in considerable contrast with the elaborate and extensive reviews concerning
later periods and works of Leila Sand. We could even suggest that there is an implicit
argument here with the perception of a Feminist style of the seventies.
The feminist beliefs of the early seventies highlighted the female body as the major
art subject/object and put it forth and naked on a stage [Frueh 1994]. Leila Sand’s body
art performances reverse these roles slightly. Her audience of ‘bourgeois participants’
are made by force to trade their places with the woman artist. The narcissism of the
audience is further stimulated by the old fashioned cameras clicking and memorializes
their self-content gaze. The social satire that springs even from verbs like moon and
crawl depicts the participants who are gazing dreamily and sentimentally at the cameras
after lengths of a humiliating power play of crawling. The audience of consumers are
treated as a merely redundant item in the clash between the artist and society.
Elmore period
As the novel enters Leila’s period with Elmore women’s art practices of the
seventies are still in view. There is a radical awareness of Jong for this special
moment in art history. On the crest of the interest in women’s art generated by
the women’s movement Leila’s paintings are viewed as ‘erotic canvases of ordinary
objects’ - shells, flowers, stones, bones, made into monumental icons in a manner
reminiscent of Georgia O’Keeffe’s. Leila’s paintings began ‘to generate a great
amount of interest’, at a time when Elmore’s Hans Hofmann-like abstractions were
beginning to ‘seem passe’ - p.60/III. Yet what prevails in this reception again is
the subtle subversive attitude of Erica Jong to the feminist preoccupations of the
days. In the deliberate repetition of the phrase ‘generating an interest’ we could
detect an evident disregard of the fashionable waves, mythologized by society in
art and a sincere regard of Leila for the waves of her love-driven heart. The semin.paradoxa online issue no.6 March 1998
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dramatic irony towards the most fashionable art trends is dominant in the
following paragraph:
Photographed like a double madonna (i.e. mother of the twins) in my studio before
a fuchsia lily’s painted lips, I represented the perfect image of the artist for the
vaginal age. [p.61/III]
What should not be neglected here are the social concerns about the place of
women and men in the contemporary art values of the 1970s. Women are intrinsically
not keen on superiority/inferiority rates in life and art but there are myriads of
instances of how society tolerates the hierarchical order in the art world. The two
artists’ careers are positioned at a moment of intense competition. When the babies
were two, Leila had her most successful show ever but this happens in the same year
that Elmore fights with his dealer and left his gallery. So Leila blossomed and Elmore
sulked - p.64/III. In the juxtaposition of the key verbs blossom and sulk we are given
the story of this social clash in a nutshell, where blossom primarily belongs to the
natural world of blooming trees, flourishing flowers as the features of success, while
sulk drives us to the poor human world of grief, fret, ponder and pout as emotions of
discontent. This could be conceived as a mythological binary clash of male/female;
nature/man; good/bad; interest/indifference; success/failure:
Suddenly I was the token woman artist of the moment, the exception that proved
the rule, the flavor of the month. Vaginal art was in, and my forms - shells or
bones, flowers or stones - seemed to be what everyone required. [p.62/III]
This is what delivers the ‘coup de grace of their marriage’ as well as the awareness of
the coup de grace of the concept of male firstratedness and superiority in art and life.
Elmore period with Leila becomes an instance of the social act of showing
society’s discontent with the popular mistreatment of women into arts. There is a
whole paragraph of pouring pressing questions that bear the constructive rage of
the woman artist. E. Jong makes the power play transparent and unbearable by the
end of the paragraph. Leila Sand can hardly provide a universal answer no more
than she can break loose from society’s rules dictating that the man must be central,
or he will sulk. She herself can no longer maintain the social illusion; she can no
longer pretend, for his male ego’s sake, that her work is not in the ascendancy. Hence
Leila Sand is able to set up informally the rules of her self-empowering ego. Few of
her questions will still linger in the air laying the foundations of the emerging myth
of the triumphant woman artist.
But when one artist is a woman and the other is a man, whose work shall come
first?... And what if she is the one who puts the food on the table as well as her tits
into the babies mouths? [p.63/III]
Dart period
Like Elmore, Dart is also identified with the image of the failed artist. He constantly
claims that ‘Leila’s success blocked him’ (p. 27/II), which is just another manifestation
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of the broken myth of the male artists dominance in the ‘toplists’ of art history.
Whenever Dart has to cope with Leila’s success he will adhere to the guilt syndrome as
a manipulative enough way to sabotage Leila’s work. Isn’t it a clue that when a human
being is turned into a myth it is always hard to live up to his/her unfathomable demands
and high profile? Are these hundreds of role models available for us only to aspire to
them but never to reach and transcend them? Could this be an answer for the ceaseless
myth-reinterpreting and mythmaking in human arts and culture? Whatever aanswer
Yes or No we arrive back at our immediate concern – Dart and how he has never risen
to his own aspirations to create art himself. Though he once told Leila he ‘had fashioned
western sculptures a la Remington (when he wasn’t fashioning female bodies with his
extra rib’ ] [p.15/I]. This, of course, is told at the outset of their love affair yet the
bracketed afterthought is only too suggestive of Dart’s major style. The metaphoric
use of the verb ‘fashion’ and the jocular implications of a biblical replica of the ‘extra
rib’ could prompt on Dart’s quite promising skills in his art of being the model, the
live-in muse, rather than the artist.Later Leila is to realize with a shock that she never:
actually saw him paint or sculpt’; that somehow he never got together his
projected one-man show, though he was always promising to; that he never even
began the work for his show; nor would he run the Grand Teton Gallery - called in
honour of their liaison [ p.26/7/II].
What he did consistently was always to follow his ‘rotten luck’ in all of his activities.
Perhaps later on we could ascertain the reversal of the good old romantic myth
of the old master and his lady muse, that will culminate in the specific re-reading of
Erica Jong of the Pygmalion story a bit. In his own sense of inadequacy, Dart is always
the model, never the artist.
I think of Dart: he is his own finest creation. If he cannot paint or sculpt, it is
because all his artistic ability has gone into the creation of his own persona, a
not inconsiderable feat. He is always inventing himself. How can he invent mere
paintings? An artist must be a funnel from the muse to the matter. Dart is both
muse himself and self-creation. [p. 79/IV]
It is worth now to take a glimpse ahead in time when Dart will no longer be the
muse powering Leila’s art. Being dethroned as a muse Dart gets into excesses and
destroys Leila’s new work of a still life that has been inspired by no muse, by no
model, by no Dart. Leila is seized with panic - somehow that if he sees the crystalline
still-life, created in his absence, he will destroy it. So clear will it be to him that he
has been replaced as a muse - p.113/VI. Rather than destroying the new piece that
bears no trace of his omnipresence Dart stings Leila with guilt when feeling entirely
powerless at the chaos of their broken connections, at his own image of a failed
lover and a failed artist:
[Dart:] I think you are the greatest painter since Michaelangelo, but I still
remember the time when you slept all night in my arms and nothing could tear
you away. [p.113/VI ]
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But the still-life could and did tear her away as if to reiterate that the relationship
artist/muse is apparently very significant for the professional identity of Leila Sand.
Erica Jong is always aware of telling Leila’s story from her point of the woman artist.
Leila is the one who says: ’I had given him every young artist’s dream - a barn to
work in, unlimited time, all his expenses paid (p. 22/I). Would it make a difference if
it were told from someone else’s point of view? How would it affect Leila’s profile?
Here are some speculations on the outcome if Dart were to write his part of the story.
What would he say? Leila would be no longer the good girl but the one who
‘emasculated’ him and made him feel weak. That big bad Leila who took all his
marbles away.
This is how Leila’s mythical strength and huge fame proves hazardous like
casting loads of bad spell and bad magic on her muse. ‘That big, bad Leila’ is
notoriously difficult to comprehend. ‘That big, bad Leila’ is how a woman artist
would be called when she is rebelling against the set taboos of her time. No
wonder ‘that big, bad Leila’ felt the same when once in school had been the model
for a friend of hers - a figurative painter named Mihailovich, ‘who painted me
for a month (out of love, I believe) but who made me look a way that was not at all
to my liking.’ She remembers too the feeling of being out of control. This is where
one can draw a parallel between Leila and Dart. It strikes her that Dart is trying
to control her in his own ways: by bringing the ‘bimbo’ to Leila’s New York loft,
by darting, by fucking her in my bed [p.153/IX]. The reason is to be found in the
powerful word ‘control’. Dart feels being out of control and out of the traditional
context of male superiority all the time. Perhaps he feels more like Galatea in
Erica Jong’s story.
The Pygmalion myth recycled
In questioning the stereotypes of creativity Erica Jong tends to decontextualize
and reverse the patterns. The mythological Greek couple of Pygmalion and Galatea
enjoys a shift of their roles in the story of Leila/Dart. Alongside with this major
reversal Erica Jong questions and alters the places even of the archaic couple Moon/
Sun. In her cover version we have Dart as a moon and Leila as a sun for Dart, ‘who
required a sun in order to gleam’(p.26).
The Pygmalion myth has been told and retold many times-but never with the woman
as artist and the man as Galatea! A quick cross-reference from Ovid’s Metamorphoses,
Marston’s Metamorphosis of Pygmalion’s Image (1598), Morris’s The Earthly Paradise,
W.S. Gilbert’s comedy Pygmalion and Galatea (1871) up to G.B. Shaw Pygmalion (1912)
[BBM&L 1993] will prove that Galatea is always an Aphrodite’s sister. But what happens
to Pygmalion myth when our creator is a woman and her creation is a man? Simple: the
creation betrays the creator with as many ‘nubile young groupies as possible’ [p.67/III.]
Dart/Galatea couldn’t possibly help betraying his Leila/Pygmalion. Having become a
star through Leila’s loving re-creations of him, he was now ‘besieged by young cuties.’
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Leila was left no other chance but to blame her cowboy canvases of Dart that went to live
on their own life, regardless of her artist’s will: to keep her creation as near as possible.
The sexuality I found in him exuded from the C prints, from those cowboy
canvases, and every spectator could feel it. Dart had become the property of the
world, and everyone wanted to fuck him. [p.67/8]
Instead of marrying her creation as a proper Pygmalion does Leila is caught in
her own trap of being a fierce artist, rather than a fierce lover. It is quite amusing in
the same reversed mode that this is Dart who insists on marrying Leila while she is
not at all that eager. The odd episode of his proposal when he produces a diamond
ring for her results in her getting ‘engaged to herself’ - ‘Leila is engaged to Louise
Zandberg’. This is just a tiny example of the powerful identity of Leila as of an artist
who gradually turns towards self-love and self-respect, rather than sticking to the
mythical woman’s lot of a victim.
Dart in the cowboy canvases and the film stills
What remains undeniable is that Dart Donegal had given her a lot - the gift of
life, and so Leila returned the favor by immortalizing her lover in her art. There are
two very exciting ‘memorabilia’ of Dart that could cover Dart period in Leila’s career.
These are the cowboy canvases and the series, called simply ‘The Film Stills of Dart/
Trick Donegal’ that was even more successful than the cowboy canvases and made
Dart, by Leila’s own hand, a star and a myth. Both of them are given prominence in
terms of their creative process and appreciation.
We could argue that the artist’s choice to reside in the figurative style, portraying
her darting lover is a symptomatic enough for her addiction to both love and art. It
is her only period so explicitly organized around this obsessive topic of Dart. From
that point on we will have works and periods mirroring Leila’s mind but none of
them will dwell on creating portraits of Dart/love.
The creative period of the cowboy canvases could be very useful with a hint on
what is not like Leila’s style. A rather ‘sappy’ rendition of Dart and Leila’s first meeting
in the Tetons: ‘cowboy and a cowgirl riding beneath the sunset through fields of flowers
- an image more suitable to one of those pseudo-hippie greeting cards than for a show
of the new works of Leila Sand.’ Leila had painted it to Dart’s design (‘he had scribbled
a rough sketch on a napkin; I, of course, had painted it as if bewitched) and there is no
denying that it’s an abortion’ (p.26/I). The succulent and energetic connotation of
‘sappiness’ is coupled with the pseudo-romantic message to consolidate our vision of
anti-Leila. What will keep concerning us though will be what is Leila-like style, what a
woman artist’s style is like? Are there are any particular patterns that are valid in any
woman’s art/blues? How about the particularities of a male style? These are the traps
for any art historian, no matter how for or against gender studies they are.
What is assuredly valid for Leila Sand’s art is the tricky elusive line between art
and love. Both the film stills and the cowboy canvases were ‘born of my love for
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Dart’. From the moment Leila met Dart, she ‘ was sketching him’. From the sketches
of him, she evolved the cowboy series -‘enormous mixed-media close-ups of Dart as
the Lone Ranger, Roy Rogers, Gary Cooper in High Noon’. Leila is aware that she is
rearranging myths and mythical figures, which proves very dear and appealing to
the bying audience. This very bying audience proves not only that the paintings are
‘alive’ but that the myths of the fifties are still tantalizing to the world in the eighties.
Myths are persistently alive and what sustains them is the power of art.
I took this cultural icons of my childhood and superimposed this beautiful young
man upon them. I hybridized this man born in the fifties with these images from
my fifties childhood, and the passion with which I did this lost on no one. [p.66/III]
The passionate film stills of Dart are portraits of Dart that depict his ‘infinitely
inspiring, infinitely bewitching, infinitely alluring’ multiple ego. No wonder that
this overstressed infiniteness ends up in the photographs, that are ‘blown up to the
overlifesize C prints, like movie posters.’ As if these efforts are not mythologizing
enough Leila invokes in them the metaphors for his multiple personalities. Providing
herself with an old-fashioned camera Leila begins photographing Dart in various
costumes: ‘Arlecchino in motley, the Lone Ranger (again), rock star as heartthrob
(with Elvis Presley thrust at the camera), fifties truckdriver in T-shirt with beer can
in hand, young WASP in black tie, St. Sebastian pierced with arrows, Hell’s Angel in
black leather, Jesus in a loincloth on the cross’ [p.67/III].
This is whereabout Erica Jong takes her chance to dismantle another ‘minor’
misconception - that of photography as a lesser art. By applying one and the same
verb when referring to Dart and photography ‘I had always been fascinated by...’
Jong ranks photography equal among the most traditional, somewhat patriarchal
modes of expression and types of media as a manipulation of light upon the retina,
containing every bit as much of its own integrity as oil painting or the carving of
marble [p.67/III].
How far can the Don Juan myth go?
Besides the remarkably longish list of Dart’s personality what seems most like
his proper mythical counterpart is Don Juan. There is one recurrent line that comes
back to Leila from a poem she read in college: ’Wax to receive and marble to retain’.
Don Juan’s heart. Byron’s Don Juan. Dart’s heart. ‘’Wax to receive and marble to
retain’ I don’t want to fall in love with Don Juan again’. [p.177/X]
Don Juan’s image is an ever haunting one all throughout the book thereafter.
With Dart gone, Leila even imagined a piece based on this insight, using the materials
of marble - faux marble - and real wax. This is a work in progress that would be called
Don Juan, that would deal with all the many possibilities of this theme - ‘The marble
heart. The wax heart. The heartless heart’ [ p.177/X].
As a further extension of the love/art pair Leila will involve still another of her
darting lovers - Renzo in the Don Juan myth. However Leila tends to identify herself
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with both of them. Dart’s good intentions in his words ‘I’ll be your mirror’ appear
to be very prophetic. So that Leila’s post-Dartian work Don Juan could be decoded
in the old favorite way of reversing Don Juan with Donna Giovana in a new myth.
Leila considers herself a Donna Giovana, while Dart is her ‘karmic revenge’ - the
revenge of her own philandering. In rendering their split-up in this way Dart
becomes the visible manifestation of Leila’s own addiction to love, to her falling
in love with love, to her breaking (or at least collecting) hearts. In underlying
the fact that Dart is ‘the god’s revenge’ for Leila E. Jong is probably aware how
persistent is the patriarchal tradition which dictates for women artist never to
take the control of their lives. Otherwise, for gaining control, women must pay a
very dear price.
This is actually how the novel’s real time opens - with Dart as the visible display
of Leila’s obsession with him, with Leila’s self-confidence at its lowest. The artist is
alone in her studio-silo, trying to get together some paintings for a new show. But
her concentration is ‘utterly blasted’ and she is ‘utterly wretched’. The exaggeration
corresponds to the troublesome and painful process of self-discovery. Leila is in, but
her muse has flown, Dart has gone. She is struggling to discover the muse within
herself to be able to work, but in reality all she does is listen for ‘the sound of Dart’s
motorcycle on the gravel pathway and for the sound of the telephone announcing
his arrival...’ [p.69/III].
Meanwhile in anticipation of Dart’s arrival we are invited on a art tour with
Dart and Leila. They both shared a love for art by going for a year to all the art
world key venues. They toured the world. They went from Documenta to the Basel
Art Fair, from Whitney to Palazzo Garssi, from Dusseldorf to Munich, from Venice
to Vienna. And then even without a beat Erica Jong goes from serious art
observation to her lovers’ bed: ‘Who cared where we were, as long as we were in
bed.’ [p.16/I]
It is quite interesting that the last visible apparition of Dart in the novel, almost
closing the story in the chapter before the last, is envisaged through the phone
image. This is a very significant image for Dart’s entry and presence both in the
novel and in Leila’s heart and art. The telephone motif thus will be exclusively
reviewed in regard with woman artist’s social identity. What is relevant for us
now is the episode just before the Viva Venezia Ball, at the Venetian hotel when
Leila is deep asleep. There is a telephone call from New York for Leila in the middle
of the night as if ‘from the dead’. It is Dart, who is wide awake and walking down
the Madison Avenue, seeing nothing but the Lone Ranger in a gallery window.
These are the same magic film stills, in which he was dressed as the Lone Ranger,
‘and his gun was tucked into his pants rakishly and seemed to bulge like a cock’,
that turned him and his gun into a myth: [Dart:] Remember the Lone Ranger, baby?
How can I ever forget?... Because of you everyone knows about my big gun... Darling
- the whole world knew before. [325,6/XIX].
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Leila's 'Dart Gone' style
With Dart gone we enter the period where the dominant style of the woman artist, of
Leila Sand seems to be rather conceptual and always on the level of the project which
never comes into being. We could briefly mention some brilliant ideas for Leila’s works
that are left to linger in the world of ideas, just before taking the venture of exploring the
three paramount series in Leila’s career: her Pandora’s box collages; Albino still-lives
and the Nymph and Satyr series.
By becoming an expert on porn videos, Leila begins to think of doing a porn
video piece as a tribute to her love affair with Danny Doland. With her mind
focused on the irony and lightheartedness Erica Jong once again mixes art and
sex. The moment Leila ‘wasn’t about to give up’ her sex and art, Danny ‘seemed
he was’. [210/XII]
At some point Leila is considering to do a conceptual piece on the AA scroll, but she
gives up ‘for fear of tampering with the magic’ (p.159/IX). Perhaps for fear of flying she
gives up the idea of a collage of all the objects and photos of Dart’s girlfriend found in her
New York loft. She contemplates of entitling it 'Dart’s Bimbo' but the pain seems too
great, so she lets ‘anger triumph over art’ and tossed them all out of the window. With the
pain still inside her, Leila goes as far as thinking of a suicidal art not without a tinge of
black black humour, calling it 'Dart Gone'. This work is further related to the water imagery
which stands for Leila’s aspirations to creativity. Dart is gone and so is Leila’s fear of
diving and flying back to her creative self. Here is Leila, who for her art’s sake, could
open her veins in the bathtub. Here is Leila who could draw a water painting with her
blood - ‘all that red blood marbleizing the clear water’. Here is Leila who could do filmstill self-portrait as her ‘life ebbs away’ ...who could puncture her veins and smear the
fresh blood all over a canvas... - p.90/V. Despite the degrading attention of E. Jong to the
suicidal work of Leila who defines it as a small ‘talk about postmodernist images’ we are
well-convinced that the woman artist draws her works from her immediate experience,
from her harsh life.
What could drive Leila that far is probably the awareness of another mythologised
concept that rules her life: the motif that art is life and life is art. After the overwhelmingly
shocking and sullying experience at the Psychodrama Institute of Madame Ada Leila is
figuring an S & M piece. Collages of black leather and whips, S & M film stills, sculptures
of boots and shoes, shackles and chains, obsess her for a while. But she gives them up as
‘hocke’ and decides to do nothing and later converts to writing. (p. 279/XVIII, 'Bye-bye
Blues'). Although at the bottom of her despair, alone, as she has ever been, she tries again
to work on various collages on the single haunting theme of Dart. Yet the very symbolic
act of creating a collage seems to match perfectly Leila’s troubled state of mind. She no
longer knows whether she is painting or living, whether she is ‘killing Dart or killing
herself’. She is not simply making a collage on the theme of Dart, but a collage ‘out of the
bits and pieces of her life’. Unsurprisingly the metaphor of collage may imply woman
artist’s life. Once Leila is in the collage, she cannot get out. [ 254/XVI].
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Pandora’s Box collage
This is how we get to the Leila’s version of the old Greek myth of the beautiful all-gifted
Pandora, opening her jar/vase/box of evils. ‘All the evils flew forth and they have ever since
continued to afflict the world’ or so the Pandora’s myth flows [BBM&L 1993]. Here we face
Leila, who likewise Pandora, is opening her box - a box of Dart memorabilia, which she has
hidden away from herself. Out she takes all the photographs, cards, dried flowers, and
begins to assemble them into a collage.
As the fury to turn the love affair into its own monument takes me, as the fever
rises, I seize hold of the scissors and paste and start snipping, pasting, even
daubling over the bits and pieces of my life with Dart. Pandora’s Box, I call it, as
the fury to collage my life overwhelms me. [p.252/XVI]
While arranging snipped pieces of Dart, Leila is battling with herself over the same old
dilemma of art and life, trying to find the answer of the question what does it mean to be an
artist who takes all the pieces of her life - quite literally - as material? ‘Does it doom one to
unhappiness, or is it after all the only bliss?’(p.253/XVI) Without any answer Leila Sand
carries on, cherishing her belief of the blurring boundaries between life and art. The
Pandora’s Box seems to grow alive and animated like the famous canvas of Dorian Gray in
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde. So does Dart, who seems to be winking at Leila,
saying ‘Call me, Call me’ [p.255/XVI].
However the Pandora’s Box is a source for another myth that will contribute for the
perception of Leila’s style. Pandora’s box is able to invoke another mythological personae
- that of the terrible mother goddess of Kali. The Indian goddess that stands for the creative
principle and the destructive principle joined in one. While snipping, pasting and
rearranging bits of her life, Leila feels not only like Pandora, but like Kali, as well. Leila is
represented as a double of Kali. The madness is the same madness, as well as the fever in
the blood and the pride of ‘creating a word out of nothingness’. We could be assured that
whenever E. Jong deals with fever, fury and madness she brings about their positive
connotations in reference to the creative woman. No wonder that when Leila looks at the
snippets and pieces she has been playing with all day her ‘head throbs...’ with positive
feelings. Kali’s view to creativity seems to hold the answer to the contemporary woman
artist: ‘How else dare to create, if you do not dare to destroy?’ [p.256/XVI].
There is still another collage piece, that is born by the same creative force to destroy. It
is based on all of Leila’s obsolete Filofax pages and Rolodex cards, reminding us irrevocably
of her mythical obsession with the telephone. It is firstly called 'Sex in the Age of AIDS',
with some pieces cut into sensual, even genital shapes, with dismembered Polaroids of
Dart, and even with a pink-wrapped Excita condom pasted in the center. Leila is once again
presented like a woman possessed with passion, energy and lust. Jong summons up all
those positive emotions into the paper and the glue and arrives at the most appropriate
and exuberant sexual simile, where the images ‘vibrate like an orgasm well and truly
achieved’ [p.257/XVI]. This collage could also be called 'Empty Bed Blues' and further
dedicated to Bessie Smith, Leila’s heroine, as if to lead us to her new period:
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The Maenads and Crystal Period
Out in her silo, Leila sets up her still life, choosing the elements carefully. Off we
follow the most intricate and the most written about period in Leila’s art that is
appropriately identified with a new period, a new way of mirroring her life, the coming
back of her sane mind. No wonder that Leila’s sane mind is often metonimically
replaced by her maenads and crystals. What is even more intriguing is that the insight
and the actual work process is carried out in the early beginning of the novel, the
VIth chapter, called Experience, Strength, Hope. As early as that Leila could go on in
search of her selfhood with all her heart open to serenity.
On the other hand we could ascertain the flux of at least two important
mythological issues with entering the crystalline period. One is the contemporary
notion of the mad woman artist enriched by the parallel with the maenads; the other
is the black vision of the artists’ world run over by the sudden parallel with the
enlightening white world of the maenads and crystal. Both of them are discussed at
length in reference to the woman artist’s social identity. Is the choice of the still-life
elements arbitrary? On the contrary it proves very careful and suggestive on the
side of women artists and the narrator.
...a dozen white jumbo eggs in Lalique crystal bowl with maenads dancing around
its borders, a clearcrystal egg, a white china milk pitcher in the shape of a cow, a
cylindrical clear-glass vase filled with white roses and calla lilies, and under it
all an antique white lace tablecloth, which I gather into folds so that it looks like
snowy Alps. [p.110/VI]
In search of every shade of white, Leila begins losing herself in the challenge of
‘finding the kaleidoscope of colors within the word white’. There is a real outburst of
happiness that clusters the whole kaleidoscope of words, suggesting happy ecstasy:
‘wholly happy, wholly content I am happy-happier than I have been in years; I
paint as if in a trance; In a trance, I paint and paint; My head clear, my heart
singing in my chest, I am in ecstasy; In a rage of excitement I paint; I paint and
paint - rapt, happy; I am still painting like this - my mind galloping, my heart
full...(p.113,4/VI).
Being the happiest woman artist ever Leila is likened to the maenads ‘dancing
as they have danced for centuries’, to those frenzied women, attendants of Bacchus
in his hedonistic orgies and wild, wild rites [BBM 1993]. Leila Sand is entirely
absorbed in the drama of those dancing creations of her mind, painting this still life
not in real light but in the light of the mind. All is light and clarity, something ‘pure,
clear, complex, and glittering as snow’ that her work has never possessed before.
This is her ‘glimmering testament to a new life’:
The valleys of the tablecloth glimmer as if with alpine snow; the eggs show little
calcified bumps, like ovaries about to burst their follicles; the crystal egg seems
to hold the future in its depths; the roses and lilies open before my eyes... [113/VI]
The albino study grows much more fantastical and abstract with the coming
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days and so does E. Jong’s imagery which is appropriating cosmic elements to set
Leila’s new period within the proper vast scale, being another manifestation of the
flying metaphor in E. Jong’s oeuvre. The moon is setting behind the dancing maenads
and the eggs are transformed into the whirling planets and the cow is spraying milk
through the starry universe. It seems that Leila Sand can’t help imagining a whole
series of large canvases based on that crystalline theme, with each of the objects moon, maenads, eggs, cow, milk - becoming an emblem of a new life for women, for
children, for the planet. She will call it ‘Albino Lives I,II,II' and so onto infinity. What
really happens is not a product of the artist’s intentions and projects only. The
dancing maenads and the clarity of her new vision is further on once again celebrated
through the authority of Leila’s old teacher from Russia - a figurative painter who
argues that the artist is a seer and a prophet. The legacy left for Leila is that the
artist needs to learn not how to paint but how to see, because if an artist can see, the
painting comes by itself [p.299/XVII].
Yet most of the so-called artists in the book are blind. Perhaps that is why Jong’s
emphasis on the capacity to see is so closely linked with the flying metaphor and the
magic image of the air. The whole point of painting is to capture the air, the light
shimmering in the air between the artist and her/his pursuit, because only then the
seeing artist is painting the ‘dance of the molecules, the dance of the molecules that
made up what we call ‘real’. This concentration on the dance irrevocably rings the
bell of the dancing maenads as another key image in Leila’s career.
Not surprisingly 'The Albino Lives' are threatened with destruction by Dart for
their provocative clarity. It once again indicates that creating and art making is not
an easy job. You need to pay the price of being disturbed and ridden by guilt. Dart’s
last visit to Leila’s sacred place - her studio-silo, ends up with the poeticism of a nonpathetic tear:
Then wordlessly, we get up, separate, and Dart goes down the silo stairs again. I
pick up my brush and paint a highlight on one of the maenads’s cheek. A tear.
But only one. And Dart is gone. [290/XI]
The Nymph and Satyr Series
After the incident with Dart, Renzo arrives and this is where the 'Nymph and Satyr'
Series begins. For ‘alone and elated’, Leila goes to Venice to look at the Old Masters
drawings. Here is another chance for Erica Jong, the narrator, to get in and elaborate
on the misconception of the primacy of the painting, as opposed to drawing, praised in
the conventional art history books. For the woman artist drawings have an immediacy
that paintings lack. What is worth seeing in the drawings from her modern point of
view is the process, the artist’s mind at work, the line itself, the play of the mind. (p.346/
XX) Eventually Leila is to enclose a drawing of hers to end the story.
Firstly we will follow Leila’s trip around the museum. She dwells for a while on
the unanswerable questions of male and female struggle for power: ‘Love or murder?
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Mayhem or merging?’ before a Domenico Campagnola drawing of a struggling couple
which seemed ‘forever and forever arrested in the moment before male blade pierces
female flesh’. Then Leila prefers to ignore the centuries of man’s obsession with
depicting the eternal Christian myths of ‘sketchy Virgins with sketchy Children, the
warm-ups for ceiling goddesses, the Abrahams sacrificing Isaacs, the old men, the
knights, the Bacchuses’. And finally Leila is free and ready to head towards her new
maenads and crystal period - the 'Nymph and Satyr' Series, to draw her way back to
sanity. Her impetus for a new life seems as ancient as the Giovanni Batista Tiopolo’s
version from mid-18C. This is odd enough but here comes the only complete description
of a work of an artist other than Leila’s:
I come to a Veronese nymph pursued through leafy woodland (with baby dragons
underfoot) by a determined satyr (who looks, of course, exactly like my Renzo).
And here, limpid and relaxed after love, are a faun and fauness drawn by Tiepolo.
He kisses the top of her human brow; she closes slanted eyes in ecstasy. Her
hooves are as hairy as his, but she has human breasts and a human heart, and he
is melted, for a moment by the Land of Fuck. The artist has raised her right hand,
then scribbled it out, as if not knowing whether or not to give her that power.
[p.347/XX]
Leila is certainly so excited as to take out her little notebook with the marbled
paper cover and to draw ‘quickly’ her own version of the Tiepolo scene. Her fauness
lingers as languidly as his, but the hand she raises wields a drawing pen. ‘As she dreams
against her faun’s rough hairy shoulder, she translates this fleeting scene of lust, of
love, for future eyes to see.’ Back home from the mythically inspiring Venice Leila
plans to do a nymph-and-satyr series. She is absolutely determined to do it once she
holds the answer, i.e. the drawing pen in her hand. Neither the Trobriands with Julian,
nor Venice with Renzo provides the answer. Here comes the drawing of Leila Sand
that closes the story convincingly since it is supposed to be drawn by Leila/Tiepolo.
Once again the readers can enjoy the dance of the maenads, the dance of the sexpursuit, the retreat-of nymph and satyr, faun and fauness, that has been going on for
thousands upon thousands of years. The dancing Leila is celebrating her new self, her
ever creative personality and the evidence of her ever ‘limning’ identity of a woman
artist:
And I am hardly the first to want to capture it on paper. As long as flesh exists,
someone will rise from the warmth of the huddle in the cave and struggle to her
- or his knees - to scribble pictures - or words - on the wall of the cave, to please - or
irk - the gods and goddesses. We go on revealing our hearts in the hope that they
never stop beating. Vain hope. As long as I live, I know I will hold the pen that
limns this satyr, this nymph, this dark, bedragoned wood. [p.348/XX]
This is the celebration of Leila Sand, of women artists professional identity, that
goes through the hardships of her current everyday life and the eternity tests as if
only to reach this happy-ending of her story.
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More on the women artists
To round off this discussion about professional identities, there are few
remarkable instances of Erica Jong elaborating on real historical women artist’s
identities, which can further support our thesis on Leila Sand. By bringing up this
subject the narrator, however, sticks to her basic concerns of the pressing issues of
the contemporary woman artist. Perhaps that is also the reason for deviating for a
while from her protagonist and inventing two more sidestory characters of women
artists - Cordelia Herald and Rivka Landesmann.
Erica Jong’s reclaiming of women artists
It is quite intriguing that it is Dart’s father, Mr. Donegal– the paragon of the
patriarchal WASP establishment – who is the first in the book to open this highly
neglected by the society subject of women artists, something in which he claims ‘to
be knowledgeable’. He asks what Leila thought of Elizabeth Vigee-Lebrun, Mary
Cassatt, Berthe Morisot, Rosa Bonheur , all the icons and would-be myths of women
old masters, newly ‘discovered’ by feminist art history at that. Leila’s identification
with and respect for them could be summed up in her great admiration - p.41/II.
Unsurprisingly Mr. Donegal keeps asking whether women artists of the 1980s were
still discriminated against. One could assume that Leila’s view on contemporary
lady artists is realistic enough when she answers that the discrimination ‘was still
there but had taken new forms’. These are those new forms of the old myth of women
artists we are actually concerned with in this paper. The old myth needs to be revisited
now and then as if it can bring good luck, protection and bits of wisdom for any
woman artist. Isn’t that what myths are for?... And Leila Sand does’t miss to make
use of them, calling up the ghosts of female artists of the past to protect her ‘like
ranks of guardian angels, painted in wet lime on some Venetian ceiling’. Here are
but a few of the ghosts: Marietta Robusti, ‘La Tintoretta’, Lavina Fontana, Rosalba
Carriera, Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun, Adelaide Labille-Guiard, Angelika Kaufmann, Anna
Peale, Rosa Bonheur, Berthe Morisor, Mary Cassat, Kathe Kollwitz, Paula ModersonBecker, Vanessa Bell, Georgia O’Keeffe. [All mentioned in the very special essay by
Linda Nochlin].These are the ghosts of the real teachers of Leila:
All the technique, the love, the infinite capacity for taking pains, the courage,
the guts, the heart of these women who drew and painted against all odds, comes
into my fingers. Oh, the longing to make the difficult look easy! I want to be like
one of those old fresco painters who had such talent, such craft, such knowledge
of chemistry, even, that they could put down the colour before the lime had time
to dry, leaving the illusion of spezzatura - that wonderful Italian ideal of making
the difficult look easy - for all eternity, or at least five hundred years. [p.185/XI]
What Leila dreams to be like is one of those infinitely courageous women painters.
No wonder her dream invokes so many attributes of power and courage in the
paragraph above. Leila dreams to live up to her own role models despite the social
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conventions which are still setting up difficulties on any woman artist’s road. Isn’t
that a clear sign that one can follow one’s own myths with the only risk that one
might be ostracized and outcast by the community? Despite all her unusually wide
recognition Leila Sand keeps feeling as an outcast. It is even evident in her craving
to be like the mythical rebel - Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun. Out of the ‘wide’ range of women
artists Leila picks up only her - the one who lived by her brush and survived in very
troubled times. Elisabeth’s personal story is far more than an exemple to Leila. There
is a brief account of that mythical/inspiring story which Erica Jong accommodates
in the anxieties of her Leila Sand.
Leila as the mythical rebel Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun
As a court painter to Marie Antoinette, Elisabeth became penniless because her
husband spent all the money and she had to make her fortune anew, painting
landscapes, touring around the European courts. In England, where Sir Joshua
Reynolds still ruled the taste of the time, he ‘condescended to praise her even though
she was a woman’. She returned to Paris, to paint Napoleon’s court, published her
Souvenirs, and died at 87. ‘What a life! If Vigee-Lebrun could do it during the French
Revolution, why am I rushing headlong into the arms of Danny Doland?’[ 206,7/XII]
The exclamation conveys both Leila’s admiration and her eagerness to be like
Elisabeth. Leila does not belong to the world of the proper millionaires like Danny’s,
nor could she be part of their collections. But there is probably another implication
of her life-parallel with Elisabeth. The troubled times of the French Revolution are
as much troubled as the times of the Women’s movement from the late 1960s up
until now for women artists in particular. The verb ‘condescend’ is still ruling the
popular attitude towards those rare birds, creative women. If you are a woman and
if you dare to aspire to the land reserved for the creative man you might be sure that
you will still be treated in the vein of Sir Joshua Reynolds: ‘Even though you are a
woman’. What turns quite convincing is that Elisabeth’s story is also told in the
‘you’ point of view, which cuts short the temporal distance and extends a promising
invitation for the reader’s identification with Elisabeth/Leila. Erica Jong goes as far
as to suggest that Elisabeth’s husband who ruined his wife and then ‘trimmed his
sails to the prevailing wind’ might as well be ‘your husband’, might as well be Danny
Doland, himself. Thus Elisabeth’s blues are no longer confined to her historical
moment but to any woman’s blues.
Leila Sand and her contemporaries
Erica Jong builds up the professional ‘I’ of her protagonist by running still another
parallel with two women artists who are Leila’s contemporaries. Both of them are
given just a narrative corner as sidestory characters but their role is not at all
insignificant. Cordelia Herald is an old art school classmate of Leila. Cordelia has
moved to live in Venice and paints in a crumbling Gothic palazzo on the Grand Canal.
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Although Leila never used to understand why Cordelia sticks to Venice when Venice
seems ‘so self-consciously out-of-this-world’ the enchantment of Venice is once again
celebrated by the introduction of Cordelia’s story [p.295/XVIII].
Indeed a visit to Cordelia’s house, with her paintings, hung everywhere or propped
against the walls, confronts Leila with a woman who is entirely happy with her
detachment from the worldly world, who feels like a local character and cannot
imagine a better life for a painter-or anyone. This self-confidence of Cordelia in a
way incites Leila’s pursuit of her self-love. Moreover the novel finishes with the end
of Leila’s stay in Venice. Could Leila Sand probably have got some of the message
from Cordelia? Nevertheless there is an air of criticism or perhaps commonplace
envy that prevails in Leila’s perceptions of Cordelia’s works: ‘monumental equine
forms (sort of mad Rosa Bonheur gone abstract).’ The key epithet of ‘mad’ implies
the popular social misunderstanding of the productive, creative infatuation of artists
on the one hand and on the other it invokes the moment when birds of a feather
flock together. The latter is gaining an upper hand with the increasing awareness of
Leila that she is spiritually akin to Cordelia. This same air of competitive vigour and
feeling of sisterhood is to be disclosed in the relationship between Leila Sand and
Rivka Landesmann. Rivka is a classmate of Leila’s from high school. Erica Jong
applies the flattering words ‘a talented painter’ to Rivka which is far from ‘the
prodigious talent’ of Leila but the gap is there. Rivka is a someone who had a gallery
before Leila did, someone Leila was once ‘envious of’ because ‘...she seemed to have
it made, when I was still struggling for my first recognition as a painter.’[p.157/IX]
The competitiveness, once attributed only to the male world, seems to be a rule
rather than an exception in Leila’s strategy. Is it because once you are in you have to
follow the set rules of the game? And whom are the rules set by? Men! Leila proves
utterly confused by her own statements - she is the one who wouldn’t object in using
her sex appeal to allure critics if it could boost her work but she grows envious and
cynical when someone else used it. If that is Rivka, she will be called a ‘prodigy’,
because she used to hang around with Andy Warhol, did movies with him, sold her
work to important collectors, was written up everywhere - then ... ‘vanished’. Leila
hadn’t heard from Rivka for years until she runs into her at an AA night Meeting in
New York. At this very meeting Leila gains part of her sane mind as she tries to
understand Rivka. This is almost as symptomatic as her visit to Cordelia’s, as if
under the bad spell of New York, usually associated with garbage, death, and
apocalypse, both women meet both of them drunk in the middle of the night. This is
when Leila grows aware not only of Rivka’s post-success story but of her own potential
for getting worse and worse. Leila meets another Rivka who has hit bottom, lost
everything - her husband, her daughter, her hormones, but gained eighty pounds
and self-pity. This new failed Rivka is so suicidal and manipulative as to accuse Leila
of being more fortunate, of always being in the right place at the right time, and on
the crest of the wave at the moment - p.157/IX. Leila immediately projects herself in
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this woman, seeing an example of a woman ‘squandering her life by playing the
victim’. At this point ironically enough, although Leila is drunk she gets ‘enlightened’
and tries to convince Rivka or herself in a proper preacher’s speech about the gift of
life and the right of the choice to affirm or deny it.
We really can choose to live or to die - but we can’t straddle the fence. And if we
want to live we have no choice but to submit - not to our own will, to God’s, to Her.
Or Him. It doesn’t even matter; it’s a sort of vanity to argue about the sex of God.
We are talking about spirit here, the gift if life. [p. 157/IX]
As if to claim her and Rivka’s lives back from the dead, from Hades, Leila hugs
Rivka, though she ‘couldn’t even get her arms around her but she hugged her’. The
symbolic background for this scene couldn’t have been more appropriate - New York
by night and a dying homeless bum in whose decaying flesh, Leila pretends to see
her beautiful Dart. Leila is deadsure she needs to pull herself together, to get tough
with herself. She is then free of her fear of competing. She feels free to realize that
all her success has led her to pressures of a different sort from the ones Rivka has
had, that there is no room for competition between them - p.157/IX.
Some old male masters involved in Leila’s story
Erica Jong does mention the names of the old male masters for the reader to
realize once again how important is the reverse Pygmalion myth. Out of her adoration
Leila painted this beautiful man (or photographed him) and made him famous as
her muse. Thus she did what Rembrandt did for Saskia, what Wyeth did for Helga,
what da Vinci did for Mona Lisa [ p.65/II].
Rather ironically Jong evokes the name of the ‘big brown standard poodle
Boner’. We are led to believe that this ordinary dog is the very embodiment of both
Leila’s and Elmore’s aspirations. It is ‘named for both Michelangelo Buanarroti
and Rosa Bonheur’(p.64 /II). The ordinary dog is likened to the male genius of
Buanarroti and the female artist of the past - Bonheur, newly recovered name of
the neglected. This reflects the beloved ironic approach of Jong to the impact of
feminism on the understanding of art history. This is just a tiny example of the
diverse, non-straightforward and cheerful approach of Jong who is often
misinterpreted as a writer who takes too seriously her heroine. [Lodge 1989, Stanley
1990] With the bitter observation of a satirist Erica Jong applies another simile
with a name of an old master at its core - that of Hogarth, in an idyllic scene of
family reunion. ‘In the sitting room, I met with a Hogarthian tableau of the Donegal
family chatting around the fire as if nothing at all were the matter’ [p.46/II].
This is a family that embodies the mythologized WASPdom for Leila. The
WASP grounds are further subverted by the deliberate use of the technique of
drawing in one’s mind, in Leila’s mind of an artist. This drawing even turns to
be a ‘tableau’, which carries the snobbishness and the whimsical nature of the
hypocritical family.
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The blur of art and life
Quite central to Leila’s creative world is the fuzzy boundary between life and art,
which can ultimately persuade the reader that the personal is professional and viceversa. This is also a sort of arguing with the early feminist slogan: The political is
personal. In Leila’s life of the mind it is no longer so important to come to terms
with the outer world but with one’s own self.
As usual I don’t know whether I’m painting or living. I have that crazed, semihysterical feeling that overtakes me when I’ve been working like a maniac and
what passes as real life interrupts. [261/XVII]
Being an artist is sometimes a ‘curse’, because whatever the artist does or
experience in reality is likely to be eternalized into art. This is a high price to be paid
but it is also the sweet curse to be ever creating. This is the drive that keeps Leila in
her urge to ‘memorialize’ Dart in the cowboy series and film stills works. This is the
drive that rules Leila’s art/life long after Dart is gone. For a woman artist in particular
it seems impossible just to sulk without having this state of mind reflected, it seems
that you can’t sink into depravity without thinking of how to turn sinking into
depravity into art [ p.275/XVII].
Leila Sand craves for the extreme desire to make her life into a work of art, which
could be revealed as a ‘trap for every woman artist’. Leila is dramatically aware that
she’d rather serve the feast, than paint it [ 243/XV]. At this point she refers particularly
to the garden feast at her property set to salute the visit of Lionel but in more general
terms to the well-established popular position of women of servants, rather than
creators. This position however proves even more difficult for a contemporary woman
who subconsciously fears to fly beyond it, who advocates this position even more
fiercely than any men. Leila’s lifelong concern with life in her art could be felt in the
persistent metaphor that life/art are a feast. Thus Leila’s drawings and paintings
are able to communicate ‘joy to the joyless, faith to the unbeliever, and love to the
loveless’. Unsurprisingly her words and paintings sound like life, sound like a prayer
for life. She wants everyone to savour and celebrate life because it is a feast. Here is
her prayer: Life is there for the taking. You have to open your mouth, open your
hand, love one another, thank God and rejoice.
Conclusions
Erica Jong’s woman artist is caught in a transitional period of American culture
when the myth of the eternal woman is no longer valid and the new patterns of the
contemporary myth of women artists are just gaining momentum. Throughout the
narrative Erica Jong is re-creating this transition between the addicted and nonaddicted lifestyle of Leila Sand.
Thus this essay’s major concern was to elaborate on the various images, key
words, de/mythologemas, metaphors... by which Erica Jong is visualising this
transition. Leila Sand is struggling to transcend all the obstacles - personal, sexual,
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social and professional. This results in a fierce ‘obstacle race’ with a number of
obsessions for Leila Sand. Besides the haunting fear of flying the woman artist is
struggling with a new female fear - fear of diving which is the outrageous price any
creative woman still needs to pay.
We have realized that Erica Jong’s specific treatment of the contemporary myth
presupposes the mythologization of woman artist in her lifetime. Leila Sand is
therefore viewed not only as an avid follower of her own role models but rather as a
myth and a role model in her different facets - as a lover, a public figure, a mother,
and an artist. Jong is quite positive in raising the profile of a Ms Have-it-all who
cherishes with an equal zeal all her achievements - works of art, men, children, her
sane mind. With a close eye on contemporary women artists profile we became
assured that Leila’s rage to live and work is far from the feminists’ misconception
to ban sexuality from artists’ approach to life. Leila’s persistent blend of art and
love in her works, art periods and views has convinced us that women artists value
life’s abundance without excluding any traditionally banned features.
Unsurprisingly the narrative’s emphasis is on the tremendous skills for creativity
of contemporary women artists. We have argued that Erica Jong’s creative woman
has gained the right to be a fierce artist, an established celebrity but she is still
denied the right to enjoy her outstanding success without any guilt and self-sabotage
feelings. Those bitter feelings conjure up the extraordinary character of a mad, lonely,
outcasted woman artist who does not belong to the conservative world of New Money
Elite. We have understood that contemporary women artists need their sacred land
of art, their natural habitat of a studio to work in privacy.
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Subject(ed) to Desire : Representations of the Diseased as the Norm
Mary S. Duffy

In the history of medicine the disease of hysteria has played a prominent role
because efforts to identify its cause and treatment led to the development of the
study of the psyche-psychology. The root of the word hysteria is the Greek hystera
meaning womb or uterus and the disease has always been thought to be a feminine
affliction although historically some physicians have allowed for the description of
a similar male disorder as melancholia or hypochondria. Ilza Veith's Hysteria: The
History of a Disease 1 exhaustively documents the evolution of hysteria from its
description in the Egyptian Kahun Papyrus of about 1900 BC to the near present.
Veith documents that for most of its nearly 4,000 years of study (by men), hysteria
was assumed to be caused by abnormalities of the uterus – specifically uterine –
migration to different parts of the body. The "wandering womb" would cause
hysterical symptoms in whatever part of the body it took up residence : headaches
in the head, choking in the throat, tightness in the chest, swelling in the feet...
The Kahun Papyrus describes ‘a woman who loves bed; she does not rise and
does not shake it.’ The cure for hysterical fits was also the same over the millennia
- foul odours applied to the nostrils to force the womb back to its appropriate location
- sweet-smelling fumes applied to the vagina to lure the miscreant organ. Sneezing
was also thought to have a salutary effect. The cause of the womb's peregrinations?
Lack of sex. 1500 years later in his Timaeus Plato describes the perceived reason not much changed from the days of the Kahun Papyrus:
‘The womb is an animal which longs to generate children. When it remains barren
too long after puberty, it is distressed and sorely disturbed, and straying about in
the body and cutting off the passages of the breath, it impedes respiration and brings
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the sufferer into the extremest anguish and provokes all manner of diseases besides.
Such is the nature of women and all that is female.’2
In her book Perilous Chastity3 Laurinda Dixon outlines the history of hysteria in
order to discuss the seventeenth century genre of Lovesick Maiden paintings popular
in Holland. Dixon's analysis of these paintings, most notably those by Jan Steen,
shows that the treatment for hysterical symptoms had evolved only slightly from
Egyptian times. A material such as linen string is depicted smoldering
malodorously in a small charcoal brazier to be inhaled at intervals by the afflicted
woman. Rather than laying in bed she is seated, cushioned by pillows, in order
that the womb might find its natural place with the help of gravity. A small child
playing with darts brings to mind cupid and his arrows-an allusion to the ultimate
cure for the invalid. Small, concerned dogs might infer that some kind of fidelity
is an issue – perhaps this fit of hysteria was caused by the absence of a lover. But
what is most striking to the postmodern feminist viewer and interpreter of these
paintings and the cultural and medical paradigms they evoke is how predictable
they are. Of course the maiden's problem is the lack of a man and a domestic sphere
to call her own. It is hard to remember that Jan Steen's contemporaries could not
have had this perspective. A woman of the seventeenth century viewing these
paintings would have been fearful of illness and mindful of the message of how to
avoid such a fate. But all the same, you can't help when reading Perilous Chastity
to muse on how little things have changed.
In her book Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women4 Susan
Faludi begins her exploration of the current reaction against feminism with a
description of the famed "Man Shortage" study and the explosive spread of the myth
that women in their thirties who had forgone marriage for education and career had
a statistically poorer chance of ever marrying than the women who had married
young and put family ahead of non-familial achievement. Faludi shows that in spite
of the fact that the study was flawed and contradicted by later analysis of the same
data, the misinformation was propelled throughout a male-dominated media ready
for such a story to put women in their place. Coupled with the infamously ticking
'biological clock' of the baby boom generation, the man shortage story added new
stresses to the already pressed population of "emancipated" women. But then
emancipated means women who compete directly with men.
In Reviving Ophelia5 Mary Pipher builds on work done by Carol Gilligan and
others to describe how contemporary culture is causing girls' transition from
childhood to young womanhood to be a time of intense pain and suffering, a time of
renunciation of self and adherence to societal norms. This time is described as one
in which girls are alienated from themselves in favour of subordination to a culture
dominated by men with the result of an escalation of incidence of depression and
related eating disorders among adolescent girls.
Is it any wonder then that sales of anti-depressant medication have skyrocketed?
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Hysteria's modern name, of course, is Premenstrual Syndrome , a catch all phrase
describing (as did the term hysteria in the old days) as many as 150 symptoms ranging
from water retention to psychosis. What is of primary importance is that only women
can suffer from PMS. However, Susan Nolen-Hoeksema in her book Sex Differences
in Depression analyzes various studies of PMS symptoms in which women describe
their symptoms in relation to various times in their menstrual cycles. Her reevaluation of published materials led her to write:
‘The biological explanations of sex differences in depression have not been well
supported. There is no evidence that women have a greater genetic predisposition
to depression than men, and the hormonal explanations have received mixed and
indirect support at best. To begin with, there does not seem to be as great an increase
in risk for depression during periods of hormonal change as is commonly believed.
... Studies seem to find evidence of significant pre-menstrual depression only when
women are made aware of the focus of the study. And the increase in rates of
depression in girls in early adolescence is not associated with menarche. ... Social
and environmental factors cannot be ignored as we try to explain the variations
across groups in sex differences in depression.’ 6
I cite these disparate sources in order to provide a background for my thesis which
is simply that women are driven crazy by the culture in which they are raised. There is
evidence that this is true the world over, but I must limit my discussion to Western
culture. I want to talk about Depression and it's mysterious shadow Dysthymia because
of recent investigations done on the biological causes of these disorders. In discussing
these related emotional illnesses I will confine myself to a particular expression of
illness common to modern descriptions of depressive illnesses as well as the hysteria
of old, women's presumed seductiveness and promiscuity.
Depression has only recently and in some ways incompletely attained the status
of an acceptable illness. That is: recent breakthroughs in treatment have to some
extent quieted the general assumption that the cause was a weakness of willpower
and that depression was at base a defect of character. Although skepticism still
abounds and is frequently voiced by those who question the wide-scale use of antidepressant medications, the illness of depression is generally accepted as real.
Depression's shadow Dysthymia on the other hand, is still relatively unknown. I first
found the term used in the best-seller Listening to Prozac 7 by Peter D. Kramer and
was intrigued. Although Dysthymia often is accompanied by episodes of major
depression it stands alone as a disorder. The term was first used by Hagop S. Akiskal
who describes the dysthymics as:
‘individuals, who are introverted, obsessional, self-sacrificing, brooding, guiltridden, gloomy, self-denigrating, anhedonic, lethargic and who tend to oversleep,
appear to be suffering from an attenuated but lifelong form of melancholia ... These
dysthymic individuals were characterized by inability to enjoy leisure and over
dedication to work that requires selfless devotion and much attention to detail.
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However, this stable adjustment in the vocational sphere was not paralleled in social
adjustment. The somber personalities and intense attachment needs of these
individuals may drive others away. Such interpersonal losses then cause them to
sink into the lower depths of black humor.’ 8
A characteristic of the dysthymic is that, while seeming to be possessed of a
'melancholic' temperament, she is still able to function normally, hold down a job,
marry, and raise a family. But the quality of life is not the same as for those who are
free of illness, and quality of life is nearly impossible to quantify. Michael T. McGuire
a psychiatrist with the Department of Psychiatry/Biobehavioral Sciences at UCLA
has attempted with various studies to do just this. McGuire created a center where
two populations of women could be simultaneously observed and interviewed at
regular intervals : forty six depressives and/or dysthymics between the ages of twenty
and forty were matched with women of the same ages with no psychiatric diagnosis.
His findings, as reported in Kramer, showed ‘inhibition had social consequences.
The dysthymic women differed from the control women in terms of access to life's
bounty...Experimental subjects had significantly fewer friends, social contacts, and
living offspring. They had significantly smaller incomes, and significantly less living
space per household.’ 9
But why are some women dysthymic, indeed why are some people depressed and
some not? I have a vested interested in asking these questions as I have suffered
from both major depression and dysthymia and I am currently on medication for
these illnesses. And I have a nine-year-old daughter whose well-being I wish to guard.
I was convinced of the heriditability of a predisposition to depression a long time
ago and would argue the point with therapists who dismissed my family history of
suicide attempts and hysterical outbursts as ‘socialized or learned behaviors.’ Now
the evidence of genetic vulnerability has been widely published.10 However, it is not
that simple. Something must trigger the vulnerability in order for the various
manifestations of depression to become pronounced. That something has been
described as ‘kindling.’ This concept was first developed in the 1960s by
neurosurgeons interested in an animal model for epilepsy. Seizures are "kindled "
in an experimental animal – usually a rat or monkey – by applying an electrode to a
relevant part of the brain and passing current. If you pass a small amount of current,
at first nothing observable will happen. After a series of intermittent small stimuli,
the animal will have a limited seizure.
‘If after an interval you again stimulate the sensitized site, less electricity will
be required. With enough intermittent stimulation, the animal will exhibit more
widespread seizures... in time the animal will start to seize spontaneously, with no
stimulus at all.’ 11
Researchers found that this process of kindling actually caused the brain cells
“downstream”...‘those receiving signals from the electrically stimulated cells, to change
anatomically’ ... ‘Some cells die: others “sprout”, or change shape. Kindling rewires the brain.’ 11
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Researchers, as reported in Kramer, have postulated that there is more than
an analogy between mood disorders and kindled epilepsy: ‘a progressive, probably
lifelong disorder. It can be induced in normals. The induction can take place
through a series of small stimuli, none of which at first causes overt symptoms.
The latency to fully expressed illness can be long and the absence of overt
symptoms is no guarantee that the underlying process is not under way’ (11).
Kramer goes on to describe kindling as a sort of ‘scarring’ and those who are
‘physiologically sensitive’ as being particularly prone to this scarring. He muses
that ‘perhaps sensitivity is memory as well...the memory of the body’ as we might
say ‘the wisdom of the body.’ This is well put I think-it is certainly my own
experience. 12
From the ritualized stigmatization of women as daughters of Eve throughout
Judeo-Christian history through the present day, to the new custom of Friday FlipUp Day 13 ,female members of our society have been and continue to be regularly
shamed, humbled and degraded both in the tiniest increments and the grossest
possible ways. But I wonder if the accumulated impact of all those tiny increments
of torture aren't the most effective as they are myriad. Those most vulnerable will
be most likely to succumb to gross manifestations of illness as in my family. But
others will also bear scars.
Now I must discuss my own experiences - because it's what I know in my bones
that counts. A few years ago I had a sudden downturn in my ability to regulate my
moods in a major depressive episode. It was heralded by an extremely intense,
unexpected sexual attraction to a total stranger. A man walked out of a door and WHAM!
I was in love. I did not want this feeling, it was extremely creepy. I pushed the experience
out of my mind and finally decided I'd had enough behavior mode and went on my
knees to a shrink who gave me an antidepressant. It worked like a charm. Then I went
on to try to figure out why. This paper is in part a result of this search.
The first thing I found documented in several places is that this reaction,
described as seductive or promiscuous, has been noted in the literature. Whatever
hit me was not given a name, but I did discover one description that described my
feelings and then some. While not a common occurrence, this condition known as
Hysteroid Dysphoria is a term describing:
‘females whose general psycho pathological state is an extremely brittle and shallow
mood ranging from giddy elation to desperate unhappiness. Their mood level is
markedly responsive to external sources of admiration and approval. Such a patient
may feel hopelessly bereft when a love affair terminates, then meet a new attentive
man and feel perfectly fine and even slightly elated within a few days. Their
emotionality markedly affects their judgment. When euphoric, they minimize and deny
the shortcomings of a situation or personal relationship, idealizing all love objects.
When they are at the opposite emotional pole, feelings of desperation are expressed
very disproportionately to actual circumstances.
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They are fickle, emotionally labile, irresponsible, shallow, love-intoxicated, giddy,
and short-sighted. They tend to be egocentric, narcissistic, exhibitionistic, vain and
clothes crazy. They are seductive, manipulative, exploitative, sexually provocative,
and think emotionally and illogically. They are easy prey to flattery and compliments.
Their general manner is histrionic and flamboyant. In their sexual relations they
are possessive, grasping, demanding, romantic, and foreplay centered. When
frustrated or disappointed, they become reproachful, tearful, abusive and vindictive,
and often resort to alcohol.’ 14
As Kramer notes these women became characterizations of femininity, femmes
fatales. Dixon notes [that] ‘The same sentiment was echoed by two physicians in
this century, who observed that the diagnosis of hysteria has always been “a picture
of women in the words of men”, a “caricature of femininity”.’ 15 And they also become
more submissive to men, certainly no coincidence, but how far back into a woman's
history must one go to find a smoking gun of repeated abuse – tiny increments of
torture – that bring about a final loss of self that is so pervasive?
What I believe to be true is this that the malaise we have known variously as
Hysteria, PMS, Depression, and Dysthymia largely have at their root the selfperpetuating myth that a woman can fit into this culture and stay sane. To be female
is to be an outcast and to feel oneself to be an outcast, no matter how hard we try to
tell ourselves differently. A million little slights, all more or less taking the same
vein make our characters physiologically. The more resilient shrug it off. The more
sensitive become characatures of the feminine. Some suppress emotions, become
officious good girls, others act out as femmes fatales. Some succumb to depression
or dysthymia-but who is unscathed? Women the world over live in a world that
continues to ignore the fact of its inhospitableness to us and blame the
physiologically determined psychological effects on our collective "nature."
The history of art is in part a history of the appropriation of women's bodies for
the projection of male fantasies, wishes and denigrations. Dixon points out that
Fragonard's playful painting The Swing is actually is an illustration a popular therapy
for hysterics of the day. She notes ‘Plato had recommended “a surging motion, as in
sailing or any other mode of conveyance which is not fatiguing” as a cure for
melancholia, and the Roman Soranus advocated rocking in a hammock.’ (16) What
on the surface seems to be a titilating view of a pleasant pastime is in fact a titillating
view of a common anti-hysteric therapy.
In Theodore Chasseriaus’ Esther the Old Testament queen is depicted in all
her fleshy glory. He shows her as a glowing blonde, arms raised invitingly as she
caresses her hair. She is attended by an Eastern and an African serving maid.
Their darkness accentuates Esther’s radiance and singularity. She was, after
all, chosen for her beauty and submissiveness after her predecessor fell from
grace for expressing herself too clearly and for "dis"ing her lord. However,
Chasseriau was certainly more interested in depicting the sensuous product of
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12 months in scented oil than the queen whose judicious appeals to her Lord
saved her people. Joshua Reynolds's Cupid Untying the Zone of Venus hardly
needs discussion. What existence does this paragon of femininity have except to
entice. Where is the dignity of the goddess of Love?
With the little time left I'd like to segue quickly into this century and consider
portraits by the centrifugal masters who turned the corner into a freer handling of
paint. Cezanne'’ portraits of his wife always showed a woman who could never quite
look the viewer in the eye. The tension of the troubled relationship between the
Cezannes hover in the corners of these paintings. Cezanne's portraits were reputed
to have been painted with painstaking slowness and this is sometimes given as the
reason for Madame Cezannes's blank expression. But she was also a beloved object,
taken from the life of a Paris Artist's model to a Provencal tomb to be idolized by her
husband, but unlikely to have been understood. Cezanne knew well how to paint a
direct gaze...
Matisse was notable for his portraits of real and interesting women, but still it
was primarily women's faces and bodies he used to break down the picture
surface-benignly has he may have done.
I have always found Picasso less benign. I think we had to convince ourselves
that his contorted and scrambled women-and men-weren't a little frightening for all
their fascination. For him the painter's eye was all that mattered. Willem De Kooning
continued the tradition of refining the female form – emptying it of complexity and
establishing – or rather continuing – the parallel worlds of ennui and rage that
outlined many women’s lives.
To be fair, these elements were always present in their extremes in day-to-day
life. Who were any of these men to have been able to see through the overwhelming
forces of culture? They interpreted what they found in terms of - women as empty
space, raging animal, coy seductress. And my choice for the most awful reduction of
women in high art in this manner are Tom Wesselman's Great American Nudes. He
totally empties the female form of anything not in a man's mind.

This paper was given at a SUNY ‘Arts Now’ conference panel in New York, ‘Looking for Trouble:
Reconsidering Dangerous Women’ in 1988.
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War Goddess
The Varga Girls, WWII and Feminism
Maria Elena Buszek

The pin-up girl has a bad reputation. Spawned ever-so-subtly out of the academic
painting tradition, and not-so-innocently out of the pages of the National Police
Gazette, the pin-up as we have come to know her in the twentieth century blossomed
in the men’s magazines of the late 1930s and 1940s, as epitomized in Esquire's
illustrated pin-ups by Alberto Vargas.
Vargas’ fantasy women captured the American imagination during the Second
World War; both naughty and nice, the “Varga Girls” were women that men wanted
to worship and women wanted to emulate. Vargas’ pin-ups popularly idealized an
unusually self-aware female sexuality that had previously been viewed in negative
representations of the popular pornographic female or the “high art” femme fatale.
However, with the rise of feminist thought since the postwar era, it is difficult for
the late twentieth-century viewer to consider such images without cynicism. From
Laura Mulvey’s psychoanalytical construction of the “masculine gaze” to Andrea
Dworkin and Katharine MacKinnon's continuous appeals to broaden the cultural
and legal definition of pornography, the wide range of feminist discourse on the
ways in which women are manipulated and victimized through various cultural
representations has unquestionably affected the way in which individuals tend to
interpret the pin-up today.
My interest in investigating the origins and interpretations of the pin-up stem
from the fact that many feminist authors from writer Susie Bright to rockers Seven
Year Bitch, performance artist Annie Sprinkle to pop icon Madonna have adopted
the iconography of the pin-up genre in their image and art. In such recent feminist
art and performance, the American pin-up seems to have provided women with a
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visual and performative source of female power that
many feminist interpretations have often denied such
imagery. As the Varga Girl has unquestionably cemented
the definition of what it means to be a "pin-up" in the
realm of female imagery, my investigation led me to
question what it was about her specific role, and the
boom of popular pin-up imagery that she ushered in
during the Second World War, that has helped lead to
readings of the pin-up as a model for sexual
empowerment and agency for many contemporary
feminists. In searching to define the context in which
she was created and emulated, I found that the Varga
Girl was constructed and received as a modern war
Above: Esquire Varga Calendar goddess, both inspired by and inspirational toward the
Girl, October 1941 and its shifting roles of women in American society during
appropriation on the nose of a U.S.
WWII. As such, the Varga Girl can be read as an icon for
B-24 Bomber, the "War Goddess"
(All pin-ups and images from this powerful if fleeting moment in American history.
The modern pin-up, as Abigail Solomon-Godeau has
Esquire below, Courtesy of
Spencer Museum of Art, written, has its origins in the nineteenth century, at the
University of Kansas. Copyright © moment when the bourgeois interest in female spectacle
Hearst Corporation)
and modern reproductive techniques in print and
photographic imagery converged. Moving the image of the sexualized female away
from both explicit pornographic representation and allegorical academic pretenses,
what emerged was what Solomon-Godeau calls: ‘an image type....predicated on the
relative isolation of its feminine motif through the reduction or outright elimination
of narrative, literary, or mythological allusion....[and a] decontextualization,
reduction or distillation of the image of femininity to a subject in and of itself.’ 1 The
genre which emerged was one which focused on the implicit sexuality of the
contemporary female, where a representational distinction was made from privately
and guardedly consumed pornography through the conscious elimination or
strategic covering of the genital area and artful posing according to the tenets of
academic painting allowed such imagery to be widely and openly reproduced,
distributed and displayed: qualities which would later lead to the genre's WWII
christening as the “pin-up”.
While the media and promotional uses of the pin-up through popular prints,
cartes de visite, and lithographic advertising afforded the genre a fluctuating
visibility to different genders and classes in the years before its rise as a popular
culture icon in WWII, its subject remained invariable. As a popular image of
contemporary female sexuality, these early pin-ups represented that which was
accepted within societal limits of such sexual imagery: working-class women,
dancers and actresses. These women's transgressive display of self-aware sexuality
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was viewed as both part-and-parcel of their class or trade, and distinct from the
Victorian construct of the domestic, bourgeois "true woman," whose passionlessness
and asexuality were virtues that the pin-up genre was ill suited to idealize.2 However,
with the changes in women's roles in the public sphere that occurred with the events
surrounding American involvement in WWII, the pin-up's historical celebration of
transgressive female sexuality found parallels in new constructions of virtuous
womanhood during wartime, during which the meanings of both the genre and the
sexualized female it represented shifted significantly.
It was arguably the founding of Esquire magazine in 1933 that helped elevate
not only the status of the pin-up girl, but the context in which she was constructed
and understood. In what one feminist historian has argued as "the first
thoroughgoing, conscious attempt to organize a consuming male audience," Esquire
was inspired by the boom of the men's clothing trade of the 'thirties and was originally
intended for distribution primarily through male clothiers, modelling itself after
the ladies fashion journals of the nineteenth and early twentieth century.3 However,
popular demand for the innovative "men's magazine" was so great that 95,000
copies of the premier issue were recalled from stores and redistributed to
newsstands.4 In addition to the magazine's interest in documenting fashion trends,
Esquire also sought to cultivate a reputation as a literary and cultural leader,
publishing essays and fiction by such luminaries as F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Dos
Passos and Ernest Hemingway, and providing its readership with erudite articles
on contemporary art, music, films and American politics. The magazine's most
popular features, however, were its "girlie" cartoons, representing not charming
Brooklyn girls or burlesque hall queens (popular pin-up subjects since the
nineteenth century in tabloids such as the National Police Gazette), but glamorous
upper-class women of the American nouveau-riche in various states of undress
and humorous situations.
Esquire's combination of cultural sophistication and bawdy humor led one
critic to define the magazine's style as "a heavy load of excellence with a fine streak
of vulgarity."5 Although illustrators E. Simms Campbell, Alex Raymond, and
Howard Baer and photographer George Hurrell helped construct the modern ideal
of the Esquire woman, the magazine's most famous pin-up artist was George Petty.
His wildly popular "Petty Girls" were primped and sporty cuties, whose cartoons
were accompanied by gag caption one-liners, generally quoting the ladies' naïve
reactions to the viewers ("Oh, you would, would you?"), or pouting responses to
sugar-daddies ("I want to keep the ring for sentimental reasons!") presumably at
the other end of the ever-present phone receiver held in her well-manicured hand.
Rarely addressing the (always presumed male) viewer with her gaze, and always
gleefully grinning for the approval of the viewer in the off- chance that she did, in
these early Esquire cartoons and centerfolds the pin-up "outclassed" other pinups but had done so at the cost of the economic and sexual self-sufficiency and
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Far left: Esquire Petty Girl gatefold
Centre: Esquire's first Varga Girl,
October 1941.
Above: December 1939, Petty Girl
gatefold (detail)

self-awareness which had characterized the pin-ups of the past.
With Petty's increased monetary demands from the publishers, in 1940 Esquire
sought a replacement for the artist, which they found in Peruvian-born artist Alberto
Vargas y Chavez. Schooled in Paris and Zurich, the self-taught artist had been exposed
to both the academic work of neo-classicist Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres and
popular European illustrators Raphael Kirschner and Alphonse Mucha, whose styles
he assimilated and juxtaposed in his own work, of which he hoped to base a career
upon moving the New York in 1916. Three years later, Vargas began working for
Florenz Ziegfeld, painting portraits of the actresses of the Ziegfeld Follies for theatre
displays, and magazine and sheet-music covers, and by the 'thirties, Vargas was
accepting commissions from Hollywood studios Paramount, Twentieth-Century Fox
and Warner Brothers. Combining Ingres' fantastical idealization of the feminine
figure, the art nouveau ideal of the aggressively sexual "modern woman" borrowed
from Kirschner, and Mucha’s deification of the theatrical femme fatale, Vargas
sought to create an image of a twentieth-century goddess that fit the emergence of
the decadent and sophisticated Hollywood female "star image," and would be the
signature of his entire career.
After having been blackballed by Hollywood studios for taking part in unionized
walkouts, Vargas began working for Esquire in 1940 as the replacement for Petty
that the magazine had sought to groom. Vargas' first pin-up appeared as a gatefold
in the October, 1940 issue, in which the pressure for the artist to live up to the
precedent set by Petty was apparent.
The telephone scenario and an accompanying gold-digger verse of this first
"Varga Girl" were perfectly in keeping with Petty's style, but the voluptuous, lingerieclad trompe l'oeil figure, striking a dramatically sensual pose, was a complete
departure from Petty's cheery naïfs. By Vargas' third Esquire pin-up, he had
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Far Left: Jan 1941 Varga Girl
gatefold
Left: Esquire August 1942
Varga Girl gatefold

completely shrugged off the baggage of the Petty prototype and returned to the
glamour- goddess style of his Ziegfeld and Hollywood portraiture.
Moreover, whereas Petty's pin-ups were characterized by their identical figures
and facial features,leggy, well-proportioned and athletic, with heart-shaped faces
and prominently full, brightly rouged cheeks Vargas' women varied widely, taking
on individual "identities" through their different facial types, figures and senses of
style. As influenced by women's fashion magazines as by any fine arts precedents,
the Varga Girls revealed less flesh and possessed a greater level of contemporary
fashion sense and sexual self-awareness than the giddy, girlish Petty pin-ups.
The most dramatic difference between the pin-ups of Vargas and Petty, however,
was Vargas' fantastical approach to the female anatomy. While Petty's women were
less rich in their coloring and shading, and shaped more along an hourglass-ideal
than Vargas', they still tended toward realistic proportions. Vargas' women, on the
other hand, uncannily mirrored the Odalisques of his hero, Ingres.
Like Ingres' career-long disfigurement of the human figure in the name of sensual
pleasure (his famous Grande Odalisque prominently featured three extra vertebrae
in her seductively-exposed back), Vargas embellished freely upon his renderings of
the female body in order to exaggerate their sensuality. The Varga Girls' impossibly
long legs ran derriere-lessly into their waists; their ample breasts spread irrationally
far across their chests; and even eighteenth-century period drag clung to their bodies
like the wet peploi-togas of Hellenistic marble goddesses. Just as Ingres' Odalisques
would be unable to stand upright had they been born flesh-and-blood with such
grotesquely erotic figural contortions, so Vargas' anatomical exaggerations of the
female figure would have been downright monstrous on a real woman.
Adding to the Varga Girls' unsettling perfection was Vargas' airbrush technique.
With the controlled paint-sprays of the tool, Vargas held enormous control over the
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subtleties that the artist chose to heighten their look. With
the same instrument used to paint the flawlessly gleaming
finishes of American roadsters and coupes, Vargas
conjured up lemon meringue blondes with bodies just as
steely and dangerous as anything rolling off the assembly
lines in Dearborn and Detroit. In contrast, details such as
eyes, lips, feet and hands were meticulously rendered by
Vargas with extra-fine sable brushes that lifted the
subjects' gazes, gestures, and accessories forcefully off the
page. Engaging the viewers with their forward, even
predatory gazes and beckoning gestures while distancing
them with the shimmering solidity of their impossible
figures and spectral surroundings, they seemed to entice,
but not to invite. Aggressively contemporary and sexual,
yet pointedly inaccessible and grotesquely feminine, the
Varga Girls became to Esquire readers an icon which
embodied the danger and power of an alluringly
untouchable, modern female sexuality.
Within the first year of Esquire's Varga Girls, they had
begun to find their own identity. The magazine dropped
the Petty-esque gag-line jabs at the gatefold girls and
replaced them with the adulatory verse of Phil Stack,
constructing the Girls as women to be worshiped, not
ridiculed. As early as October 1941, one month before the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, Vargas' pin-ups and Stack's
paeans served not only to praise the Varga Girls' beauty,
but to give them a "voice" as the patriotic ideal of
American womanhood. Previously in Esquire, Petty's
military women had been represented as charming girls
playing harmless "dress-up" in masculine drag. The Varga
Above :Esquire calendar,
Girls, on the other hand, posed in (granted, seductivelyJanuary 1942. Varga Girl
amended) costumes and accessories of the armed forces,
Then in order:
learning drills and semaphore, highly sexualized yet
July 1941 Petty Girl gatefold
Esquire calendar, April 1945. pointedly active women clothed in and usurping male
Varga Girl.
power. As such, from early on Vargas associated the pinEsquire calendar, April 1944. ups with the American war effort.
Varga Girl.
Needless to say, WWII soldiers took just as strong a
liking to the Varga Girls as the Girls had to Allied mobilization. After the American
involvement in the war, the military demand for Vargas pin-ups was such that from
1942 to 1946 Esquire printed nine million copies of the magazine "without
advertisements and free of charge" and sent them to American troops stationed
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Nose Art Paintings after Varga Girl pin-ups, from WWII aircraft

overseas and in domestic military bases, often with extra, specially-designed Varga
Girls prepared specifically for these "Military Editions." Swept up in the context of
the "good fight," the Varga Girls were no longer the monthly centerfold that spiced
up reading in the pre-war study or breakfast table, but a liaison to the homefront
and a metaphor for the American girl. Bob Hope summed up the Varga Girls'
overwhelmingly strong connection with American GIs when he proclaimed: "Our
American troops are ready to fight at the drop of an Esquire" 6
Nowhere was the Varga Girls' role in this capacity more prevalent than in their
various appropriations by the American military troops. They hung alongside photos
of friends, mom, and F.D.R. in both the barracks and the officers' quarters and graced
the inside walls of tanks and planes. Significantly, the most common and most
recognized appropriation of the Varga Girls was the nose art of WWII bombers.
Paralleled to the ship-prow female figures of South Pacific and Viking sailing vessels,
these pin-up images on American planes can be viewed similarly as images of cultural
identification, and symbolic of cultural views of female sexuality thus represented
as powerful and dangerous.7 In the use of contemporary pin-ups in such a context to
serve as a sort of troop "protectress" the genre effectively reversed the traditional
roles of male/protector, female/protected. As Elaine Tyler-May notes of the
association of the pin-up's aggressive sexuality with these generally male-identified
implements of destruction (and liberation), such nose-art imagery also parallels these
representations of pointedly contemporary female sexuality with danger and
strength, further underscoring the power with which the genre and modern women
so represented became invested during wartime.8
So associated, it comes as no surprise that the Varga Girls were far and away the
most frequently appropriated pin-ups used on bomber noses, considering that their
hyper- sexualized proportions and cultural affiliation with the United States made
her as easily reviled as alluring. In a specially-designed Varga Girl created for a U.S.
bomber squadron, she was a furious, scarlet-clothed war sprite that coaxed allied
missiles seeming to spring forth from beneath her skirt toward their targets. Who
better to shield those that wielded her image and destroyed her enemies than these
icy American Athenas?
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On the homefront, where women were strategizing their own day-to-day battles,
the Varga Girls were making a significant impression as well. Contrary to the popular
belief that pin-ups have historically been reserved for privileged consumption by
men, studies such as feminist historian Joanne Meyerowitz's recent research on the
genre demonstrate that since their inception pin-ups have frequently emerged in
contexts which encouraged their visibility to female viewers; and in the case of the
Second World War served as an increasingly acceptable ideal for women's sexual
self-representation.9 In the same issue as the first Varga Girl appeared an Esquire
reader-poll article which indicated that nearly three-quarters of the "gentlemen's
magazine" subscriptions were read by women, for whom the magazines illustrations
were the number one attraction.10 Although the male appropriation of pin-ups for
nose art led to their being viewed then as now as nearly a pre-requisite for bombers,
the genre was further removed from the realm of privileged male viewing, because
of the proliferation of magazine pictorials and G.I. photos that were distributed on
the homefront, and the pin-up impressed into the consciousness and culture of
American women. In fact, one quarter of Vargas' fan mail at Esquire was from women
asking not just for advice on how they could emulate the Varga Girls' style, but how
they could get into a career as pin- up illustrators.11
As Meyerowitz notes, the wartime signification of the pin-up as a dangerous
feminine force was not lost on the women who analyzed the genre. In fact, Meyerowitz
cites the Esquire v. Frank C. Walker, Postmaster General case as exemplary of this
fact. In 1943, Esquire's second-class mailing privileges were revoked due to what the
Postmaster General decreed was the Varga Girls' legally pornographic ("obscene,
lewd, and lascivious character") status.12 Contesting the Postmaster's decision, both
Esquire and the U.S. government called a series of female witnesses to testify as to
their perspectives on the pin-ups' "decency." While the women were varied on their
perspectives on the propriety and ubiquity of such brazen displays of female sexuality
in popular culture, Meyerowitz notes that in the testimonies of all women both in
favour of and against the Varga Girl features the genre's subjects were viewed as
"active subjects luring men, not as victims of the male gaze." 13 It is with this in mind
that I would like to note that, as Vargas' mail-bag suggests, for young women on the
homefront, the pin-up eventually became the model for many of these women's selfrepresentations; not coincidentally, during an era in which women were arguably,
for the first time in American history encouraged by both political and cultural forces
to develop an awareness of their roles as economic, productive and sexual agents.
With the pool of male workers drained from the labour force, government and
labour efforts forcefully promoted the notion that it was not only fashionable, but
downright necessary for women to enter the work force in the wartime era. During
the war, women on the homefront had learned to perform many roles that years,
even months, earlier had been deemed beyond their physical and mental capabilities.
Similarly, with their wartime introduction to an integrated public sphere, women
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Three images from Annie Sprinkle's Post Modern Pin-ups: Pleasure Activist Playing Cards series (1995)

were faced with a rude awakening as to the power and problems that their sexuality
posed in relations with their male counterparts in the previously male-dominated
industrial and military forces.14 The new found confidence instilled in many young
women by their socially-sanctioned entrance into the work force, paired with the
necessary sexual awareness of women that developed during WWII, allowed women
to construct a new female image that reconciled traditional elements of beauty and
glamour with new attributes of strength, independence, and bravery.15
In the WWII constructions of the pin-up ideal, as epitomized by Esquire's Varga
Girl, women were almost invariably depicted with and celebrated for their sexually
aggressive and self-aware poses, engaging the viewer with a direct gaze that
underscored the subject's confident sexuality. And, as the Varga Girl had long
associated herself with not only the war movement but trends in contemporary
female issues and identity, the era also saw the Varga Girl shaped by the same new
factors which affected the lives of their "real" counterparts in the public sphere: by
1946, through pin-ups, calendars, and propagandistic Allied posters, Varga Girls had
joined the WAVES, the WAACs and the War Bond effort. As such, the pin-up genre
provided a model through which women could construct themselves as the new image
of the contemporary homefront woman: at once both conventionally feminine and
transgressively aware of her own power and potential for agency on levels both
personal and political. Furthermore, it can be argued that the Varga Girls' icy,
controlled presence seemed the perfect stance to emulate for a nation of young
women looking to assert this new-found sense of awareness and control over their
own sexuality. By literally turning themselves into Varga Girls through selfportraiture, homefront women also found a method for supplanting their images
and modern identity overseas in place of these fantasy pin-ups appropriated by
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American soldiers. In fact, so popular was the
genre as a mode for homefront women's selfportraiture, eventually, as Robert Westbrook
notes in his essay on the role of women's images
in the Second World War, homemade pin-ups
circulated overseas as widely as published
imagery.16
The context of these hometown female
appropriations of the Varga Girl seems to
provide both a parallel and an inspiration for the
recent feminist appropriation of the selfportrait pin-up. Considering the effects of the
dramatic change in the homefront climate after
the return of soldiers from overseas, and the
backlash against the sexually-aggressive and
Right: Ann Magnuson The Revenge of economically self-sufficient women which the
the Vargas Pinup Girl in Paper Magazine war had created, it is no surprise that the Varga
Oct. 1992
Girl,and these same qualities she represented,
faded in the postwar era.17 In her heyday, however, the Varga Girl was established as
an untouchable idol of female power and danger for men seeking a protective banner
under which to shield themselves form the horrors of war. For women, she embodied
the ideal of independence and sexual self-awareness that American women were
themselves discovering in their shifting roles and identity on the homefront.
However, in this role as a war goddess, the Varga Girl's impact on American
culture happily appears to have outlasted the women's war effort and its subsequent
backlash. Appropriating not only the style but a popular distributive medium of
Esquire's Varga Girl series, Annie Sprinkle and Katharine Gates' Post-Modern PinUps playing card deck borrows both the sexually-aggressive poses and comfortable
conflation of femininity and power of the WWII-era pin-ups they emulate. Moreover,
in Sprinkle’ and Gates’ appropriation of the pin-up, their choice of subjects whose
careers (ranging from professors to Elvis Im-puss-inators) and activism blatantly
underscore the feminist potential of the genre as defined by Vargas' work.
In an even more direct reference to the pin-ups, Ann Magnuson's Revenge of the
Vargas Pin-Up Girl finds the artist transformed into a Varga Girl, but turns the airbrush
gun the medium through which Vargas created his fantastical women back onto the
world. Magnuson's implication that the tools of the pin-up's male author, in the hands
of his dangerous creation, are so easily turned against any "objectifying" motives is a
virtual metaphor for many feminist readings and appropriations of pin-up imagery.
Constructing the transgressive, yet controlled, image of the pin-up as
everywoman, capable of extraordinary confidence, patriotism and sexual power, the
Varga Girl transformed the genre away from its former representation of the morally
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corrupt and socially marginal female. As such, the Varga Girl, as well as the modern
understanding of the pin-up which she has helped define, can be interpreted as an
image of womanhood which embodies both the normally denied plurality and
contradictions of female sexuality, and an era in American history in which such an
unstable identity was accepted and celebrated. As such, the simultaneous
glorification of conventional femininity and the unruly potential of subversively
self-aware female sexuality that the Varga Girl established within the pin-up genre
can be read as a substantial inspiration to feminists utilizing the genre to explore
the shades of female identity between the boundaries of tradition and transgression.
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DasZentrumfurKunstundMedientechnologie(ZKM)inKarlsruhe,
DeutschlandÜberlegungenzuausgewähltenWerkenvon
KünstlerInnenimMuseumfürNeueKunstundimMedienmuseum
Angelika Beckmann
Die Institution “ZKM”
Im Oktober 1997 wurde in Karlsruhe mit der "Multimediale 5" das Zentrum für
Kunst und Medientechnologie (ZKM) eröffnet, das nach langen Jahren des Aufbaus
und der Improvisation sein Domizil in einem riesigen, denkmalgeschützten
Hallenbau mit 17.000 qm Nutzfläche bezogen hat. Der atmosphärisch dichte
Industriebau, in dem früher Kriegsmunition und Haushaltsgeräte produziert worden
waren, ist geschickt für die gewandelte Nutzung umgebaut worden, wobei die
Ergänzungen respektvollen Abstand zur alten Bausubstanz wahren. Ein Studioturm,
der höchsten technischen Anforderungen genügt, wurde als Neubau vor den
Hallenkomplex gesetzt. Das Medientheater wurde als "Black Box" innerhalb einer
der zehn Lichthöfe installiert und war während der Multimediale bereits
Veranstaltungsort für zahlreiche Podiumsdiskussionen und Uraufführungen.
Der Gründungsrektor des ZKM, Heinrich Klotz, titulierte das neue
Medienzentrum bei der Eröffnung selbstbewußt und in wissentlicher Anmaßung
als "digitales Bauhaus". Der Brückenschlag vom "historischen" Bauhaus in Weimar
und Dessau, das voller Kraft und Euphorie daran gearbeitet hatte, die Künste
allumfassend mit der Industrietechnologie zu vereinen, zum heutigen multimedial
vernetzten Medienzentrum, gelingt jedoch nicht bruchlos. Die
Kommunikationstechnologie determiniert die heutige gesellschaftliche Realität und
die Arbeitswelt bereits in einem solchen Ausmaß, daß die "Medienkunst" zumeist wenn auch in subversiver oder innovativer Verwendung der Medientechnologie eher reflexiv auf soziokulturelle Phänomene reagiert, als ihrerseits auf den
praktischen Nutzwert und Ruckfluß des kreativen künstlerischen Potentials ins
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Wirtschaftsleben abzuheben. Dennoch wurde die Ansiedlung des ZKM in Karlsruhe
von kommunalpolitischer Seite mitgetragen, um die "Technologieregion Karlsruhe"
zu fördern und durch die Zusammenarbeit mit der Technischen Universität und
dem (Kern-) Forschungszentrum einen Innovationsschub und größere
wirtschaftliche Attraktivität zu erzielen. Die Kosten der Aufbauphase betrugen für
die Stadt Karlsruhe etwa 160 mio DM. Die jährlichen Betriebskosten werden bei
etwa 16 mio DM liegen, die zu 50 % vom Bundesland Baden-Württemberg getragen
werden.
Sammlungsbestände und ZKM-lnstitute, Mediatheken
Seit 1989 sind in den Instituten des ZKM zahlreiche Werke produziert worden,
von denen einige sich heute im Besitz des ZKM befinden. Nach fast zehn Jahren
Ankaufstätigkeit sind nun etwa 200 Werke des Museums für Neue Kunst in einer
Auswahlpräsentation zu sehen. Das Medienmuseum präsentiert etwa vierzig
mediale Werke, die zum Großteil in den 90er Jahren entstanden. Auf den seit 1989
im zweijährigen Turnus vom ZKM ausgerichteten "Multimedialen" waren
Sammlungsbestandteile z.T. bereits als Vorboten des "museum in progress" gezeigt
worden. Die "Multimediale 5" anläßlich der ZKM- Eröffnung umfaßte neben
Aufführungen, Diskussionen und Künstlergesprächen im Nachtcafé die
Sonderschau "Current" mit aktuellen ZKM-Produktionen. Unter ihnen beeindruckte
vor allem Simon Pennys interaktives Environment "Fugitive" (1997) und das im
jährlichen Turnus herausgegebene CD-ROMagazin interaktiver Kunst, "artintact",
von dem nun vier Ausgaben vorliegen. Die aufwendige, wegweisende Koproduktion
"Configuring the Cave" von Jeffrey Shaw, Agnes Hegedüs, Leslie Stuck und ihrem
Programmierer Bernd Lintermann gehörte ebenfalls zu den "Current"-Exponaten.
Sie wurde in der CAVE des Fraunhoferinstituts in Stuttgart realisiert, das über einen
Shuttle- Dienst zu erreichen war.
Generell setzt sich das ZKM aus drei Nutzungsbereichen zusammen. Am Institut
für Bildmedien, das vom australischen Medienkünstler Jeffrey Shaw geleitet wird,
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und dem Institut für Musik und Akustik, dem der deutsche Musikwissenschaftler
Johannes Goebel vorsteht, können KünstlerInnen innovative Projekte auf höchstem
technischem Niveau realisieren. Die Produktionen können durch Projektstipendien
vom ZKM unterstützt werden. Bereits seit der Aufbauphase des Medienzentrums
waren kontinuierlich GastkünstlerInnen in Karlsruhe tätig. Jeffrey Shaw hat darauf
hingewiesen, daß - von den realisierten Projekten einmal abgesehen - zudem ein
befruchtender Austausch zwischen Gastkünstlern und den Studenten der
angegliederten Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG) beabsichtigt ist.1 Einem
interessierten Publikum stehen ferner eine Bibliothek zur Kunst des 20.
Jahrhunderts mit 20 000 Einheiten sowie eine Mediathek mit einer umfassenden
Sammlung von Musik-, Video- und Filmdokumenten zur Verfügung. Diese können
individuell an speziellen Hör- und Sehplätzen abgerufen werden. Die
Audiosammlung umfaßt gegenwärtig etwa 12 000 Titel, vor allem elektroakustischer
Musik, während zur Geschichte der Videokunst gegenwärtig 500 Einzeltitel mit einer
Laufzeit von 120 Stunden vorliegen.
Unter dem Dach des ZKM sind in enger Nachbarschaft zwei Museen vereint, das
von Heinrich Klotz geleitete Museum für Neue Kunst und das Medienmuseum unter
Leitung von Hans-Peter Schwarz. Das Museum für Neue Kunst umfaßt
zeitgenössische Kunst von etwa 1970 bis heute, wobei bewußt die traditionellen,
nicht "animierten" Bildgattungen Malerei, Zeichnung, Skulptur und künstlerische
Fotografie einbezogen wurden, um die Fundamente und die Medienvielfalt heutigen
künstlerischen Schaffens zu verdeutlichen. Es bietet, z. T. mit Rekonstruktionen,
etwa Andor Weiningers elektromechanischer Bauhausbühne von 1926, einer heute
schon fast antiquiert wirkenden Galerie von computergenerierten Hologrammen
Dieter Jungs von 1987/89 (!) und Klassikern früher Videoskulptur, etwa von Nam
June Paik und Shigeko Kubota, Traditionslinien zur inhaltlichen und technischen
Fortentwicklung der Medienkünste an. Bei den dort versammelten Exponaten
handelt es sich, gemaß der Begriffsscheidung Söke Dinklas, in erster Linie um
objekthafte Medieninstallationen im Gegensatz zu raumumschließenden
Environments.2 Die BetrachterInnen können bei einigen Werken des Museums für
Neue Kunst allenfalls über ihre physische Präsenz reaktive Mechanismen der
Kunstwerke auslösen. Sie finden aber noch keine Angebote für eigengestalterische
Interventionen vor, um die sich das Medienmuseum aktiv bemüht. Die Übergänge
zum "interaktiveren" Medienmuseum sind in Exponaten wie Präsentation
gleichwohl fließend, zumal hier die Traditionslinien eines massiven Medien
"bombardements" reflektiert werden. Das schließt bild- und symbolträchtige Arbeiten
ein, die auch auf die deutsche Geschichte rekurrieren. Ein Werk benutzt als quasi
skulpturalen Rahmen einen Flak-Scheinwerfer als "Bildgeber", mit dem im Dritten
Reich Albert Speers "Lichtdom" in den Himmel projiziert wurde. Im Medienmuseum
wurden von KunstlerInnen Werke eigens für das ZKM geschaffen, deren interaktive
Benutzerstrukturen und sogar inhaltlichen Themenkomplexe im Dialog mit Hansn.paradoxa online issue no.6 March 1998
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Peter Schwarz entwickelt wurden. Ferner bietet eine Präsentation mit didaktischen
und technikhistorischen Elementen auch einen Rückblick auf eine Generation von
Video- und Computerspielen an. Sie ist nicht unumstritten, zumal auch das
gewaltverherrlichende Programm "DOOM" mit aufgenommen wurde.3
Werke von KünstlerInnen am ZKM
Die Sammlungen des ZKM beinhalten in beachtlichem Umfang Werke von
Künstlerinnen, wenngleich die Anteile in den verschiedenen künstlerischen Sparten
sehr ungleich verteilt sind. In den traditionellen Sparten Malerei und Skulptur und
sogar der Fotografie sind nur vereinzelt weibliche Positionen vertreten. Bei einer
Sammlungspolitik, die sich im Kern auf zeitgenössische deutsche Kunst konzentriert
und sie durch ausgewählte internationale Werke ergänzt, sind empfindliche Lücken
vorzufinden. Gerade in Malerei und Fotografie sind oft keine Spitzenwerke oder aber
kleinere Formate angekauft worden, so daß Künstlerinnen in diesen Gattungen nur
marginal vorzukommen scheinen, was nicht den Tatsachen entspricht. Lediglich ein
installatives Werk Rosemarie Trockels, "A Lady at her Toilet" (1991), wurde vom ZKM
erworben. Um weitere Arbeiten Trockels oder etwa Cindy Shermans zu sehen, können
die Besucher jedoch die benachbarte Städtische Galerie aufsuchen, die im südlichsten
der zehn Lichthöfe im Hallenbau beheimatet ist. Sie verfügt mit der Kölner Sammlung
Garnatz über eine seit den 70er Jahren gewachsene, Kollektion zeitgenössischer
Malerei und Fotografie, die bedeutende Werkkomplexe von Trockel, Katharina Fritsch
und insbesondere Marlene Dumas beinhaltet. 4
Bei den medialen Installationen ändert sich dies grundlegend, z.B. ist die Belgierin
Marie-Jo Lafontaine mit mehreren großen Videoskulpturen präsent, einzelne Arbeiten
von Ulrike Rosenbach, Maureen Connor, Franziska Megert und der bereits genannten
Shigeko Kubota wurden angekauft. Im Medienmuseum nehmen künstlerische
Positionen von Frauen mit Werkgruppen der Australierin Jill Scott, die seit Jahren am
ZKM künstlerisch tatig ist, der ZKM-Gastkünstlerin Agnes Hegedüs und der
Amerikanerin Lynn Hershman eine ungleich prominentere Stellung ein. 5
Die häufig gestellte Frage nach prozentualen Anteilen oder einer Frauenquote
ist freilich nicht Thema dieses Beitrags.6 Im folgenden werde ich vielmehr einige
wichtige künstlerische Positionen von Künstlerinnen vorstellen, die am ZKM Werke
produziert haben oder in den Sammlungen vertreten sind. Hierbei sollen die meisten
Gattungen zumindest schlaglichtartig berührt werden und auch das Problem der
interaktiven Qualitäten innerhalb und außerhalb medialer Kunstwerke
angesprochen werden.
Klangräume - Lichtphänomene - Copy-Ornamente
Sabine Schäfer, Michaela Kölmel und Margret Eicher
Anlaßlich der Eröffnung des ZKM wurden zwei Auftragswerke für großes
Lautsprecherensemble der Karlsruher Komponistin und Medienkünstlerin Sabine
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Schäfer (Jg. 1957) uraufgeführt, "Sonic Opening" und "Topophonie Nr. 4". Schäfer
produziert seit mehreren Jahren Raumklang-lnstallationen für mehrgliedrige
Lautsprecher- Konfigurationen. Es handelt sich dabei nicht um das Abspielen von
Tonkonserven als "Playback" einer im Studio produzierten Aufnahme, sondern um
inszenierte, live erlebbare Raumklangenvironments. Der Informatiker Sukandar
Kartadinata entwickelte für Sabine Schäfer im Rahmen des gemeinsamen
Entwicklungsvorhabens der "TopoPhonien" eine Software, mit der die Komponistin
ohne komplizierte Berechnungen differenzierte Raumklangbewegungen
programmieren kann. 7 Per Computersteuerung können so Klangerzeugungsdaten
exakt mit den Klangbewegungen synchronisiert werden. Nach den
vorausberechneten Klangbewegungen werden die Klänge im Raum real
dreidimensional bewegt. Das hierzu erforderliche Mischpult, der "Topoph 24", wurde
in Kooperation der Technischen Universität Karlsruhe und dem ZKM von Sukandar
Kartadinata entwickelt und gebaut. 8
Sabine Schäfer hat nach einem
klassischen Kompositionsstudium bei
Wolfgang Rihm 1984-1991 in der
Musikformation "Panta Rhei", die sie
mit dem Karlsruher Musiker Helmut
Bieler-Wendt begründete, Erfahrungen
im Bereich von Liveperformances
gesammelt. Seit 1991 komponiert sie für
3 D-Klanginstallationen und hat vor
allem in der Anfangszeit von ihrer
engen Kooperation mit dem ZKMSabine Schäfer Klaugskulptor Horbild UA
lnstitut für Bildmedien profitiert, wo
Berliner Festwochen, 1995
z.B. Hens Breet Lichtinszenierungen
und -objekte für Schäfers Raumklang-kompositionen entwickelte. Im Badischen
Kunstverein Karlsruhe wurden 1992 ihre "TopoPhonicZones", "sound warp", "lines
between" und "LOST" uraufgeführt. Hens Breet entwarf dazu die Objektinstallation
"The Fruits of Columbus", Werner Cee realisierte zwei weitere Lichtobjekte, so daß
im Zusammenspiel mit Schäfers Raumklangkompositionen ein synergetisches,
ganzheitliches Ereignis erzielt wurde. 9
In ihren begehbaren Raumklangenvironments bezieht sich Sabine Schäfer auf
die architektonischen Gegebenheiten am Aufführungsort. Im Langhaus der
spätgotischen Heiliggeistkirche in Heidelberg realisierte sie 1993 das Werk "The
Spiritual Location of Sound", das den BesucherInnen beim Durchschreiten der
Hallenkirche multiperspektivische Höreindrucke vermittelt.10
1994-95 entwickelte Sabine Schäfer ihre Komposition "Tableau 1-111" für ein
skulpturales "Hörbild". Elf Lautsprecher sind in Form eines Unendlichkeitszeichens
(eine liegende 8) in eine frei im Raum stehende Klangwand eingelassen, so daß ihre
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Klangfarbenkompositionen Bewegungen in der Fläche vollführen können.11 Die
Komponistin arbeitet auf dem Gebiet der digitalen Klangkunst mit Natur- und
Umweltgeräuschen sowie mit Klängen der menschlichen Stimme und
Instrumentalklangfarben, die gesampelt werden. Sie generiert auch völlig neue
Klangfarben, die sie auf mikrotonalen Skalen anordnet. Sabine Schäfer verfugt heute über
ein eigenes Ton- und Produktionsstudio, aber ihre ersten Raumklang Produktionen konnte
sie nicht zuletzt aufgrund der technischen Unterstützung des ZKM realisieren. 12
Michaela Kölmel (Jg. 1956) studierte an der Staatlichen Kunstakademie Karlsruhe
bei Hiromi Akiyama. Sie konzentrierte sich bald auf dreidimensionale Arbeiten,
wobei sie die Relation von Außen- und Innenraum besonders interessiert. Indem sie
Objekte in den Raum setzt, verändert sich der Raum auf charakteristische Weise.
Hierbei müssen die BetrachterInnen einen aktiven Part übernehmen. Die statische
Natur ihrer ortsbezogenen Installationen ist an das bewegte Element einer
transitorischen Wahrnehmung gekoppelt, ebenso wie die Lichtverhaltnisse von
Tages- und Kunstlicht das Erscheinungsbild der Werke mitgestalten. Auf der
"MultiMediale 2" des ZKM, die 1991 auf dem Gelände einer aufgegebenen OpelWerkstatt ausgerichtet wurde, realisierte sie gemeinsam mit Karlheinz Bux eine
Rauminstallation in den ehemaligen Auto-Waschstanden. 13 Sie perforierten eine
Doppelwand mit nutenähnlichen Einschnitten, die gegeneinander versetzt waren,
so daß durch die Schlitze nur dann Tageslicht wahrgenommen werden konnte, wenn
in der Betrachterperspektive die Einkerbungen der zwei Raumschalen
deckungsgleich waren. Beim Abschreiten der eingenuteten Wand blitzten die
Lichtstrahlen analog zur menschlichen Bewegung und Position im Raum durch die
"Sehschlitze". Weitere räumliche Interventionen nahmen Michaela Kölmel und
Karlheinz Bux mit Metallrohren aus Aluminium und Kupfer vor, die "Sehschneisen"
in angrenzende Räume eröffneten, die paradoxerweise aber oftmals flächige,
bildhafte Ansichten hervorbrachten. Objekthafte Arbeiten mit Kupferrohren und
hochglanzpolierten Edelstahlplatten sind - auch als ortsbezogene Installationen –
für Michaela Kölmel charakteristisch. Das ZKM kaufte ihr "Wandstück" (1994) an,
das die Künstlerin ursprünglich für die Orgelfabrik in Karlsruhe- Durlach konzipiert
hatte. In dem Ausstellungsraum einer ehemaligen Orgelfabrik füllte sie eine
Wandöffnung der Haupthalle mit etwa 2500 Kupferrohren bündig aus, so daß eine
Binnenstruktur ähnlich einer großen Bienenwabe entstand. 14 Je nach Standpunkt
der BetrachterInnen diesseits oder jenseits einer Lichtquelle verändert sich das
Erscheinungsbild auf vielfältige Weise. Nah- und Fernsicht, direkte Einblicke oder
flache, schräge Perspektiven lassen die Kupferrohre entweder dumpf orange glühen,
in gleißenden Ringen aufleuchten oder aber scheinbar flächige, konzentrische Kreise
ausbilden, wobei die licht- und objektgebundenen Farben im Umfeld des Werks die
Seheindrücke entscheidend mitbestimmen.
Für die Präsentation im Foyer des ZKM wurde um Michaela Kölmels "Wandstück"
ein rahmenartiger Wandmantel gebaut, so daß die Kupferrohre wiederum bündig
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in einer Fassung sitzen. Leider war es nicht möglich, das Werk in einen
architektonischen Zusammenhang der Eingangssituation einzupassen, den das
Architekturbüro Schweger & Partner für den Eingang zur Lorenzstraße hin
konzipiert hatte. l5 Nun steht die Arbeit als isolierter Körper im rechten Winkel zum
Entree. Die BesucherInnen nehmen es beim Eintreten in das Foyer in transitorischer
Bewegung wahr. Das veränderliche Erscheinungsbild der Rohrwand, die
Geschlossenheit und Offenheit zugleich signalisiert, weckt Neugierde die auf die
potentiellen Seherlebnisse, die das "Wandstück" – wie oben beschrieben - bereithält.
Das doppelte Faszinosum eines dynamisierten Sehens, das sich anhand eines im
Kunstkontext ästhetisch "unbesetzten" Industrieprodukts vollzieht, weist auf das
interaktive Potential hin, das, die Aktivierung der BetrachterInnen vorausgesetzt,
auch statischen, skulpturalen Werken zu eigen sein kann.
Margret Eicher (Jg. 1955) studierte an der
Staatlichen Kunstakademie Düsseldorf bei
Schwegler und Sackenheim. In den 80er Jahren
realisierte sie gemeinsame Projekte und
Performances mit Fritz Eicher (Eicher &
Eicher). Seit 1991 ist sie in Ladenburg bei
Heidelberg tätig. Seit etwa 1985 arbeitet sie mit
dem Medium der Fotokopie an sogenannten
Copy-Collagen, welche die Künstlerin bis heute
bewußt ausschließlich rein manuell herstellt.
Ihre aus zahlreichen Einzelpartikeln
zusammengefügten Werke sind vom
technischen Gesichtspunkt her im
Computerzeitalter
mittlerweile
ein
Anachronismus. Per Desktop-Publishing ließe
Margret Eicher Nach Corporate Identity
sich die Vervielfältigung und Anordnung
II (1994) 300 x 275
kopierter Bildvorlagen viel perfekter, glatter
und schneller durchführen. Margret Eicher hält aber bewußt an Schere und Klebstoff
als antiquierten Arbeitsmitteln fest. Die Künstlerin möchte die unmittelbare
Kontrolle über ihre "Werkzeuge" behalten, schätzt aber zugleich die haptische
Qualität der geklebten Bildschichten mit den kleinen Abweichungen und
Unregelmäßigkeiten. Das zarte Papierrelief macht die Arbeiten körperhafter und
reflektiert die Fragilität und Vergänglichkeit des Mediums.
Margret Eicher verarbeitet in ihren Copy-Collagen unterschiedlichste Vorlagen.
In Antiquariaten, aber auch beim Durchblättern von Lifestyle-Magazinen oder
Architekturbüchern findet sie ihre Ausgangsmotive. Der Bogen ist vom antiken
Mäander über den Körperkult zu Beginn unseres Jahrhunderts bis hin zur heutigen
Parfumwerbung mit der Sympathieträgerin Paloma Picasso dabei weit gespannt.l6
Architekturgrundrisse spielen ebenfalls eine wichtige Rolle. Die gewählten Vorlagen
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verfremdet Eicher beim Kopiervorgang niemals. Sie benutzt das Kopiergerät in
seiner ursprunglichen Funktion. Durch das vielfache Kopieren - anfangs
schwarzweiß, in jüngster Zeit mitunter auch in Farbe - werden die Motive egalitär
vergröbert sowie gleichzeitig seriell vermehrt. Eicher ordnet das so gewonnene
Bilderkonvolut zu zeichenhaft-repetitiven Mustern an, die vordergrundig einen
ornamentalen Charakter annehmen. Paradoxerweise findet jedoch gleichzeitig eine
inhaltliche Transformation statt, indem die formalen Strukturen und strengen
Gerüste die inhaltliche Ausrichtung des Quellenmaterials quasi umpolen.
Das Medienmuseum des ZKM besitzt Eichers Copy-Collage "Nach Corporate
Identity II/2" (1994), der 1992 eine kleinformatige Werkserie gleichen Titels
vorausging. Das Werk besetzt ein knapp 9 qm großes Bildfeld, es gehört zu den raren
Exponaten der Abteilung, die zweidimensional sind und ohne MultimediaTechnologie auskommen. 17 Eicher hinterfragt in ihrer Arbeit jedoch gleichwohl den
Zustand der westlichen Industriegesellschaft, indem sie die Konflikte zwischen
Individuum und Massengesellschaft, die schon Siegfried Kracauer in seinen Essays
zum "Ornament der Masse"l8 thematisierte, bildhaft gestaltet. Hinzu kommt die
Problematik von Körperbildern und Herrschaftsmustern, die auch die ästhetische
Verführungskraft faschistischen Machtmißbrauchs einschließt. 1994 hat Margret
Eicher ihre Werkserie der "Corporate Identity" auch in die dritte Dimension überführt
und begehbare Rauminstallationen geschaffen. l9 Architektonische Insignien der
Macht, wie das (auch in Bauten des Dritten Reiches zitierte) antike Mäanderband
und der Grundriß eines utopischen Gefängnisentwurfs aus dem 18. Jahrhundert,
verzierten eine fragile Papierarchitektur. Von der Decke des Freiburger Kunstvereins
herabhängende Papierbahnen bildeten 1994 einen modellhaften Raum im Raum
aus. Im Binnengeviert durchflochten sich die Papierbahnen mit scheinbar endlosen
Reihen männlicher Akte bei der Körperertüchtigung.20 Die BesucherInnen konnten
den ideellen Raum durchschreiten, der widerstreitende Gefühle von Schönheit und
Schrecken auslöst. Im Kontext des Medienmuseums bekommt Eichers künstlerische
Strategie, ihr Umgang mit einer neuen Art sinnstiftenden und Wertordnungen
hinterfragenden Ornaments erstaunliche Virulenz.
Körper- Rollen - Transformationen
Ulrike Rosenbach, Franziska Megert, Marie-Jo Lafontaine, Ute Friederike Jürß
Ulrike Rosenbach (Jg.1943) gehört zu den Pionierinnen der Videokunst in
Deutschland. Sie studierte 1963 bis 1970 an der Staatlichen Kunstakademie in
Düsseldorf bei Joseph Beuys. Seit 1989 ist sie Professorin an der Hochschule der
Bildenden Künste Saar in Saarbrücken, sie lebt im Saarland und in Köln. Die
Künstlerin realisierte seit Beginn der 70er Jahre Live-Performances und
Videobänder, die sie zueinander in Bezug setzte. Zu ihren Themenkreisen gehört
die Reflexion über Frauenfiguren und weibliche Rollenbilder in der patriarchalen
Kulturgeschichte. Rosenbach untersuchte sie paradigmatisch, indem sie
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Frauenbilder in Kunstwerken und Vorstellungswelten von der antiken Mythologie
über die christliche Ikonographie bis zur neuzeitlichen Literaturgeschichte in ihren
Werken hinterfragte. 21 Rosenbach überlagerte beispielsweise bei ihren "Reflexionen
über die Geburt der Venus" 187678), einer 15-minutigen Videoperformance,
Botticellis Renaissancegemälde der schaumgeborenen Göttin auf einer
Muschelschale mit ihrer eigenen Körperbefindlichkeit. Die Künstlerin, auf deren
Leib das vergangene Weiblichkeits- und Schönheitsideal projiziert wurde, drehte
sich dabei um ihre eigene Achse, wobei visuelle Verschiebungen und eine
spannungsvolle emotionale Auseinandersetzung mit dem Idealbild zugleich
intendiert waren. 22 Das ZKM besitzt ein jüngeres Werk Ulrike Rosenbachs, die
Videoinstallation "Or-Phelia" (1987), die mit drei Monitoren in einem sargähnlichen
Gehäuse als Bodenarbeit konzipiert ist. 23 Rosenbach spiegelt in der Dreiteilung einer
etwa lebensgroßen Frauengestalt durch die Monitore den multiplen,
zusammengesetzten Charakter einer Kunstfigur, die sie aus Orpheus, Ophelia und
Undine konstruiert hat. Allen drei Gestalten ist der enge Bezug zum Element Wasser
zu eigen, welches die liegende Gestalt umspült und dabei auch immer wieder
transformiert. Der Verschmelzung des männlichen Orpheus aus der antiken
Mythologie mit der im Wahnsinn ertrinkenden Ophelia in Shakespeares "Hamlet"
wird noch die Wasserfrau Undine oder Melusine hinzugefügt. Ursula Frohne sieht
sie durch das Motiv der "unerfüllte[n] Liebessehnsucht" vereint: "Indem die drei
Gestalten verschiedenen Geschlechts und unterschiedlicher literarischer Herkunft
in Rosenbachs Installation auf assoziativer und sprachlicher Ebene miteinander
verschmelzen, demonstriert die Künstlerin ihre Hoffnung auf die Überwindung
postulierter oder bestehender Gegensätze und bringt zugleich die Integrität ihrer
kunstlerischen Persönlichkeit jenseits überkommener Rollenzuweisungen zum
Ausdruck."24
Franziska Megert (Jg.1950) thematisiert in ihren stelenhaften Videoskulpturen
ebenfalls in starkem Maße Körperlichkeit, Geschlechtergrenzen, Lebensalter und
die transformatorischen Übergänge zwischen Lebensphasen und multiplen
Befindlichkeiten. Die Künstlerin studierte zunächst 1971 bis 1978 Psychologie in
Bern und absolvierte 1979 bis 1980 Kurse für Film, Video und Fotografie an der
Staatlichen Kunstakademie Düsseldorf. Sie lebt in Bern und Düsseldorf. Bereits in
ihren Fotoserien der 80er Jahre arbeitete die KünstlerInnen mit Überblendungen
verschiedener Porträts, um die menschliche Physiognomie auszuloten. Diese
Vorgehensweise übertrug Megert auch auf ihre Videobänder. Die ersten
Videoinstallationen schuf sie 1984, in denen Megert sich, ähnlich wie Rosenbach,
mit Mythen, literarischen Gestalten und künstlerischen Gattungen
auseinandersetzt. In jüngster Zeit arbeitet die Künstlerin auch mit
Computeranimation. Das ZKM besitzt zwei Videoinstallationen von Franziska
Megert, "Das Spiel mit dem Feuer" (1989) und "Arachne-Vanitas" (1991). 25 Im formalen
Aufbau entsprechen die Werke einander: jeweils zwei Stelen mit je drei Monitoren
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Marie LaFontaine Les Armes
d'Acier ZKM, Karlsruhe

sind dialogisch aufeinander bezogen. Die elektronischen Stelen Übertragen jeweils
ein eigenes Bildprogramm und zeigen lebensgroße Aktfiguren, die
Transformationen durchlaufen. Im "Spiel mit dem Feuer" verwandeln sich ein
weiblicher und ein männlicher Körper mit allen Zwischenstationen der Androgynität
wechselseitig von Mann nach Frau zu Mann nach Frau, wobei die virtuellen Gestalten
aufeinander zu reagieren scheinen. Megert reflektiert die komplexen psychischen
Komponenten menschlicher Identitätsbildung, die männliche und weibliche Anteile
der Persönlichkeit einschließen. "Arachne-Vanitas" zeigt den Übergang von Jugend
zu Alter im Spiegel des antiken Mythos der Arachne, "die sich mit Athena messen
wollte und im Wettstreit mit der Göttin ein Gewebe gefertigt hat, das aus den
Liebesabenteuern der olympischen Götter gesponnen war. Athena rächte sich und
verwandelte die Lyderin in eine Spinne."26 Franziska Megert selbst schreibt über
ihren Umgang mit den elektronischen Bildern, der auch die Untersuchung der
Paradoxien von Materialität und Immaterialität einschließt: "Psychische Vorgänge
und elektronische Bilder haben in ihrer Struktur Gemeinsamkeiten ... In meiner
Arbeit beschäftige ich mich vorwiegend mit Gegensätzen, antagonistischen
Tendenzen und auch Paradoxien auf der Ebene von Beziehungsstrukturen und im
weiteren Sinne von Kommunikation."27
Die belgische Medienkünstlerin Marie-Jo Lafontaine (Jg.1950) ist im Museum
für Neue Kunst des ZKM am prominentesten mit mehreren großen Werken
vertreten.28 Sie studierte 1975 bis 1979 an der Ecole Nationale Supérieure
d'Architecture et des Arts "La Cambre" in Brüssel. 1980 begann sie ihre Arbeit mit
den Medien Fotografie und Videoinstallation.
Seit 1982 ist sie Professorin an der HfG in Karlsruhe, sie lebt in Brüssel. Die
monumentale Videoskulptur "Les Larmes d'Acier" (1987), deren Titel sich auf die
Bombenabwürfe im Zweiten Weltkrieg bezieht, die als "Stählerne Tränen" bezeichnet
wurden, ist Lafontaines bekanntestes Werk. 27 Monitore zeigen auf einer großen,
flimmernden Wand die Exerzitien moderner Helden, die sich im Bodybuilding-Studio
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stählen. Die skulpturale Form der "Fassung" selbst gleicht einem
überdimensionierten männlichen Torso mit breiten Schultern und kräftigen Armen,
ruft aber auch die sakrale Anmutung eines Flügelaltars mit breiter Schauseite
hervor, oder läßt an die profan-kommerziellen Monitorwände in Kaufhäusern
denken. Im Zusammenklang mit leidenschaftlichem Operngesang und orgiastischen
Trommelklängen wird eine erotische Stimmung aufgebaut und immer weiter
verstärkt, welche "das Exerzieren an der Maschine zu einem Surrogat des
Liebesaktes" geraten läßt. 29 Die implizierte Beziehungsstruktur zwischen den
BetrachterInnen und dem sich selbstquälerisch den gesellschaftlichen Körper- und
Schönheitsidealen unterwerfenden Mann ist diejenige der Adoration. Lafontaine
veranschaulicht in diesem Werk, daß die Vorbildfunktion männlicher, sich
aufopfernder Leitbilder von der christlichen Religion über die Rassenideologie des
Dritten Reiches bis zum heutigen, kommerzialisierten Starkult verschiedene Seiten
einer Medaille darstellt, daß in Kult und Ritus Urbedürfnisse der Menschen befriedigt
werden. Die Künstlerin schafft durch die zeitlich versetzte Ausstrahlung der
ornamenthaft vervielfältigten Videobänder eine hochemotionalisierte
Choreographie, deren Reize verführerisch sind und die manipulativen Gefahren der
medialen ästhetisierung augenfällig machen.
Die "Sizilianische Eröffnung" (1987/92) Lafontaines besteht aus drei thematisch
aufeinander bezogenen Videoinstallationen, "Hahnenkampf", "Schachspiel" und
"Beerdigung".30 Die Monitorwände der einzelnen Beitrage sind im rechten Winkel
zueinander auf Sockeln konzipiert und weisen z.T. skulpturale Ergänzungen auf
etwa eine Reihe von Gitterstaben vor den Videobändern des "Hahnenkampfes", der
z.Zt. im ZKM als Einzelarbeit ausgestellt ist. Die Themen Lafontaines sind wiederum
Ritual, Tod, Eros, deren Konfliktpotential im Geschlechterkampf.
Ute Friederike Jürß (Jg. 1962) gehört der jüngsten Generation von KünstlerInnen
an, die mit Fotografie und Video arbeiten. Sie studierte 1985 bis 1990 bei Daniel
Spoerri an der Akademie für Bildende Künste in München. Neben einer Tätigkeit
als Bühnenbildnerin übernahm sie 1992 bis 1993 einen Lehrauftrag an der HfG in
Karlsruhe, sie lebt in München und New York. Auf der MultiMediale 3 zeigte sie ihre
Installation "Kinder" (1993). 31 In einer seriellen Installation reihte die Künstlerin
auf dem Boden alternierend Kinderwagen-Skelette und Monitore aneinander, die
Filmaufnahmen von Kindern aus der Medienberichterstattung zeigten. Jürß ließ
die gleichen Bilder schweigender, schreiender, von Kriegserlebnissen gezeichneter
Kinder von zeitlich versetzt beginnenden Videobändern ablaufen, so daß im variablen
Ablauf kein zeitliches Nacheinander und keine entsprechenden inhaltlichen
Kausalketten gebildet werden können.
In ihrer Arbeit "Hautrelief" (1995), die das ZKM erwarb, beschäftigt sich Jürß mit
dem Thema von Alter, Vergänglichkeit, mit dem rätselhaft abstrahierenden
Detailblick der Kamera, der Veränderungen und Verfremdungen gegenüber der
unmittelbaren Wahrnehmung des Menschen bewirkt.32 Vom Inneren eines
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verspiegelten Kubus aus projiziert Jürß einen stummen Schwarzweiß-Film, der
elegante, aber schwerfällige Bewegungen eines ledrigen Faltengebirges zeigt.
Niemals wird das Lebewesen in seiner Gesamtkontur mit Umgebungsraum
gezeigt, aber nach einer Weile läßt sich erschließen, daß das Videoband
Unterwasseraufnahmen einer alten Wasserschildkröte zeigt. Im
Verfremdungseffekt der Grautöne erhält das Hautrelief plastische Qualitäten,
der ästhetische Reiz tritt zutage. Jürß reflektiert in der poetisch-stillen Arbeit
den gesellschaftlichen Umgang mit dem Alter und dem Phänomen des Alterns,
die nicht selten mit geringer Wertschätzung und diskriminierenden,
ausgrenzenden Tendenzen konfrontiert sind. Die Bewegungen der Schildkröte
in extremer Nahsicht sind so nur durch die mediale Vermittlung zugänglich.
Zeitlupeneffekt und abstrahierender Farbverlust überhöhen im Zusammenspiel
den majestätisch-würdevollen Eindruck der Amphibie und erlauben
darüberhinaus Analogisierungen zum menschlichen Körper und seinen
Befindlichkeiten.
Identitätsfindung - Dialogstruktur- Wiederholungsmuster
Lynn Hershman - Jill Scott - Kirsten Geisler - Alba d' Urbano - Agnes
Hegedüs
- Anja Wiese
Lynn Hershman (Jg. 1941) gehört zu den PionierInnen der interaktiven
Medienkunst, die noch vor dem Gebrauch der Computertechnologie mit Hilfe
von Bildplatten Speicherung Ende der 70er Jahre Werke schufen, die ein
dialogisches Einbeziehen von BetrachterInnen anstrebten. Sie studierte 1959
bis 1963 an der Ohio University in Cleveland und 1964 an der University of
Berkeley in Kalifornien sowie 1970 bis 1972 an der San Francisco State
University. Nach einer Tätigkeit als Kunstkritikerin Anfang der 70er Jahre
gründete sie 1974 das "Floating Museum" für Projekte außerhalb etablierter
Kunstinstitutionen. 1984 bis
1989 war Hershman Direktorin
am Inter-Arts Center der San
Francisco State University, 1995
erhielt sie den Medienkunstpreis
des ZKM in Karlsruhe. Sie lebt in San
Francisco. Mitte der 70er Jahre
realisierte sie die PorträtPerformance"Roberta Breitmore"
(1975-78),dievondrei verschiedenen
Akteurinnen als fiktive Frauenfigur
verkörpert wurde.33 Mit einer Lynn Hershman Lorna
Schminkmaske entstand eine Interactive Videodisk installation (detail)
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neue Identität, deren gesteuerte "Aktivitaten" die Grenze zwischen Kunst und
Leben zu verwischen suchten, indem die Kunstfigur simulativ dem typischen
sozialen Leben der westlichen Welt nachging. 34
Das Medienmuseum des ZKM zeigt Hershmans Arbeit "Lorna" (1979-84), eine
der frühesten Videodisk-lnstallationen in der Geschichte der Medienkunst. 35 Wie
in "Roberta Breitmore" ist bei "Lorna" ein fiktives, aber bezeichnendes Frauenleben
Hershmans Thema. Wahrend die real-körperlichen Aktionen bei "Roberta Breitmore"
mimikryartig in die amerikanische Gesellschaft getragen wurden, ohne daß sie von
nicht Eingeweihten als offentliche Kunstaktionen hätten erkannt werden können,
führt "Lorna" eine virtuelle Existenz im Museums- und Ausstellungskontext.
Hershman hat eine Wohnzimmerecke mit verstreuten Habseligkeiten einer Frau
mittleren Alters ausstaffiert, dessen Zentrum ein TV-Gerät mit Fernbedienung ist.
Die BesucherInnen erhalten durch Zappen mit der Fernbedienung auf den
Fernsehkanälen Informationen zum Leben der Kunstfigur, wobei die Reihenfolge
der angewählten Ziffern den Handlungsverlauf bestimmt: Die vorm Fernseher
vereinsamte Frau, die seit Jahren ihre Wohnung nicht mehr verließ, wird sich
entweder aus der Isolation befreien, darin verharren, oder aber Selbstmord begehen.
Hershman speicherte für "Lorna" 36 kurze Filmsequenzen auf Videodisk, deren
Gesamtlänge 17 Minuten beträgt. Die "Dialogmöglichkeiten" sind bei diesem
technologischen Stand noch recht eingeschränkt, so daß der euphorische
Schlußkommentar - bei positivem Ausgang der Geschichte ("Congratulations. Your
decisions helped Lorna follow her dreams...") - die Einflußnahme der BenutzerInnen
als zu weitreichend darstellt. Aus heutiger Sicht überzeugt aber, wie Hershman den
technologischen Stand der 70er Jahre mit der zeitgleichen, beklemmenden
Befindlichkeit der Fernsehgesellschaft zur Deckung bringt. In späteren
Videodiskinstallationen wie "Deep Contact" (1989/90) hat die Künstlerin die
Interaktionsmöglichkeiten durch einen "Touch-Screen" erweitert, wobei die
Themenkomplexe von Privatheit und Öffentlichkeit, Voyeurismus und der Frau als
Sexualobjekt auch Hershmans neuesten Arbeiten bestimmen.
Die australische Medienkunstlerin Jill Scott (Jg.1952) gehört ebenfalls zu den
Pionierinnen multimedialer Werke mit interaktiven Konzeptionen. Jill Scotts Arbeit
wurzelt wie die von Hershman in den "site specific works" der 70er Jahre aüßerhalb
der angestammten Kunstinstitutionen.1970-74 studierte Scott in Melbourne Kunst,
Design und Pädagogik,1976-77 bildende Kunst und Kommunikation an der San
Francisco State University in Kalifornien.1982 bis 1991 war sie Professorin für
Multimedia und Performance an der University of New South Wales in Sydney. Seit
1993 ist Jill Scott Gastkünstlerin am ZKM in Karlsruhe und zudem Projektleiterin
des Interface-Designs am Medienmuseum. Sie lebt in Karlsruhe.
Jill Scott verknüpft in ihren interaktiven Arbeiten der 90er Jahre feministische
Positionen mit ihrem ausgeprägten Interessen den heutigen gesellschaftlichen
Realitäten, wobei sie vor allem die Determinanten weiblichen Lebens, Forschens
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und Kreativseins thematisiert. Das Medienmuseum des ZKM besitzt zwei große
Environments von Jill Scott. 36 "Frontiers of Utopia" (1995) kreist um das Leben von
acht Frauen dieses Jahrhunderts aus vier Generationen und allen Weltteilen. Die
BesucherInnen können in der Installation über zugeordnete Requisiten
umfangreiches, semidokumentarisches Filmmaterial zu den Frauengestalten
abrufen. Jill Scott ist dabei bestrebt, mit aufwendigem technischen Equipment den
BenutzerInnen individuelle, nichtlineare Pfade durch das Material anzubieten und
ihre eigene "Geschichte" zu erstellen. In dieser Hinsicht bricht Scott bewußt die
Gesetzmäßigkeiten des traditionellen Films mit seiner linearen, illusionistischen
Erzählstruktur. Die Künstlerin sieht ihre auf Exploration und analytische
Durchdringung ausgerichtete Darbietung des Materials in der Tradition von Brechts
epischem Theater. Diesen hochgesteckten Anspruch können ihre in der Bilder-,
Sprach- und Musikfülle auch einfach "konsumierbaren"
Installationen beim besten Willen nicht einlösen.37
siehe : n.paradoxa interview with Jill Scott (issue 2, 1997)
"Digital Body Automata" (1997) ist eine dreiteilige
Arbeit, mit der die Künstlerin die Menschheits- und
Technikgeschichte im Dreischritt von der Vergangenheit
über die Gegenwart in die Zukunft durchmißt. Die hinter
uns liegende "mechanische Transformation"38 hat Jill
Scott in einem kontemplativen Raum den Rahmen einer
japanischen Teezeremonie gegeben. Fünf mit
Berührungssensoren ausgestattete Skulpturen, die als
funktionale Gebilde aus den Bereichen des Körpers und
der Kulturtechniken stammen, etwa als Herz, Vase oder
Transistor gestaltet sind, geben beim Schließen des
Sensorenkreislaufes auf zugeordneten Monitoren kurze
Jill Scott Digital Body
Filmsequenzen frei. In ihnen werden Körperphantasien
Automata
und Alpträume zwischen Mensch und Maschine von Frankenstein bis zum modernen
Data Body visualisiert. Die Gegenwart ist laut Scott von der digitalen Transformation
bestimmt. Die Künstlerin hat versucht, die unsere Zeit prägende Erkundung des
Körpers in medizinischer und philosophischer Hinsicht in einem Environment mit
drei telephonzellenartigen Kabinen zu veranschaulichen, in denen durch
Filmanimationen navigiert werden kann. Die BenutzerInnen sind aufgerufen,
mittels Stellvertretern eine Reise durchs Körperinnere zu vollziehen, wobei zwei
Akteure und ein Animator "zusammenspielen" sollen. Während bei einfacherer
Handhabung interaktiven Kunstwerke, etwa per Joystick 39, erfolgreiche
Spielgemeinschaften entstehen (wie beim Ausstellungsrundgang im Karlsruher
ZKM zu erleben war), werden die BesucherInnen von Scotts Zellen durch lästiges
Telefongeklingel ihrer "Nachbarn" eher an einer konzentrierten Einlassung gestört,
ohne daß tatsächlich eine inhaltliche Kommunikation entstünde. Die Zukunft, für
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die Jill Scott molekuläre Transformationen als bestimmend vorhersieht, hat die
Australierin in einer Art Messekoje gefaßt, über die Marie Curie als sprechende
Roboterin wacht. Beim Durchschreiten der Koje lösen die BesucherInnen eine
Transformation der Filmbilder auf seitlich aufgestellten Monitoren aus, die Scott
als "elektronische Standbilder" konzipiert hat. 40 "Marie Curie" spricht bei
Annäherung von BesucherInnen Satzfetzen, die Gesichtspunkten von "Antialtern,
Klonen und Reproduktion"41 zugeordnet werden sollen. Der herausragenden Rolle
der Naturwissenschaftlerin, die zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts für ihre Leistungen
gleich zweimal den Nobelpreis erhielt 42, wird die animierte Puppe mit der
Ausstrahlung einer altjüngferlichen Hausangestellten jedoch in keiner Weise
gerecht. Paradoxerweise wirkt das Zukunftskabinett zudem altmodischer als das
innovativ umgesetzte historische Kapitel im fernöstlichen Teeraum.
Jill Scott hat ihr Thema, "die Erforschung der Sehnsucht nach Transformation
des menschlichen Körpers durch Technologie, und, die Auswirkungen, die die
Technologie möglicherweise auf die Gestaltung des menschlichen Körpers haben
wird" 43 zwar scharfsinnig umrissen. Die Vermittlung ihres ambitionierten Anliegens
ist aber gedanklich überfrachtet und förmlich im multimedialen Aufwand 44
steckengeblieben. Im grandiosen Scheitern ihrer opulenten Trilogie sind Chancen
und Gefahren der multimedialen Kunst exemplarisch greifbar. Hier wird die
Gratwanderung zwischen Anspruch, technischer Realisierung und Aufnahme durch
das Publikum, die ein solches Werk zu bestehen hat, als solche kenntlich.
Kirsten Geisler (Jg. 1949) studierte 1984-85 an der Vrije Academie in Den Haag
und 1991 an der Rijksacademie Amsterdam. Die deutsche Künstlerin entwickelt
Videoskulpturen und animierte Bildprojektionen. Sie lebt in Amsterdam. Das
Medienmuseum im ZKM zeigt ihre Arbeit "Who are you" (1996) 45, ein Bildpaar zweier
weiblicher Porträts, die zunächst die Tradition dynastischer Ahnengalerien oder
museal präsentierter Porträtmalerei in Erinnerung rufen. Die beiden Porträts von
Geisler sind jedoch weder gemalt noch stillstehend, sondern als Rückprojektionen
von Laserdisks bewegliche Filmbilder. Die einander ähnelnden jungen Frauen
blicken zunächst die BetrachterInnen an und wenden dann einander die Köpfe zu.
Schließlich kehren sie zur Frontalansicht zurück und sprechen die Frage "Who are
you?" aus. Bei genauerer Betrachtung zeigt sich, daß im linken Bildfeld eine
Realaufnahme abgespielt wird, im rechten Holzrahmen aber eine
computergenerierte Figur agiert.
Geisler hat die dialogische Situation, die sie mit der Frage nach dem Wesen der
Existenz verknüpft, formal bewußt einfach gestaltet. Sie besitzt aber höchste
Komplexität, zumal sie "reale" und virtuelle Realität miteinander verknüpft. Die
BesucherInnen sind gedanklich mit einbezogen, da das Verhältnis von Präsentation
und Repräsentation auch das eigene Dasein in der heutigen Medien- und
Konkurrenzgesellschaft ständig bestimmt. Die Künstlerin veranschaulicht zudem,
daß die ältesten Fragen zugleich die aktuellsten sind. "Es gibt nicht nur eine
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Wirklichkeit - wer ist Vorbild, wer Abbild, wer Urbild?"46
Alba d'Urbano (Jg. 1955) verknüpft in ihrem Werk ebenfalls die Frage von Identität
und Kommunikation, Medienbild und Selbstreflexion. D'Urbano studierte 1974-78
Philosophie an der Universität La Sapienza in Rom, von 1978 bis 1983 Malerei an
der Academie di Belle Arti in Rom und 1984-89 Visuelle Kommunikation an der
Hochschule der Künste in Berlin. 1995 übernahm die italienische Künstlerin den
Lehrstuhl für Computergrafik an der Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst in
Leipzig, wo sie auch lebt.
Ihre arbeit im Medienmuseum des ZKM heißt "Touch Me" (1995)47, eine
Aufforderung, welche die BesucherInnen wörtlich auffassen sollen. Ein Monitor auf
einem etwa lebensgroßen Sockel zeigt einen weiblichen Kopf, der dem Betrachter
direkt zugewandt ist. Während Kirsten Geisler das Sujet der Bildnismalerei für ihr
mediales Werk adaptierte, hat Alba d'Urbano die traditionelle Porträtbüste in eine
animierte, virtuelle Bildnisstele übersetzt. Wenn ein Mensch vor dem Monitor steht
und die Bildfläche mit Fingern berührt, löst sich das Filmbild an dieser Stelle auf.
Auge, Mund und Nase des realen Gegenübers, die von einer Videokamera
aufgezeichnet werden, treten an die Stelle des filmischen "Originals", so daß eine
Vermischung der realen und virtuellen Persönlichkeit im Monitorbild resultiert. Der
Monitor kann für die BetrachterInnen zum Spiegel werden, der einerseits zur
Selbstdarstellung herausfordert, aber auch die Diskrepanz zwischen eigener
Existenz, dem Selbstbild und den gesellschaftlichen, medialen Idealisierungen
aufdeckt. Das weibliche Porträt auf dem Bildschirm erinnert zudem an die
unnahbaren NachrichtensprecherInnen im Fernsehen. Die typische Einbahnstraße
der Informationswege vom Sender zum passiven Empfänger wird bei d'Urbano - auch
durch den Verzicht auf sprachliche Kommunikation - zumindest einmal gestoppt.
Daß eine beidseitige Kommunikation, wenn auch vorerst nur im mimischen
Ausdruck und dem physiognomischen Vergleich, zumindest denkbar wird, erfahren
die BesucherInnen, welche dem Appell "Touch Me!" tatsächlich nachkommen.
Agnes Hegedüs (Jg.1964) studierte 1985 bis 1988 Fotografie und Videokunst an
der Akademie für Angewandte Kunst in Budapest,1988-90 an der Minerva Academie
in Groningen.1990 nahm sie am Postgraduiertem Studium an der Stadelschule in
Frankfurt, Institut für Neue Medien, teil.1992 war sie als Gastkünstlerin am ZKM
in Karlsruhe tatig. Sie lebt in Karlsruhe. Nach ersten Videoarbeiten realisierte
Hegedüs interaktive Installationen, die sich mit kulturellen Konventionen und
Kommunikationsformen auseinandersetzen. Die Installation "The Fruit Machine"
(1991) realisierte Agnes Hegedüs als Gastkünstlerin am ZKM und entwickelte sie
für die MultiMediale 3 weiter. 48 Das Werk geht vom Vorbild amerikanischer "Slot
Machines" oder "einarmiger Banditen" aus, die in Spielhallen Gewinne ausschütten,
wenn die Spieler gleiche Bildsymbole in einer Reihe synchron stoppen können.
Hegedüs hat davon ausgehend eine Art von Geschicklichkeitsspiel entwickelt, das
räumliche Vorstellungsgabe sowie kooperatives Verhalten dreier an eigenen
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Joysticks operierenden Spieler verlangt. Drei räumlich gegeneinander verschobene
Segmente eines mit Bildmotiven besetzten, virtuellen, achteckigen Zylinders müssen
zusammengesetzt werden, bevor sich ein ebenfalls virtueller Geldregen aus diesem
modernen "Fullhorn" ergießt. Die Installation ist zielgerichtet und erfolgsorientiert
konzipiert und bedient sich damit der Methodik von Videospielen.
Hegedüs' großes "Memory Theater VR" (1997) 49 benutzt einen Rundbau von acht
Metern Durchmesser als Projektionsfläche virtueller Räume aus den vier
Himmelsrichtungen und Weltkreisen. Die Bildprojektion wird von BenutzerInnen
durch das Manövrieren einer 3D-Maus in einem Modellraum in der Mitte der Rotunde
gelenkt. Je nach räumlicher Position des kleinen Korpus und seiner Bewegungen
im Modell werden Wege durch Kinderzimmer oder Museumsräume eröffnet, wobei
sich die ungarische Künstlerin am historischen Modell des Archivs orientierte. Die
illusionistischen Projektionen in der Rotunde stehen in der Tradition der Panoramen
des 19. Jahrhunderts. Die BenutzerInnen finden jedoch kein feststehendes,
illusionistisches Bild vor, sondern - genügend Erfahrungen und Geschicklichkeit
vorausgesetzt - können die verschiedenen Ebenen des selbst Werks ausschöpfen.
"Configuring the CAVE" realisierte Agnes Hegedüs gemeinsam mit Jeffrey Shaw,
Bernd Lintermann und Leslie Stuck für das Intercommunication Cente (ICC) in
Tokio. Die Arbeit war parallel zur MultiMediale 5 in der CAVE (Cave Automatic
TVirtual Environment) des Stuttgarter Fraunhofer-Institut zu sehen.50 Die in
beeindruckender Perfektion realisierte Arbeit gipfelt im globalen Anspruch, den
BesucherInnen Einsichten in sieben Welten ("Material", "Language", Macrocosm",
"Association", "Union", "Person", "Emergence") zu ermöglichen. Mit speziellen 3D
Brillen ausgerüstet, die von einem Sender angepeilt werden, bekommen maximal
fünf Personen gleichzeitig speziell auf ihren räumlichen Standpunkt hin berechnete
Bildanimationen vor die Augen projiziert. Die alle Sinne umschließende Präsentation
besticht durch hyperreale 3D-Effekte, wobei die vorgeführten Raum- und
Körpersimulationen förmlich durch den eigenen Leib schneiden, ein Gefühl, das
trotz aller Faszination kaum länger als 30 Minuten zu ertragen ist. Die Navigation
durch die geographischen, kulturellen, historischen und körperbezogenen Welten
werden über eine Gliederpuppe vorgenommen, deren Körper auf einem Bildschirm
räumlich bewegt werden kann. Einzelne Gliedmaßen stehen für die jeweiligen
Welten. Der Komponist Leslie Stuck hat die visuellen Ebenen um eine musikalische
Dimension erweitert. Bewegungsdaten auf der visuellen Schiene setzt sein
Programm in algorhythmische musikalische Parameter um.
Im Zusammenspiel mit den Bildern kommt eine fast psychedelische Wirkung
des Environments zustande. Die Medienkunst scheint mit einem so komplexen,
technisch und finanziell aufwendigen Großprojekten bereits den Endpunkt eines
illustrativen Illusionismus erreicht zu haben. Eine CAVE-Einrichtung ist
ausschließlich für Ausstellungszwecke zudem nicht finanzierbar. Sie wird im
kommerziellen Sektor meist für Aufgabenbereiche der Großindustrie - etwa zur
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Optimierung von Prototypen in der Automobilbranche - genutzt. Die Künstler
müssten in diesem Arbeitsfeld ihre Aktivitäten langfristig mit den wirtschaftlichen
Nutzern derartiger Anlagen koordinieren und brauchten dauerhaft zuverlassige
Sponsoren.
Anja Wiese (Jg. 196#), die deutsche Künstlerin, zeigte auf der "Current"-Ausstellung
anläßlich der MultiMediale 5 zur Eröffnung des ZKM die Arbeit "Trance Machine"
(1997). 51 Das Werk ist auf der vierten Ausgabe des CD ROMagazins "artintact" enthalten
und konnte in der Ausstellung - wie auch die ersten drei Ausgaben des jährlich
erscheinenden Magazins - an einem Terminal abgerufen werden.
Wieses Arbeit zeigt auf dem Bildschirm ein regelmäßiges Raster von stilisierten
Tonbandspulen, die, per Mausklick aktiviert, kurze Tonkonserven abspielen. Je nach
Verweildauer und Reihenfolge des Anklickens, entsteht eine Kakophonie von
Teilsätzen, die von einer melancholisch klingenden Frauenstimme gesprochen
werden. Wie in einem Memory-Spiel, wo Bildkarten zu passenden Paaren kombiniert
werden mussen, haben auch die Satzteile ihren Platz in einer Übergeordneten
Aussage. Sind vier "richtige" Spulen aktiviert worden, werden die Bänder optisch zu
einem Karree zusammengefaßt und die Stimme spricht den vollständigen
Gedankengang, z. B.: "Ich machte den Eindruck, keine Hilfe zu brauchen, aber ich
war zu stolz" ... "Ich hatte Angst. Ich wußte nicht, daß es Angst war" usw. Schließlich
ist die gesamte Monitorfläche in Vierergruppen geordnet und eine neue Bildseite
erscheint, welche die Aussagen nochmals visuell und akustisch konzentriert. Anja
Wieses Arbeit läßt den BenutzerInnen viel Gestaltungsfreiheit im Umgang mit den
Tonkonserven, indem jeder seine eigene "Mischungen", Phrasierungen und
Repetitionen des Materials vornehmen kann. Ihr Vorteil ist in diesem Falle die
strenge, karge Gestaltung des visuellen Feldes, welche die meiste Aufmerksamkeit
den akustischen Phänomenen überläßt. Dennoch ist das Anklicken der Spulen, die
manchmal wie von Geisterhand die Positionen wechseln, auf Spielfreude und
gleichermaßen auf exploratorischen Geist ausgerichtet.
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Diary of an Ageing Art Slut
from London, the Montmartre of the Millennium
December 1997 - February 1998

December
The Christmas season has started once again. G and I had three parties or rather
art do's to go to on Saturday night.The first was the Absolutely Vodka party at the
Royal College of Art for all of us post card participants, then the 80th Independence
celebrations at the Finnish Embassy and finally a little art do at Christies. It should
have been a fun evening by anybody's standards. But no. Good old G. saw to that. The
problem is that she is pining for a man who she can not have but I only found out
this at the end of the evening. No, he is not married but might as well be !!!because he
is in a long term relationship with a woman that would rip G.'s eyes out and have
them for olive's in her dry martini if she even got a whiff of anything. I was not
aware of anything when the evening started. Oh no! All this drama was revealed
afterwards as we sat in Charing Cross station sipping coffee at 10:45 pm. The first
stop was a bit of a bratpack event filled with wannabe Y.B.A.'s ripped on free vodka.
A situation which is about as safe as handing out free lobotomies. So we swanned
around a little then scampered to the Finnish Cultural centre somewhere in Holborn.
Now that was good, and I would have been happy to stay in their sixties time warp
for the rest of the evening with their free vodka coolers , delicious free hor d'oerves
and free oysters which nobody seemed to eat except me. G. got a bit embarrassed
when this other Finn and I scoffed a whole plateful between us.
"Well I can't let good oysters go to waste. They could help my flagging sex life", I
wailed as she dragged me towards a boring Finnish artist that she recognized.
"Its not you that needs to eat oysters its that slug like husband of yours that
does." was her tart reply.
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I was momentarily offended until I had another vodka cooler shoved into my
empty hand by a person dressed like a space cadet in head-to-toe silver glistening
lycra, including the platform boots This is not what we will be wearing in the next
millenium but a design for someone in 1960. It became even more disconcerting as
the evening wore on and the vodkas took effect. But no, we could not stay for the
finale or the last oyster. G. had a hidden agenda and insisted we catch the Christies
event before it ended. Now that was a bad decision .The place was filled with Hurrah
Henry's and Deb's Delights. I never saw so many chinless wonders in one place at the
same time. Really there was one chin to every dozen men! Talk about genetic
inbreeding!
As soon as we hit the place she was off zipping around to check out if HE was
there. As I stood in the foyer and watched her disappear into the crowd it dawned on
me that the whole evening was about her hoping to bump into a particular man.
Needless to say we soon were out of there after grabbing our free goodie bags. Nothing
at all was said until we hit the station and I insisted on a cappuccino and a chocolate
bar after we picked up Sundays papers. "So... what was that all about?" I started off.
G. opened her mouth to deny any knowledge of what I was referring to when she
caught my death ray glare and crumpled into tears. Then she confessed to it all. Do
women ever learn I ask myself ?
Near and dear was very surprised when I rolled in at 11. He had obviously prepared
himself for an uninterrupted evening in on his own. I took one look and realized all
those oysters would be wasted. The video was stacked with all his favourite golf
games and a case of French lager placed ever so handily beside him on the sofa. I
just accepted my fate and went to bed.
January 1st.1998
Who had the worst New Year's evening in all the world last night and how did I
manage it ? But then New Year's eve fits in with last year's botched up season doesn't
it ? Shall I dwell on the utter failure of this year's Chisenhale fund raiser which was
held the Friday before Christmas when anybody, even me, has at least three rather
good options in the way of parties and works functions to choose from. As always I
was cloakroom mistress dressed in my tails and tights looking very Dietrich and
keeping in theme for this year. But to little avail as I had only thirty one customers
compared to over seven hundred last year.....
Still the next day I could walk and didn't have a hangover. Next time perhaps
they will listen to an old party goer like moi and go back to their usual slot of February
when the party season is stagnant and they are sure to get great hoards coming just
from sheer lack of competition. Neither shall I dwell on the dubious pleasure of having
my 17 year old nephew for Christmas week. The self centred little bore is on an
exchange in Belgium for a year. He was born with the the most amenable personality
out of all his siblings which says very little. As he happens also to possess boyish
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good looks he discovered early in life that the only way to be heard above the din
produced from the others was to enlarge his baleful brown eyes and speak very softly.
In other words he developed into a slimy and false new man very young. (I am being
very mean about him I know but I had to stop myself from strangling him as his
gentle whine wore down my tolerance day by day especially when he would come out
with all sorts of crap like "I think women should have careers" and then pretend not
to hear me asking him to help with the dishes !!)
His first words when he greeted me at Eurorail were "Great ! now I don't have to
look after myself any more!" That alone ensured a promise of slow and painful torture.
His next utterance was to inform me that he didn't have any money on him as he had
forgotten to go to the bank. I immediately directed him to the nearest cash machine.
Stuff that old trick!!! Our Xmas presents from him were wine and Belgium chocolates
which he proceeded to completely demolish on Christmas day. To top it all off he
almost missed his return train back on New Year's Eve. As he had not managed to
buy a battery for his watch in the ten days he was here or the two weeks before that
when it had originally stopped he was always running behind time .So when he and
his friend left in the morning to shop I reminded him that we had to check in 20
minuets early for the train . "Oh I'll be back at twelve" he assured me. Sure and pigs
fly. Well 1:40 and no nephew or friend to be seen. The thought of another day with
boy wonder sent shivers down my spine. Near and dear had already threatened to
eviscerate him if he was there when he returned from golf. But despite much
screaming and swearing on my part when they did finally arrive we took off at a
gallop with me dragging them through the underground system. Boy wonder's feet
seemed to be made of lead! When we finally arrived I pushed them through the barrier
screaming at the attendant's protestations that he had to catch the next train as his
mother was dying in Brussels. We had made it with only one minute to spare before
the train left. Then I ran as fast as I could. The only answer was some retail therapy
and I hiked it to the sale at Liberty's quick as lightening.
My annual cocktail party was on Christmas Eve this year was another washout.
I seemed only to have attached exhausted neighbours who drifted in and out all
evening til 11.30 when I told everyone to leave so I could go to midnight mass. I just
love ritual.
January 12
Well the teaching has started once again ! These days I wish all my students
were mature ones. The younger ones are completely gormless. What a wonderful
northern word that is to describe someone. It says and describes so much about a
particular mental condition. I can never understand why anyone uses swearing , it's
so arbitrary when there are so many great words and phrases in the English language
with which one can demolish somebody.
After my nephew's visit I have been doing some hard recollecting of my youth.
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Was I so gormless and unaware of the world around me? Now I remember going on
demos for anti-VietNam protests and I was even arrested at his age ! I did anti-social
things like smoke dope when it was still considered anti-social. Now any Tom, Dick
and Harry automatically does it without even thinking that perhaps its part of a
great plot to stop people from protesting at injustices in the world by getting them
so horizontal they can't move. Also, I knew how to dress alternatively and be aware
of the ecology. I was not a slave to Designer name clothing. All these things or their
equivalent concerns have no relevance to him. He just wants to spend money on
himself by buying new clothes and trying to get laid. Mind you he is male and I have
little idea where they are coming from. Oh well, work in the studio has started again.
Once more assistant is full of beans and yet seems just as paranoid and vague as
ever. We are clearing out the studio for the spring sale and bi-annual money raiser.
It's called "liquidizing my assets" as my accountant reminds me so succinctly. At
this stage in life the only liquid asset I want in the evening is a good glass of wine. I
must remember to renew my Times wine club membership soon.
January 20
Went to Whitechapel opening of Thomas Strutt, or Schutte. A German sculptor
whose work on the ground floor was some quite arresting little sculptures and large
chrome sci-fi yet mis-shaped Michelin men. However, I sensed a turn for the worse
when I arrived at the first gallery on the first floor. FLOWER DRAWINGS a la old
master...What a no-no! Why do curators allow artists to do such things but then again
it could have been the curator's choice knowing what has been shown here in the
past year or two!!!!
The main room was filled with doll house size buildings. Some looked like Esher
had been the Architect, others like copies of "My Favourite Buildings Gone Wrong"
and they all had very artistic dustings of sawdust on them. Sort of a "just out of the
studio " look. Contrived or What ? Anyways blocking the door way was a sculptor
acquaintance trying to act like a very important artist. You know that stance the
blokes take, shoulders hunched and slightly swaying, jaw out slightly nodding and
miming umm, yeah, for sure, very thoughtfully to another male artist who also has
either his hands in his jeans or his arms crossed. They slightly snort when you
interrupt them with such banal things like " Hi! or How are you ? "or even "What do
you think of the work then ?"
It was actually difficult to ignore them as they were blocking the doorway. Then
they always do that wonderful little number "Oh! Were we in the way ?" Which
translated means "We are so immersed in the work" or "We are so absorbed in an
important conversation about art that we didn't notice such mundane things like
blocking doorway so other people can look at the exhibition as well." Unfortunately
D. who was the other artist is so insecure that he really gets off on talking to more
well known male artists. He avoids well known women artists except when he wants
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to borrow tea or coffee from their studios. But that doesn't stop him from always
trying to say something terribly ironical or satirical to me only it never quite works.
This time he said "Hey I got a new studio at Orsmond Road." The only thing I could
possible say was "Thank God" and walked off.
However on the way upstairs I did a detour to the bar to claim my free beer and
leaned up against the wall and discovered that the curator from the South London
Art Gallery, or SLAG to the initiated, was also propped up beside me. We had a brief
little banter about the forthcoming Gary Hume Show in two weeks time. He promised
to come to my sale and to pass the news along.
Feb 2
What a week !! The year has started off really well with assistant and I getting
down to three full days a week in the studio. Despite the on-going diagnoses of what
is wrong in his life we are managing to actually cast some moulds and print some
images on the press. Not only that but we have actually started to sort out the studio
for the forthcoming sale.
However, I feel I am finally doing some good work. All I need to do is find a decent
dealer. Since I left my gallery the pickings, dealer-wise, have been pretty sparse.
Why do so many dealers in art have no idea what they are actually looking at ?
G.suggested we hit the Delfina Gallery opening this Thursday. So I am going to
meet her at work and a colleague will drive us there. I don't know if this is such a
good idea. The person driving invented 'road rage' and if she has a drink on top of
that it could prove more than interesting.
Feb 8.
Hit the Tate yesterday with eight students from the evening class. Really good
visit except for a student who I call the Vacant One turned up and stuck like glue to
me and drove me nuts with her insane chatter. This is the student who I once sent to
the washroom to get some toilet paper so we could blot up her excess paint on her
background and then came back ten minutes later with nothing. All she had was a
vacant look on her face. When I asked where was the toilet paper she said " Oh yeah!
that's why I went there ! I forgot."
I really earn my money teaching.
The opening at the Delfini was something else - the work exhibited I mean. The
wine was as good as it always is and the snackets as wonderful as ever. I spied M.
who I got pie eyed with last time I went and he waved a hopeful hello and asked why
he hadn't seen me here more often. I couldn't think of an answer because I did have
a really nice time with him. Obviously I'm going to have to get my act together this
year with getting the right invites to the right Private Views.
Anyways the work was ... shall I say it CONCEPTUAL AND BORING. In one corner
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we had a door opening by itself revealing the broom cupboard in its unaltered state.
Next to it was a list of groceries and what nots bought that very afternoon at
Sainsbury's - everything on the list was white. Now that idea my friend Dyck did in
1968 which had several lists and each list had purchases on it that corresponded to
the colours of the rainbow. It was only marginally more interesting than this one.
Further along we had a ten minute video of a butterfly on a brick wall illustrating
chaos theory???? Of course the butterfly didn't move for the whole of the video's
duration. Next we had a fire bucket filled with red gloss paint right up to the brim. G.
thought this was particularly daring and rather exciting. At this point I went in search
of another glass of wine. I had also spied that lovely young man who I had worked
with at the Chis. fund raiser. After a while I tried to draw G. out of the gallery into the
cafe area which I eventually did and we got invited to the party afterwards upstairs
which had even more food and drinks. I immediately said yes but G. kicked me and
said we had a previous engagement at a New Bond Street Gallery. I was very annoyed
as it was probably one of her wild goose chases after a new man.
By the time we arrived at the second private view whoever he was had long gone
like the free beer. I went into one room and G.dashed into another in her pursuit of
him. I meanwhile bumped into the ex-husband of a friend of mine, who also is the
father to my God son, with his latest bit. There used to be a wonderful word that
would have described the young thing he was with - scrubber. I hadn't thought of it
for ages but it sort of popped back into my mind, out of the blue when I saw her. I
vetoed any idea of mentioning it to D.D. the next time I was with her. It wouldn't help
her and she's been doing so well since she started the A.A meetings.
Meanwhile G. in her search for the elusive man was craning her neck at the crowds
in the various rooms but to no avail. Then she got annoyed at me for not pointing out
the scrubber T. was with. But since she had never met T. for that matter I didn't see
the point. However as luck would have it he suddenly came back into the room to
retrieve some gloves the girlfriend had left behind and dashed out again. I quickly
grabbed G.and pressed her to the front window of the gallery to point out the much
mentioned and berated man lovingly putting the gloves on his date's hands. G.'s
mouth dropped open and she stared to say something but it couldn't come out. But
the look on her face told me all. This was the bloke she had dragged me across town
in hopes of bumping into and made me forfeit a great party for.
"Didn't you know what D.D.'s ex-husband looked like from my descriptions of
him ?" I enquired with as much sympathy as I could find in my voice. Later that night
when I was at home in bed with near and dear explaining the strange but true event
that had happened he didn't seem at all surprised at G.'s folly. "After all, " he pointed
out "why should your description of T. match G.'s description of her latest wonderful
man." I thought about that and it was true. My description of him had horns coming
out of his head while G.'s description of him was tall, dark and handsome. I had
somehow never considered that as a fair description of T.
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Now G.is really mad at me .She says I spoilt it all for her because now she knows
what a shit he is from all my gossip before she could find out for herself ! I think she
ought to be grateful. After all I missed a really good free food party just to check out
her latest passion. All she had to do was tell me his name and I could have saved us a
wasted journey.
It really confirms my believe that G. will never find a decent boyfriend because she
has got really really bad taste in men. It must be genetic. I have never met anyone who
is as bad as her in picking losers.
February 10
Near and dearest and myself are on very rocky terms at present. Nothing in
particular just general wear and tear of normal married life plus the fact that we never
go out together any more.
My cat sits purring on top off my printer and every now and then bats a paw at the
computer screen. He has done this since he was a kitten and it was very endearing. But
now that he is a large almost fully grown bruiser of a tom cat it is awkward and
disconcerting. But he loves me with all his tiny brain.
It does get congested when the other really enormous fat cat decides that she also
needs to be near me as well and sits on my lap - we are talking about 14 lbs of pussy cat.
N.and D. says its all my fault that the cat is so big but here is the dilemma. We decided
to have her spaded because she was a sex maniac who went on heat like clock work
every 10 weeks since she was six months old. After two litters of six kittens with barely
ten weeks in between I had had it and rushed her off to the vet. Unfortunately cats only
live for two things in life and she went for her remaining option with the same
vengeance. Up until she was too heavy to jump over the garden wall I had problems
with the neighbours. One such incident involved me being stopped in the street and
harassed by a poor cat owner two doors down who called my cat an urban terrorist!!
Apparently she would come into his kitchen after head-butting her way through the
expensive electronic cat flap, belted his 'Fluffy' and then ate all its food.
Of course, these tactics of terror ceased when the natural progression of my cats'
girth got too much for the garden wall. Still, how embarrassing to be accused of
harbouring an urban terrorist in your household.
February 19
This year I was so annoyed at near and dear that I didn't write him his traditional
Valentine's poem. What was even more annoying was the fact that he didn't even notice
that there was no poem. He bought me an expensive bouquet of flowers and twigs
from a rather trendy florist that is near where he works. He can be so insensitive at
times. It seems that whatever the one of us does alwaya annoys the other. So things
are a bit tense at the moment. But like all tense situations something happens to clear
the air and that something came in the form of G.
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Friendship is a precarious journey along a narrow path that can not be deviated
from without serious consequences. For example, never ever agree with your friend
that their bottom is really too big to wear that dress. It's far wiser to comment on the
poor quality of the material or even suggest to them that it shrank at the dry cleaners
but under no circumstances agree that her bottom looks enormous. The other area
to avoid is their relationship with their loved one. Do not give your real opinion about
the husband/boyfriend until the divorce papers are signed or she has burnt his photo
and returned his clothes .
G. and I are not talking to each other. Well basically, I am not talking to G. because
she insulted near and dear and told me I was emotionally inadequate for staying
with him all these years. Boy has she been grumpy lately. Of course all this didn't
just come out of the blue but developed out of a conversation regarding me and how
down I felt about what I perceived were various areas of failure in my life. It is called
being blue or when I still had periods, PMT. The last thing you need is some
sanctimonious little fart whose idea of serial monogamy doesn't go past three dates
not only telling you what to do in your life but what she perceives are the main areas
of inadequacy. As if I don't know already! Not only have I have steadfastly refused to
return her calls but near and dear was so upset at my inability to stop crying when
he returned home that things have got much better between us again. He can be so
sensitive when he wants to. Even assistant has taken notice of my low mood and
brought me some wonderful finds from a skip outside a building near by being
renovated. We have actually made great progress in the studio recently with his
improving skills and my just having more time to work. Next week assistant and I
are going on a excursion to Brighton for a private view of my second and third year
students. It should prove interesting since I haven't seen them since Christmas when
my contract finished. Apparently there's a young man who teaches at the Royal
College lined up for my work who is much more prestigious for the college than
having an old fart like me to teach.
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